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Abstract 

The annotated papers that are submitted as part of this thesis consider the phenomenon 
of colour at the fundamental, technical, and application levels, and they were written and 
published by Oulton between 1990 and 2009. The papers disclose significant insights by 
the author into colorimetric modeling theory and report aspects of the author’s work that 
have led to commercially successful practical applications. The academic significance of 
these papers is evident in their citation record; their practical value is shown by a number 
of successful industrial collaboration programmes, and through the award of national 
prizes for innovation by the Worshipful Company of Dyers, and the Society of Dyers and 
Colorists.  

The published research primarily concerns digital devices that either capture or reproduce 
coloured images. For example, the research problem of how to calibrate the colour on 
computer CRT screens, which was thought at the time to be intractable, was reported by 
Oulton in paper 1 to be solved at the two to three significant figure level of colorimetric 
accuracy. This world leading level of accuracy was subsequently confirmed using a 
comprehensive data set in paper 7, and has been exploited internationally in commercial 
computer aided design and colour communication systems by Textile Computer Systems 
Ltd and Datacolor Inc.  

Further research problems resolved by Oulton in the presented papers include how to 
predict the colorimetric sensitivity of dye recipes; how to design, test, and fine-tune the 
spectral response of digital cameras; and how the individual customers in a shop can be 
tracked automatically to reveal their buying behavior, using coloured CCTV images. 

The challenge to the standard CIE colorimetric model posed by the results of Dr 
W.A.Thornton was analyzed and satisfactorily explained by Oulton in papers 2, 3 and 4. It 
is also shown that Thornton’s results do not in any way compromise either the practice of 
colorimetry based on the CIE Standard Observer, or the validity of its quantifying data 
sets. It is also additionally shown under the annotation of paper 4 presented here, that the 
success of the CIE colorimetric model has a clearly demonstrable theoretical basis. 

In all but one of the presented papers the convention is maintained that the standard CIE 
XYZ co-ordinate model should be used as the reference basis, when modeling the 
properties of colour and quantifying its uses. The final paper to be published (and 
presented here as paper 4) challenges this convention and demonstrates that a context 
free and formally defined alternative reference basis may be used in colorimetric modeling 
with significant advantage. 

It is also shown in paper 4 that under the specified axioms, any cross dependency that is 
potentially non linear can in principle be resolved into its component scalar and additive 
relationships, and that the causes of scalar non linearity may be characterized 
independently from the causes of linearly additive cross dependency. The result is a 
widely applicable analytical and experimental design method for resolving complex cross 
dependent relationships in general and in particular, for resolving those between the 
spectral visual stimuli and the psychophysical response to them. 
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Statement of Published Work. 

1. The Author 

David Oulton has retired, but is currently a research-active member of staff in the School of 

Materials (Staff No. PN 84279, LN 7084279B). 

Qualifications :- 

 Bsc Tech (Hons) in Textile Chemistry, UMIST 1960 

 AMCST in Textile Chemistry, UMIST 1960. 

 MSc in Computation, UMIST 1982. 

After a significant period working in industry for Messer’s Samuel Heap and Sons Ltd and for 

Courtaulds PLC, his subsequent experience in education includes a substantial period 

lecturing in textile processing, and colour science at Salford College of Technology.  

More recently (1989 to 2002), he was employed as a Lecturer in Colour science CAD and 

Computing at UMIST. 

He also managed the UMIST Colour Communication Research Group, which in total 

employed five full time Research Associates on a range of EPSRC funded projects. 

Research Projects and expenditure 

David Oulton has been either Principal Investigator or co-Investigator on 5 major Research 

Council funded projects, two Teaching Companies and a DTI Link project with a total budget 

of £1,665,000. Of this total £844,000 was direct research expenditure within his Department. 

The most recent EPSRC grant of £62,500 ran from 2001 - 2003. 

The completed EPSRC projects have achieved one alpha 4, 3 Alpha 3 ratings and an Alpha 

2, and the first Teaching Company Programme with Textile Computers Ltd resulted in 

significant Technology Licensing activity, with three licensees, and an income to UMIST in 

excess of £250,000. 
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The ‘spin off’ Company Colorite Ltd was founded to exploit the output of EPSRC project GR/J 

91852 (the Imagemaster project). It employed three members of Oulton’s research team, and 

also a former Teaching Company Research Associate (or RA). Datacolor International Inc. 

subsequently bought the company, for a sum approaching £1,000,000. 

The above projects involved 16.5 man-years of Research Associate effort. 

The second Teaching company Programme with Worthington Manufacturing PLC (Grant 

value £93,000) was launched in Oct 2001 and was completed in 2003. It employed one RA, 

and established and widened the use of calibrated imaging systems for colour 

communication at the company. 

The author’s academic career at this University from 1989 to date is marked by over 50 

publications, and by a growing international reputation as a colour scientist. His appointment 

to the nationally important Colour Measurement Committee of the Society of Dyers and 

Colourists, and to the international technical committee TC 1-56 of the CIE both reflect his 

established reputation. Further highlights include the award of two national prizes for 

innovation for the Imagemaster system and its selection as a Millennium Product for display 

in the Dome. As an invited contributor, the author has also published two book chapters and 

a journal review article.  

2. Bibliography of appended papers,   

The papers are listed in their order of presentation and denoted in the main text by their 

publication number thus [1].  

1. D.P. Oulton and I. Porat, "Control of Colour, by Using Measurement and Feedback", J. 

Text. Inst. Publ. by the Textile Institute, Manchester Vol. 83 No.3, 1992, p 454-461.  

2.  D. P. Oulton, “The Properties of Multiple CMF Determinations Using Alternative 

Primary Sets Part I: Evidence and Modeling”, Color Research and Application Publ. 

John Wiley Inter-science New York, Vol. 29 No. 4, 2004, pp 273-284. 
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3. D. P. Oulton, “The Properties of Multiple CMF Determinations Using Alternative 

Primary Sets Part II: A Data Unification Methodology”, Color Research and 

Application Vol. 29 No. 6 2004, pp 438-450. 

4. D.P. Oulton, “Notes Toward a Verifiable Vector Algebraic Basis for Colorimetric 

Modeling”, Color Research and Application 2009, Vol. 34 No. 2, pp 163 – 169.  

5. D.P. Oulton & P.B. Chen, "Colour Change Sensitivity of Dye Recipes”, JSDC Publ. 

The Society of Dyers and Colourists, Bradford, Vol. 111 July/Aug 1995, pp 237 - 244. 

6. C.J. Hawkyard and D.P. Oulton, "Colour in Textile Computer-Aided Design Systems", 

JSDC Vol. 107 1991, pp 309-313.  

7. D.P. Oulton, J. Boston, & R. Walsby, “Building a Precision Colour Imaging System”, 

Proc. IS&T/SID 4th Int. Imaging Conf. Scottsdale Arizona Publ. by the Society for 

Imaging Science and Technology, Springfield VA, USA Nov 1996, pp 14-19. 

8. D.P. Oulton and D.K.C. Yu, “Testing and Optimizing the Spectral Response of Digital 

Cameras”, Imaging Science Journal, Publ. by the Royal Photographic Soc. London, 

Vol. 53 2005 pp 1 - 11. 

9. D.K.C. Yu & D.P. Oulton, “Colour Difference Acceptability for Calibrated Digital 

Images”, Imaging Science Journal Publ. by the Royal Photographic Soc Vol. 48 2000 

No 4 pp 165-176. 

10. Andrew Newman, Daniel K. C. Yu, and David P. Oulton, “New Insights into Retail 

Space and Format Planning from Customer-tracking Data”, Journal of Retailing and 

Consumer Services Publ. by Pergamon Elsevier Science Ltd London Vol. 9 2002, 

pp 253-258. 

11. M. A. Bruce, L. Benson, D.P. Oulton, M. Hogg and J. Wilson, “Optimising Product 

Colour”, in Review of Progress in Coloration Publ. by Society of Dyers and 

Colourists, Bradford, Volume 31 2001, pp 29-35. 
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                 Table 1: The published citation counts 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. The Scientific and Technical Background to the Presented Work 

In the submitted publications a detailed analysis is presented of the internationally agreed 

colorimetric methods and definitions of the CIE Standard Observer and Standard Illuminant 

system. The analysis suggests that these colorimetric standards could be both extended and 

improved, and any such suggestion is a weighty matter. This is because the standard system 

of CIE colorimetry is a rare example of international unanimity that works very well. It is also 

widely applied both industrially and scientifically as a basis for colour specification and colour 

measurement. The statement of submitted work uses CIE colorimetry as a reference basis 

for calibrating colour reproduction; it seeks to validate and explain the international success 

of CIE colorimetry; and it proposes that the science of colorimetric modeling can be materially 

Paper 
No. 

Title Journal 
Citations 

1 "Control of Colour, by Using Measurement and Feedback" 2 

2 “The Properties of Multiple CMF Determinations Using 
Alternative Primary Sets Part I: Evidence and Modeling” 

7 

3 “The Properties of Multiple CMF Determinations Using 
Alternative Primary Sets Part II: A Data Unification 
Methodology” 

5 

4 “Notes Toward a Verifiable Vector Algebraic Basis for 
Colorimetric Modeling” 

1 

5 "Colour  Change Sensitivity of Dye Recipes” 6 

6 "Colour  in Textile Computer-Aided Design Systems" 10 

7 “Building a Precision Colour Imaging System” 1 

8 “ Testing and Optimizing the Spectral Response of Digital 
Cameras” 

2 

9 “Colour Difference Acceptability for Calibrated Digital Images” 1 

10 “New Insights into Retail Space and Format Planning from 
Customer-tracking Data” 

14 

11 “Optimising Product Colour” 4 
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advanced by improving and extending this Colorimetric Standard. The presented papers 

should therefore be read and indeed weighed in the context of this successful Standard. 

The background to the presented papers on practical colorimetry is best understood by 

reference to the standard reference work by Wyszecki and Stiles on the fundamental science 

and methodology of CIE colorimetry (1). Likewise, the technical and industrial aspects of 

applied colorimetry are well documented by Berns (2).  

The presented papers on the theoretical aspects of colorimetry are in part based on the affine 

transformation of vector spaces, and projections onto them; and on the properties of convex 

sets and convex optimization methods. They also use a sub-set of vector space models 

defined as convex cones embedded in a true vector space of possibly infinite dimension. 

These aspects of the background are well documented by Boyd & Vandenberge (3) and by 

Stark and Yang (4). 

Many additional published works also supply a supportive context for this thesis:-  

I cite particularly the papers by Krantz on the axiomatic definition of Grassmann Structure 

colour spaces (5, 6); and the paper by Berns titled ‘A generic approach to colour modeling’ 

(7), and his references to ‘finding the linear model’. The seminal papers by Wright concerning 

the development of the CIE system (8, 9); the definitive description of CIE colorimetry (10); 

and finally, the standard data sets provided by the American Society for Testing and 

Materials (ASTM E308-95) (11) also provide important quantifying and theoretical 

background material. In addition, each of the submitted papers also has a comprehensive list 

of cited references.  

Supporting Background Bibliography, denoted thus (1) in the above text. 

1.  G Wyszecki & W.S Stiles, “Color Science: concepts methods, quantitative data 
and formulae”, Published by John Wiley & Sons, New York,  2nd Edition 1982 pp 
117 et seq. 

2. R.S Berns Editor, “Billmeyer and Saltzman’s Principles of Color Technology” 3rd 
Edition Published by John Wiley & Sons, New York 2000, Ch2 pp 31 et Seq. 
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3. S Boyd & L Vandenberge “Convex Optimization”, Publ. by Cambridge Univ. Press, 
Cambridge UK, 2009 Ch 2 pp 21 – 59. 

4. H Stark & Y Yang “Vector Space Projections: A Mathematical Approach”, Publ. 
1998 by Wiley Interscience, New York, Ch 2 p 33 et Seq. 

5. D.H Krantz “Color Measurement and Color Theory Part 1: Representation 
Theorem for Grassmann Structures”, Journal of Mathematical Psychology 
Published by Elsevier Inc, Burlington MA Vol. 12 1975, pp 283 – 303,. 

6. D.H Krantz “Color Measurement and Color Theory Part 2: Opponent Colors 
Theory”, Journal of Mathematical Psychology, Published by Elsevier Inc, 
Burlington MA, Vol. 12 1975, pp 304 – 327,. 

7. Roy S. Berns, “A Generic Approach to Color Modeling”, Col. Res. & App, Publ. 
Wiley Interscience New York Vol. 22 No. 5 1997, pp 318-325.. 

8. W.D Wright, “A re-determination of the mixture curves of the spectrum”, Trans. 
Opt. Soc. London, Vol. 31 (1929 – 1930), pp 201 – 218. 

9. W.D Wright, “The historical and experimental background to the 1931 CIE system 
of Colorimetry”, in Golden Jubilee of colour in the CIE, 1981, pp 3 – 18, Published 
by the Society of Dyers and Colourists, Bradford, England. 

10. "Colorimetry", CIE Publication 15:2004, Published by the CIE Central Bureau: 
Vienna, Austria.  

11. ASTM Standard E-308 – 95, “Standard Practice for Computing Colors of Objects”, 
Published in 1995 by the American Society for Testing and Materials, West 
Conshohocken, PA, 19428 – 2959, USA, Tables 5 & 6, pp 13 et. Seq.  

 

4. An Introduction to the Content of the Submitted Works 

The statement of published work is presented in a logical rather than a chronological 

sequence as three distinct subsets of published papers. Papers [1 to 5] are directly 

concerned with the analysis and modeling of colorimetric phenomena.  Papers [6 to 9] 

chronicle the significance of the insights thus gained in various colorimetric applications, and 

papers [10 and 11] present two colour-related applications in marketing and colour 

management that are enabled by accurate colour modeling as presented in papers [1-9]. 

Their chronological development and associated themes are however introduced first. 

4.1 The Publication Chronology  

The submitted papers published between 1990 and 2009 mainly report the author’s work on 

colorimetric modeling and his practical work on image capture and colour reproduction 

devices.  The gradually evolving insights chronicled in the submitted papers and annotated in 
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this thesis culminate in a novel approach to colorimetry, which seeks to establish models of 

the visual sensation of colour with an axiomatically defined reference basis. All but one of the 

papers in the chronological sequence refer to the standard CIE colorimetric model as a basis 

for modeling and quantifying the properties of colour. The final paper focuses on the known 

inconsistencies in the predictions of the standard model, and presents a method whereby 

these inconsistencies can be calibrated. Specific prediction errors are thereby identified and 

isolated so that they can be either reduced or eliminated.  

Paper [6] was the first paper in the chronological sequence. It mainly reports the earlier 

work of Hawkyard; however, the paper also included a significant section by Oulton that is 

the first published disclosure of his success in calibrating computer generated colour 

accurately. This paper drew early recognition of important innovation, by the award of the 

Worshipful Company of Dyers Annual Medal for the best research paper in 1991.  

Paper [1] was the next to be published, and it coincided with a gathering momentum of 

intellectual property transfer and industrial collaboration, via the Teaching Company 

Programme with Textile Computer Systems Ltd. The published calibration method was 

applied by the Company to both Cathode Ray Tube (or CRT) screen and printed colour in the 

field of textile Computer Aided Design, and significant licensing income was generated.  

Together with paper [1], publications [6 and 7] placed in the public domain both the basic 

methodology of colour calibration revealed by Oulton, and the first elements of underlying 

colorimetric theory. Paper [7] extends the theoretical analysis set out in paper [1] and 

confirms the quoted colorimetric accuracy in papers [1 and 6] using a larger data set. This 

paper was written by Oulton, presented by him at a conference in Scottsdale Arizona and 

published in 1996 in the peer reviewed proceedings. The practical results were obtained by 

the co-authors under Oulton’s supervision.  

Paper [5] was added to the publication list in 1995 and it foreshadowed the author’s later 

successful uses of vector additive modeling that are reported in papers [2] to [4].  The ability 
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to predict the colorimetric sensitivity of dye recipes revealed in paper [5] is academically 

significant and has attracted international citation (see table 1).  

By the time paper [7] was published a major new intellectual property transfer and industrial 

collaboration programme was under way. It was led by Oulton and called the Imagemaster 

project, and it involved additional industrial partners including Marks and Spencer PLC and 

Courtaulds PLC. Two further technology licensing agreements were agreed during this 

nationally funded collaboration, and the ‘spin off’ company Colorite Ltd was founded at the 

end of the project. Colorite Ltd employed four current or previous Research Associates from 

the UMIST Colour Communication Research Group. Colorite Ltd exploited the intellectual 

property from the Imagemaster project, which mainly concerned new methods for quantifying 

the effects of surface texture on colour appearance. Within a year of its launch, Colorite Ltd 

was bought by Datacolor Inc for a sum approaching £1 million. 

Around the time paper [7] was published, the author became a UK representative on the 

international CIE Technical Committee TC1-56, whose designated field was the enumeration 

and characterization of the human visual response. The validity of the CIE standard model 

was then under challenge by the findings of Dr W.A. Thornton, and this led Oulton as sole 

investigator and author to publish papers [2, 3 and 4], which analyzed Dr. Thornton’s results 

and reconciled them with the standard  CIE colorimetric model.  

Papers [8] and [9] resulted from the author’s nationally funded DTI Link Project AFM/65 

“Colour Calibration for Food Appearance Measurement” with Unilever Research that ended in 

2000 and followed on from the Imagemaster project. The two papers report closely linked 

investigations into the spectral response of digital cameras; however they were published five 

years apart because the content of paper [8] was commercially sensitive and gave rise to a 

patent application.  

Publication [10] which was published in 2002 arose from the next nationally funded project in 

which Oulton collaborated. This time the project was led by Andrew Newman who was also 
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the lead author of paper [10]. The research problem concerned the automatic tracking of 

customer behavior in shops. This is an essentially trivial task for a human observer, but not 

for an imaging system. The published solution was  to use the characteristic ‘colour signature’ 

of any given individual’s clothing and overall appearance to achieve reliable tracking, and the 

chosen method is related to and enabled by the earlier publications. Oulton’s proposed 

tracking method revealed in this paper was confirmed experimentally by Yu and placed in the 

retail context by Newman. 

Papers [2] to [4] published between 2004 and 2009 report an inter-related body of further 

research where Oulton was the sole investigator, and was working as a member of CIE 

Technical Committee TC1-56. Papers [2] to [4] are the key papers in the evolving theme of 

the submitted work in terms of its theoretical content, and they also have the highest 

academic significance. In this sequence of papers, the fundamental principles and algorithms 

of colorimetry are examined and the processes of vector-additive colorimetric modeling are 

considered in detail. The papers also stress the critical importance of the property of ‘additive 

equivalence’ when modeling the effects of light stimuli in visually matching sensations. As the 

arguments are developed, the insights and innovations are at first expressed empirically and 

then with increasing mathematical rigor.  

4.2. The Colorimetric Modeling Papers 

This section explains how the initial colour calibration success reported in paper [1] led via a 

process of gradual evolution to paper [4] and to the validation of the CIE standard model. It 

also explains the sequence of theoretical insights upon which the final analysis is based, and 

how the alternative formally defined reference basis for colorimetric modeling was identified. 

4.2.1. A summary of the Solution to On-screen Colour Calibration 

Paper [1] written by Oulton and supervised by Porat, demonstrates that the appearance of 

colour on a computer CRT screen can be controlled using three-dimensional non-linear 

feedback, and an automated calibration sequence using this method is reported. The use of 
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feedback control was suggested by Porat and developed both theoretically and practically by 

Oulton into a successful calibration method. The process is based on computer generated 

colour patches using less then 20 out of the 16.78 million possible on-screen combinations of 

8 bit R, G, B digital drive values, allowing the calibration to be completed in less than five 

minutes.  

Paper [1] introduces the concept of colorimetric unit definition using a method known as ‘grey 

scale tracking’. The reported method is an improved version of one that had been used 

empirically for many years to enhance TV picture colour (notably by the BBC). The grey scale 

tracking process involves establishing a sequence of visually neutral sensations (from black 

to white) by balancing the light output generated by the electron-guns. The claims for 

improved accuracy were first published a year earlier in paper [6] and they were also 

confirmed four years later after comprehensive tests of colour reproduction accuracy (see 

paper [7]).  

Colour on a computer CRT screen is quantified physically using radiometric measurement to 

generate CIE XYZ colour co-ordinates, and there is a nonlinear cross-dependency between 

these XYZ co-ordinates and the computer generated R, G, and B electron-gun drive values. 

In paper [1], this cross-dependent relationship is resolved into its partial differential 

components by transforming the gun-drive R, G, B values into re-scaled drive values denoted 

as BGR ′′′ ,, values, and expressed in terms of the visual Trichromatic Units or T-Units of the 

standard CIE XYZ co-ordinate model. The T-Unit, which was first defined by Wright during 

the deliberations of the CIE Colorimetry Committee, is the psychophysical corollary in colour 

space of the units of length in physical space. 

Iteratively optimized 5th order polynomial functions are used instead of the conventional 

gamma functions to generate the BGR ′′′ ,,  values. The objective of grayscale tracking is 

twofold; a model of the light output must be created that is linearized optimally in each 
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dimension relative to the CIE Y co-ordinate; and the scaling in each dimension must be 

equated at each point on the grey scale relative to the visual balance at the neutral axis.  

By thus rescaling unit value non-linearly into visually equated and linearly incremental 

T-Units, it becomes possible to use a demonstrably constant proportionality matrix to quantify 

the cross-dependency of X,Y,Z co-ordinates on the BGR ′′′ ,,  drive values. The result is the 

invertible ‘adaptive driver’ calibration model reported in papers [1] and [6] whereby screen 

colour can be reproduced on demand with 2-3 significant figure L*a*b* co-ordinate accuracy 

by entering the desired CIE co-ordinate values. 

Paper [1] confirmed the significance of using a distinct unit redefinition step when quantifying 

a nonlinear cross-dependency, and this re-definition step and the reasons for its significance 

are discussed in more detail in paper [4] and Section 4.2.3 below.  

In practice, the overall accuracy of the calibration of the current CRT screen setup depends 

critically on the accurate quantification of the BGR ′′′ ,,  T-Unit values. The dynamic instability 

of on-screen colour is mainly concentrated in this unit-value scalar mapping, but both short 

and longer-term changes are also evident in the cross-dependency matrix due to variation in 

the light emitting characteristics of the screen phosphors. Calibration is thus typically required 

on a daily basis, and also before all critical visual assessments, hence the need for an 

efficient and accurate calibration method.  

The outcome of this research has proved valuable commercially and is still, 18 years or more 

on, a successful and theoretically significant calibration system. It was exploited initially via a 

Teaching Company established in 1989 between UMIST and the CAD systems manufacturer 

Textile Computer Systems Ltd, and subsequently by Datacolor Inc.  

The above calibration model was later shown to have potentially fundamental significance and 

wider applicability in the author’s αααα rated report on EPSRC ROPA project No. GR/K34658: ‘A 

General Theory of Colour Calibration’ 1994 – 1997. 
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4.2.2 The Validity of the Standard CIE Colorimetric Model  

The demonstrable success of the internationally agreed and very successful CIE colorimetric 

system is best understood by considering the work of Hermann G. Grassmann who died in 

1877. In his four laws of additive colour mixing, Grassmann specifies the properties of 

additive colour mixture by reference to the axiomatically definable properties of vector 

symmetry, transitivity, proportionality and additivity.  

The assumptions concerning the additivity of visual sensations that are implicit in 

Grassmann’s Laws are a key enabling feature of the 1931 CIE colorimetric model. This is 

mainly because the process of visual colour mixture manifestly exhibits the essentially 

constant and proportional three-dimensionally additive characteristics that are required for 

predictive success by vector addition in a colour space.  

The predictions of the 1931 CIE model are further enabled by three critically important 

features of CIE XYZ tristimulus values. Firstly, their scalar quantification in terms of stimulus 

power is a physically defined constant of the vector sum prediction. That is to say, the scaling 

of sensed stimulus power is a constant over all spectral dimensions of the vector sum, and 

increments in co-ordinate value are quantified as linearly proportionate displacement ratios, 

because they are calculated relative to the scaling of stimulus power expressed in watts.  

Secondly, the stimulus power equivalence ratios that quantify the1931 CIE Colour Matching 

Functions (or CMFs) are also treated as strict constants of the transform. The CIE RGB to 

XYZ axis transposition is thus performed at constant scaling and proportionation and in 

principle it thus becomes an affine transformation. (Visuailize affine transforms if you will, as 

generating views from different angles of a constantly proportioned and scaled building.)  By 

definition, affine vector space transforms preserve both co-linearity and ratio level 

proportionate value relationships in their output image; and clearly, the value of the CMFs as 

a basis for successful colorimetric prediction is likewise preserved over the CIE colorimetric 

transform as constantly scaled stimulus power equivalence ratios.  
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The fact that proportionate displacement on any given constant scale is a ratio level property 

is the final factor in the success of the 1931 CIE system. It follows that the necessary 

quantifying instances of CMF proportionate value are directly measureable as the null-point 

ratios that quantify stimulus power equivalence in visual matching experiments.  

The constancy of scaling and proportionation 

The requisite constancy of proportionation and scaling is next shown to be present in the CIE 

colorimetric transform, by considering exactly how the measured CMF stimulus power values 

expressed in watts are mapped onto the tristimulus values. It is necessary to demonstrate 

that three key constants are correctly modeled. These are the scalar origin for tristimulus 

co-ordinate value; the psychophysical scaling of tristimulus value in each spectral dimension; 

and the CMF proportional weighting ratios. 

In the CIE system the three-dimensional co-ordinates that quantify point colour identity have 

a scalar origin defined by the axis of visual neutrality, and the plane of zero luminance. 

Respectively, these define zero chrominance (or Chroma) and zero luminance. The term 

chrominance is adopted here to specify chroma, firstly to link it conceptually with the property 

of luminance and secondly to emphasize its scaling in terms of T-Units.  

Illuminant SE is used in the CIE system to quantify the visual neutrality axis, and this axis 

represents the set of all possible colour sensation mixtures whose additive values balance or 

cancel out tinctorially in the tristimulus sum. Illuminant SE is specified to have equal power at 

all wavelengths, and it is used firstly as the scalar basis for relating the standard model of 

visual neutrality to stimulus power, and secondly to equate the scalar basis for the T-Unit 

over all spectral dimensions. The required scalar definition as a 1:1 mapping from watts to 

T-Units is thus established via this definition of visual neutrality, but the two constants that 

model the proportional weighting of the response still require definition. 
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In the first part of this definition, the Vλ  function that quantifies relative spectral luminance is 

used to re-weight T-Unit value relative to the scaling of stimulus power. The Y vector in CIE 

XYZ colour space may thus be designated as the luminance vector by expressing it in 

T-Units.  

All coloured sensations are quantified in the CIE system as mixtures of stimulus power with 

visually unbalanced effect, and each point identity colour definition has a chroma expressed 

in T-Units relative to the zero point defined by the visual neutrality axis. The X and Z 

co-ordinates of CIE XYZ colour space quantify displacements at zero luminance by balancing 

the addition and subtraction of luminance value in their respective basis vector definitions. 

The CIE colorimetric transform in effect generates the Y basis vector as an independent 

definition of luminance for all stimuli, and the X and Z dimensions are specified as nominally 

orthogonal chrominance vectors. Luminance and chrominance are thus correctly 

distinguished as distinct and independently quantifiable properties of the colour sense.  

It should be carefully noted that in the CIE system, the psychophysical metric of colour 

difference (as distinct from the metric of stimulus power difference) is not quantified by 

reference to visual experiment until the subsequent XYZ to L*a*b* transformation. Further, it 

must be noted that the physical stimulus scaling of XYZ co-ordinates is referenced to three 

defining primary stimuli. The CIE XYZ co-ordinates of the standard model can thus be 

formally validated as three dimensional predictors of point identity colour definition, and of 

visual equivalence. This three-dimensional reference basis is however at best misleading and 

potentially N-dimensionally ambiguous when it is used as the basis for quantifying the 

psychophysical scaling in all of the non-primary spectral dimensions (see papers [3] and [4]).  

The potential for scalar ambiguity thus revealed is further discussed in papers [2, 3 and 4], 

and it has lead the author to adopt alternative formally defined reference models with 

increased dimensionality as a basis for characterizing the true scaling of the visual response 

to spectral stimuli, and for the modeling of colour difference (see section 4.2.3.1). 
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 4.2.3 Mathematically Verifiable Colorimetric Reference Models 

Due in part to the commercial significance of the author’s research, there is a gap of 12 years 

between the publication of papers [1] and [2]; and some important developments that 

occurred over that time period are evident in paper [2]. The challenge by the publications of 

Thornton to the validity of the standard CIE tristimulus model had become an active concern, 

and the convention of using CIE XYZ tristimulus values as the fundamental reference basis 

for quantifying psychophysical scaling was being debated in CIE technical committee TC1-

56.  

On behalf of the committee, the author sought to identify more clearly the relevant 

mathematical constructs that underlie colorimetry, and to establish the true significance of 

colorimetric unit value re-definition. The author’s ultimate objective in concentrating on these 

theoretical insights was to generalize from the unit re-definition process that was used 

successfully in paper [1]. The aim was to extend the validity of this process from modeling the 

three dimensions of colour reproduction to modeling the N (i.e. 16 plus) spectrally defined 

dimensions of the CIE colorimetric model. The task was to demonstrate in mathematical 

terms, that the partial differential of linear multi-channel cross-dependency in any given signal 

is independently determinable by practical experiment from the partial differential of 

potentially nonlinear power-value dependency in each channel.  

Paper [2] was conceived and written entirely by the author. It focuses on the vector additive 

unit value of the spectral-level visual response and demonstrates that it is fundamentally 

distinct from the unit value of tristimulus cause. It also establishes prima facie evidence that 

Thornton’s published results can be explained and quantified by calibrating the unit-value 

response separately in each defining spectral dimension. Paper [3], which was also the work 

of the author throughout, then demonstrates what happens when the accumulated insights 

thus far established are applied to Thornton’s data sets.  
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Paper [3] is sub-titled “A Data Unification Methodology”, and under this heading it explores 

the apparent unit-value scaling of Thornton’s alternative-primary CMFs. The scaling of the 

compared CMF sets is expressed physically in terms of stimulus power in watts, and 

Thornton’s RGB CMFs measured using one set of primary wavelengths, are compared with 

the Stiles Burch RGB CMFs that were measured when using different primary stimuli. The 

Thornton power values are thereby shown to stand in a detailed nonlinear relationship to the 

equivalent values tabulated by Stiles and Burch for the CIE 100 Supplementary Standard 

RGB Observer. The result as reported in paper [3] is that the two nominally equivalent data 

sets can only be unified numerically into inter-convertibly equivalent CMF definitions by a 

nonlinear transformation of unit scalar value that is potentially N-dimensional. 

It should be emphasized that having reached paper [3] in the chronological development of 

the author’s analysis, the basis for comparative interpretation is still the CIE Standard 

Observer model. The alternative vector-algebraic interpretation of the relevant data sets is 

still presented only in the form of a brief appendix in paper [3], and no reference to definitive 

axioms or equations are as yet included.  

Another five year gap in the publication sequence now occurs during which a radical new idea 

took shape, and its consequences for colorimetric theory were analyzed, refined and 

presented (mainly in the form of on-line dialogue) for peer review by fellow TC 1-56 committee 

members. The term radical is used advisedly here because the final version of the new 

approach published by the author in 2009 in paper [4], proposes a fundamental change in the 

reference basis for colorimetric modeling.  

4.2.3.1 The Adopted Alternative Reference Basis 

In the 1931 and 1964 Standard Observer CIE colorimetric models, the basis for quantifying 

colour difference is the CIE XYZ tristimulus co-ordinate model, and in papers [3] and [4] this 

quantifying basis is found to be at best unclear, and probably ambiguous. The adopted 

alternative reference basis is a context free mathematically specified model, where the 
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processes of vector addition and scalar multiplication are axiomatically defined; Grassmann’s 

laws of additive mixture hold true for all possible instances of additive mixture; and all 

instances of incremental scaling are quantified against the strictly uniform and constant 

scalar metric of an axiomatically defined reference space. In principle, the key assumptions 

that underlie colorimetry (and are represented by the definitive data sets of the standard 

model), can now be validated against this context free and well defined mathematical model 

of their assumed properties. 

The author’s alternative approach is based on three key sources that are cited on page 11 as 

part of the scientific and technical background to this thesis. These sources are firstly the 

properties of Grassmann Structures reported in papers by Krantz that are cited extensively in 

paper [4], and also presented as supporting references (5) and (6) on page 11; secondly the 

properties of convex sets and convex optimization discussed and explained by Boyd & 

Vandenberge; and thirdly the published work of Stark and Yang on the analytical method 

known as ‘projection onto convex sets’ or POCS.  

The papers by Krantz have a clear enabling value in the submitted work, but Oulton’s 

subsequent use of them in colorimetric modeling significantly enhances the applications and 

value of such constructs. Krantz in effect reports Grassmann Structures as pure 

mathematical constructs, and the stated axioms of a Grassmann Structure define a 

commutatively cancelling semi-group, which is a convex cone that can be shown to be 

embedded isomorphically in a true vector space of unspecified and possibly infinite 

dimension. It follows that under this definition, a Grassmann Structure may have N 

dimensions (N = 1 to ∞); it has basis vectors and a scalar metric that are strict structural 

constants; and any set whose properties satisfy the axioms of a Grassmann structure is 

closed under the linear combination of ordered n-tuples with positive coefficients over the 

field of all positive real numbers.  
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By extension a finite set of scalar functions also exists that satisfy the axioms for a 

Grassmann Structure of dimension N = 1, and the members of this sub set of structures are 

classified by Krantz as Grassmann Code mapping functions. There is no reference in the 

cited works to the possibility that a set of Grassmann Code mappings between a pair of true 

vector spaces may relate them by an affine transformation, or that the affine mapping may be 

multi-dimensionally nonlinear. Colorimetric applications of such affine transformation 

constructs are however used successfully by Oulton in papers [2 to 4] and also by extension 

above in Section 4.2.2, when classifying the CIE RGB to XYZ Colorimetric Transform as an 

affine axis transposition.  

4.2.3.2 Non Linear Scalar Mapping 

The proportionate value relationships (such as the CMF Chromaticity ratios) are also 

preserved in a subset of non linear Grassmann Code transformations such as the CIE XYZ to 

L*a*b* transform, however such non linear transforms must have affine properties in order to 

preserve their predictive significance. For a given non linear mapping to be affine the source 

and the image spaces (respectively representing cause and effect) must firstly be 

representative constants of the phenomenon being modeled, and secondly the mapping of 

scalar and proportionate value between these two spaces must be both unambiguous and 

unique.  

In the analysis method presented in paper [4], all the reference models used as image 

spaces and also the mapping functions are constrained to be Grassmann structures. An 

axiomatic distinction is thus established between two fundamentally important partial 

differentials: These quantify on one hand, the property of scalar metric difference within each 

dimension, and on the other hand the multi-dimensional additive property of proportionate (or 

relative) value. It follows that in order to satisfy this axiomatic distinction two distinct and 

independently quantifiable constants are required, one to model the scalar property in each 

dimension and the other to model the property of multi-dimensional additive effect. A 
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Grassmann structured transform must therefore consist of specific scalar and proportionate 

value mapping functions; and it also follows that proportionate value can only be determined 

definitively under constant scaling, and likewise scaling can only be determined definitively 

when holding proportionate weighting constant.  

Clearly, Wright and his colleagues were both theoretically and practically correct when in 

1931 they defined tristimulus values as the product of the Vλ scalar-weighting constant, and 

the three-dimensional ratios of the CMF chromaticity constant. Hindsight however 

demonstrates that it is seriously misleading to interpret the Vλ  constant as a scalar rather 

than a ratio level quantification of the visual response. 

4.2.4 Finding the Linear Model by Grassmann Code Mapping  

The process of ‘finding the linear model’ discussed by Berns (see supporting paper (7) cited 

on page 11) is next formalized by reference to Grassmann structures and Grassmann Code 

mapping.  

Firstly, recall if you will the empirical use of non-linear grey scale tracking in paper [1] as a 

method for quantifying scalar unit value, and resolving an apparently complex non linear 

cross dependency. The point of the reported method is that without recourse to axioms and 

proofs it correctly identifies and isolates the fundamentally distinct mathematical operations of 

scalar multiplication and proportionate value three-dimensional addition. This distinction then 

enables the partial differential of scaling and the partial differential of additive value to be 

determined individually by independent experiment, and a simple two step resolution of the 

non linear cross-dependency is thereby established. 

This analysis may be generalized, by reference to the axiomatically distinct and constant 

operations of addition and multiplication in a Grassmann structured reference space in order 

to resolve more complex non linear cross dependencies of higher dimensionality.  
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A key higher dimensional cross dependency must for example be resolved when analyzing 

the apparent visual non-uniformity of the addition and multiplication operations in CIE XYZ 

space. In the analysis reported in paper [4], the strictly constant metric of scaling and addition 

in a Grassmann structure is used to specify an ideal psychophysical reference space in the 

form of a Perceptually Uniform Colour Space or UCS structure. In such formally defined UCS 

reference structures, vector sum prediction of point identity is invariantly exact for all possible 

co-ordinate combinations; and the metric of scalar difference becomes a strictly constant and 

uniform basis for defining unit colour difference. 

In effect, the Grassmann Structured UCS is being used in this analysis as a formal linearized 

model of uniformly constant proportionality and colour difference, and the process of 

generating the potentially non-linear Grassmann Code mapping functions may be considered 

as a formalized example of ‘finding the linear model’.  

4.2.5 The Experimental Consequences of the Presented Analysis 

Two important and experimentally significant conclusions follow from the presented analysis:- 

(i) It is logically possible and potentially advantageous to use the properties defined 

by Grassmann structures as a reference basis with wider general validity, when 

modeling the component responses of the colour sense.  

(ii)  Since scalar value multiplication and multi-dimensional addition in a vector 

space are fundamentally distinct operations, it follows that the scalar and 

proportionately additive properties of the colour sense can (and indeed should) 

be investigated in equally distinct independent experiments.  

Under conclusion (i) we might seek to test the validity of Grassmann’s laws of additive 

colour mixing as a basis for colorimetry. In the conventional colorimetric approach, the 

experimental data sets would be tested for constant symmetry, transitivity, proportionality and 

additivity using the Standard Observer model of these properties as a reference basis as in 
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papers [2 and 3]. The alternative presented in paper [4] is to map the relevant experimental 

data sets onto a set of reference spaces where Grassmann’s laws hold true axiomatically. 

The resultant scalar mappings can then be analyzed for statistically significant deviations of 

any type from true Grassmann Law additivity. 

Likewise, tests for the significance of deviations in either super or sub-additive proportionate 

value in any experimentally determined alternative CMFs can be analyzed. The comparative 

basis is again an axiomatically defined UCS reference space as proposed in paper [4].  

Under conclusion (ii), the strategy is to hold scalar value constant in experiments when 

proportionality ratios are being determined, and proportionality ratios should be held constant 

when the property of scalar difference is evaluated (see paper [4]). Two important and 

fundamentally significant consequences follow. Firstly, for the purpose of exact definition, the 

results of the CMF matching experiments should be expressed only in terms of stimulus 

power equivalence ratios; and secondly it follows that the axis of visual neutrality used in grey 

scale tracking experiments, and experiments at constant hue are critically important as a 

basis for quantifying scalar visual difference. 

4.2.5.1 Experimental Quantification by Grassmann Code mapping 

Under the presented modeling method, it is clearly both possible and advantageous to 

construct an axiomatically defined reference model for any given visual response 

phenomenon, including those that currently appear to cause failures of prediction by the 

standard model (see paper [4]). Each candidate visual response constant must however be 

independently validated.  

Until a given phenomenon has been adequately isolated and a representative data set has 

been characterized by experimental measurement, the appropriate model of it should exist 

only as a specification for its traceable quantification (see paper [4] figure 4). Initially, all the 

default Grassmann code mapping functions that represent the properties of the phenomenon 
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are trivial 1:1 relationships relative to the scaling and proportionate value of cause, and the 

model itself only exists as a Grassmann structured framework with sufficient dimensionality 

and freedom of scaling to represent all possible cause and effect relationships. This 

framework then in effect specifies an empty descriptive data set, which can be populated 

using experiments whose design is derived as described in paper [4].   

Refer back mentally if you will to the measured stimulus power RGB values from which the 

tristimulus values are derived, and consider them as populating the source vector space of 

the RGB to XYZ mapping. The definitive CMF stimulus power ratios are a constant of the 

axis transposition, so the scalar mapping is 1:1, and the axis re-definition must therefore be 

strictly by proportionate re-weighting at constant scaling.  

It is emphasized that the intent of the presented papers is limited to establishing an 

axiomatically constrained vector-algebraic data analysis and modeling method. The papers 

emphatically do not aim to test the hypothesis that the relevant axioms are true models of 

any particular visual response phenomenon, since all such hypotheses must be tested 

rigorously by quantitive experiment and statistical verification.  

Thus, in any given experiment:- 

The general validity of the resulting linear model is critically dependent on the use 

of a representative data set that isolates and quantifies many instances of the 

observed phenomenon.  

In the experiments that generate the relevant data sets, all parameters of cause 

must be held constant other than those of the relationship that is currently being 

modeled. 

The populated data set that characterizes a given phenomenon must be a 

statistically valid representation of all the observed instances.  
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These criteria are in effect a restatement of the classic scientific method, and could in 

principle be applied to the design of any experimental determination. However in the context 

of statistically verifiable colorimetric modeling systems, they also establish the critical 

elements and the essential steps of the validation process. 

It is emphasized that a statistically valid linear model can only emerge, where a set of 

intrinsically constant properties is indeed common to all observed instances. It follows that 

the presented method is well suited to identifying and confirming the existence of hitherto 

un-identified or un-quantified constants of the human colour sensation.  

We might for example use instances of colour difference to investigate the hypothesis that: 

“The sensation of visual colour difference has a constant scalar basis”. The hypothesis will be 

confirmed or rejected by quantifying the statistical probability that a constant linear metric 

description exists for all members of any given set of observed instances. In the current 

example this means that each visually distinct component or dimension of the colour 

difference sensation must be individually investigated and tested (see paper [4]).  

When testing any given hypothesis, the existence of potentially important alternative 

experimental outcomes is stressed, any one of which may cause it to be rejected. In the case 

of colour difference, at least five alternative outcomes can be identified:- 

1. The overall property of visual difference may turn out to be a learned response 

characteristic, with a metric that is optimizeable by experience in all dimensions of 

visual difference;  

2. The basic metric of visual lightness and darkness, exemplified by the grey scale 

and ‘black and white’ images, could be a visual constant while the visually distinct 

colour discrimination sense is optimizeable by learning;  

3. The L, M and S sensor outputs may have a constant metric while the post receptor 

responses may be refinable by experience;  
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4. The R, G opponency mechanism might have a different metric from the equivalent 

B, Y mechanism;  

and finally, 

5. An intrinsically constant scalar metric of colour difference may be allied with a 

personal threshold of perceptibility that can be up-rated by experience. 

The identification of all possible alternative experimental outcomes is a central feature of the 

author’s published analysis. It therefore becomes a potentially important aid to the 

experimental design process, and it likewise enables a thorough theoretical analysis of the 

resulting data sets. 

4.2.6 Vector additive prediction of colour stability for dye recipes 

The principle of using linear vector additive displacement as a basis for colorimetric modeling 

was foreshadowed by the author in paper [5], which used vector addition to quantify the 

sensitivity of dye recipes to second and third significant figure weighing errors. The common 

experience of dyers is that the colour achieved using some dye recipes is very much less 

stable than that achieved with alternative dye combinations, and the reported project sought 

to analyze this phenomenon. 

The author’s parallel preoccupation at this time with colour calibration suggested that the 

visual effects of small changes in dye recipes might also be treated as a vector sum effect. A 

model based on computer colour match prediction that simulates a dyeing process of zero 

variability was used throughout the experimental work. The intent was to isolate the effects 

attributable to the colour of the dyes, from those attributable to the dyeing process. 

Working initially with simulated single dye recipes under the author’s supervision, Chen first 

demonstrated that in terms of its CIE XYZ tristimulus co-ordinates, small changes in recipe 

content produced linear changes of colour identity. That is to say, a constant colour change 

vector dX, dY, dZ in CIE XYZ space is generated by each small dye concentration change 
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dC. It was also clear that the colour stability thus quantified varies from dye to dye and 

dimension to dimension when expressed in terms of the colour difference ∆Eab. 

It was next demonstrated that using the single-dye data thus quantified, the colour variation 

using two or more dyes could be accurately predicted by linear addition. Quantitative 

predictions of sensitivity in three-dye recipes based on single dye characteristics were then 

made according to a combinatorial perturbation table specified by this author. Changes of + 

2.5%, -2.5 %, and zero% in the tictorial value or dye content of each of the three dyes were 

first simulated in all (27) possible vector additive combinations. The simulation was then 

repeated for all 27 combinatorial cases, using +/- 5 % and 10% changes in dye content. 

The experiments reported in paper [5] were executed by Chen, who followed an experimental 

method suggested by Oulton, and the published account refers throughout to Chen’s results. 

Research teams in Slovenia, Hong Kong, and China have cited and followed up this approach 

to colour sensitivity modeling.  

4.3 The applied colorimetry papers 

Eighteen years ago when paper [6] was published, computer generated colour images were 

still something of a novelty, and the published literature suggested that CRT colour 

reproduction was too unstable to calibrate. The designers of textiles had begun to use 

computer aided design for knitted and woven textile structures and for print repeat design, 

however coloured CAD images could not in general be relied on at that time as a basis for 

print colour separations, or as a tool for specifying colour accurately. 

Paper [6] approached the problem of calibrating on-screen colour by reviewing the 

characteristics of CRT colour reproduction, and investigating the parameters that are most 

likely to be potential sources of on-screen colorimetric instability. In CRTs, electron beams 

are used to activate red green and blue phosphor dots, whose light is combined by visual 

proximity to generate a uniformly mixed colour sensation. Clearly, the red electron gun 
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should only activate the red phosphor etc; the light output of each phosphor dot should have 

a constant functional relationship with its digital gun-drive value, and so forth (see paper [6]). 

Two key findings were established that enabled progress in Hawkyard’s original project and 

also in the author’s overlapping ‘Shademaster project’. Both projects concluded that with 

most tested CRT screens the three colour-excitation channels could be successfully treated 

as independent light generation systems. It was also shown that the nonlinear relationship 

between gun drive values and light output was sufficiently stable to be meaningfully 

quantified as a method for identifying and correcting visible errors in colour reproduction. 

In paper [6], it was Oulton who added the concept of ‘adaptive driver’ unit-value re-definition 

to the calibration method and wrote the relevant section of the text. The revised calibration 

method thereby delivers a colour generation model that is both numerically and visually more 

accurate. In terms of visual error, the colour was then reproduced on average to within a just 

visible difference relative to its CIE XYZ co-ordinates, and at worst the numeric error 

generated a colour difference that was still close to the limit of visibility. In effect this means 

that the calibration is generating the correct gun-drive values for a given set of CIE colour 

co-ordinates, to close to +/- 1 digit on the 0 – 256 integer range for each gun-drive 

specification. 

Paper [7] is notable for reporting a comprehensive test of the colour calibration method 

involving the reproduction and on-screen measurement of 124,958 colour patches. The test 

was executed by Boston and Walsby under Oulton’s supervision. It ran continuously for 

nearly 12 hours and covered virtually every possible combination of hue, chroma and 

lightness that could be reproduced. The announcement of the reported accuracy level at 

conferences in both the USA and Japan led to significant commercial interest. The company 

Colorite Ltd that had been founded to exploit the new technology was later bought out by 

Datacolor Inc in the USA, who developed products using the relevant methods. 
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 Paper [7] was generated by the author’s EPSRC funded project GR/J91852 ‘Colour Systems 

for Texture in Textile CAD’. This followed soon after the Shademaster project and became 

known as the Imagemaster project. In this project the effect of texture on colour appearance 

was once again quantified successfully as a vector additive displacement. In this case it is 

the aggregated single sensation of colour identity that is caused by the surface texture that is 

being modeled. In any given on-screen image of a textile material, a cluster of point identity 

pixel co-ordinates in CIE L*a*b* colour space represents the texture, and each colour 

specification that is present in the imaged texture has a weighting that is measured by 

population-count per unit surface area. The relative visual effect of each texture is then 

quantified in one or more dimensions of either the Hue, or Chroma or Lightness as a mean 

vector displacement from the colour of a minimally textured equivalent surface colour. Further 

detail of this method for quantifying texture is given in other papers by the author, which are 

not included here. 

Paper [7] also reports significant applications of the author’s approach to textile surface 

appearance modeling, and the reported project extended the fields of application for textured 

image modeling to include cosmetics, paint, food and ceramics.  

4.4 The digital imaging papers 

The two digital imaging papers [8] and [9] refer to work carried out on the author’s DTI Link 

Project with Unilever Research, and the project sought to answer two important  research 

questions:-  

To what extent does the detailed spectral response of a digital camera affect its 

colour capture and colour reproduction characteristics?  

What is the relationship between the instances of colour difference generated by 

changes in the spectral response, and the acceptability of the resulting images? 
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Both these questions are related to the property of metameric or conditional trichromatic 

equivalence. Many paired colour sensations often match both visually and as a vector sum 

prediction even when the stimuli that generate them have a significantly different spectral 

composition. In general, this property of metameric equivalence is beneficial: Television, 

photography, computer generated colour, and indeed the human response itself, all depend 

critically on the property of trichromatic equivalence for quantifying and interpreting the visual 

effects of electromagnetic radiation. If the additive sensations produced by the N visually 

distinct elements of the electromagnetic spectrum are interpreted as a three dimensional 

colour space, a significant evolutionary advantage is gained. The point is that when these 

stimuli are classified in just three dimensions as colours (rather than in N spectral 

dimensions) it is much easier to recognize them as indicating environmental threats or 

opportunities, for example when choosing between ripe and unripe fruit, or identifying and 

avoiding predators. 

The down-side of this elegant simplification by vector sum equivalence is that each visual 

sensation represents a set of many metamerically equivalent but physically distinct stimuli.  

The CIE Standard Observer system can predict accurately whether any pair of spectrally 

defined stimuli are a visual match. The prediction is by means of the CIE standard 

3→N vector sum, where each of the N added elements has a spectrally defined weighting. 

This weighting is further quantified by the Spectral Power Distribution (or SPD) of the 

stimulus being observed and also by the relative spectral response value φ λ of each of the 

long medium or short (L, M, or S) wavelength sensing channels in the human eye, camera or 

scanner, and at least seven distinct types metameric equivalence thus arise. In the two types 

of current concern one originates in the SPD of the stimulus and is known as illuminant 

metamerism. The other type is known as observer metamerism, and it originates in the 

spectral response characteristics φ λ , whether they are human or instrumental. 
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Papers [8 and 9] were co-authored by Oulton and Yu in approximately equal measure, with 

Oulton acting as supervisor and principal editor in both cases. They are concerned in detail 

with quantifying the observer-metameric effects caused by changing the spectral response 

characteristic of a digital camera. The primary objective of the reported research was to use 

a camera as an accurate imaging colorimeter, but there are also aesthetic and technical 

performance reasons for changing its spectral response. A quantitative model of the cause 

and effect relationships that are characteristic of changes in the spectral sensor response 

was finally placed in the public domain by publishing paper [8]. In this paper a colorimetric 

testing and optimization method for cameras is presented, which allows the performance of 

an imaging system to be analyzed controlled and modified. Paper [9] then relates the visual 

acceptability of image content to quantified numeric colour differences.  

4.5 Applications in colour management and retailing 

Paper [10] logically followed papers [8] and [9] and depended on the colour 

characterization methods developed in the DTI Link project.  Paper [10], which was 

co-authored with Andrew Newman, focuses on retail space planning, and existing CCTV 

images were used to track customers in an active retail environment. While the relevant 

cameras were not colour calibrated, it was demonstrated that their colour reproduction 

characteristics were sufficiently stable to allow individual customers to be tracked using the 

quantifiable ‘colour signature’ of each imaged individual. The previously acquired expertise 

of Yu and Oulton in digital imaging thus underpinned and enabled commercially useful 

input to the process of retail spatial-layout planning and customer behavior analysis.  

Papers originating in Britain, Spain, Greece, Finland, Brazil and China have cited this 

paper.  

Paper [11] was a commissioned paper for the annual ‘Review of Progress in Coloration’ 

published by the Society of Dyers and Colourists. The commission was in part due to the 

award by the Society of the biennial prize for ‘Colour Innovation’. The award cited the 
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product development and virtual colour sampling methods, and ‘virtual lab dips’ enabled by 

the author’s Imagemaster system, and paper [11] set these innovations in the wider context 

of colour management and textile design. The sections on colour definition, colour 

communication and collaborative design networking were contributed by the present author. 

5. Summary of Published Work 

This thesis is submitted as a record of over 19 years of practical research success and 

theoretical insight by Oulton. The presented papers chronicle the resolution of a series of 

research problems, and in the final paper the techniques used are generalized by reference 

to mathematical formalism in order to enable a comprehensive analysis of colorimetric 

theory. The reported problem solutions are demonstrably supported by the published 

experimental results in the submitted papers; by the reported successful intellectual property 

transfer and industrial collaboration projects; and by the citations, prizes, awards and 

commercial products that have resulted from the author’s work.  

The axiomatic formalism in the final paper is used to clarify the status and meaning of some 

key colorimetric constants, and as annotated above on page 25 in Section 4.2.4, it also 

allows Oulton to generalize from the successful but empirical data set linearization of paper 

[1], (recall if you will, the use of grey scale tracking in this context).  

The demonstrated generalization concerns the process of ‘finding the linear model’ of any 

given cause and effect relationship. It is shown in Section 4.2.3 that this process may be 

formalized and simplified by identifying, isolating and independently quantifying the 

component scalar and proportionate-ratio relationships. If a nonlinear cross-dependency is 

potentially present in a given relationship, the presented analysis indicates that a two stage 

experiment may be designed to resolve the cross dependency. Firstly, the scalar metric of 

effect in the responses must be isolated and quantified while the ratios of proportionate 

contribution in each dimension of cause are held constant. The ratios of cross-dependency 

that relate effect to each dimension of cause must then be independently quantified, holding 
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constant the unit value scaling that is quantified by the prior scalar metric determination (see 

paper [1] and Section 4.2.1).  

The formal basis of this analysis may now be used to generalize from the analytical success 

of transparent medium absorptiometry, where logarithmic linearization and linear cross 

dependency are used to relate colorant concentration to Optical Density. A wider field of 

investigation is enabled by the use of Grassmann structured reference spaces and 

Grassmann Code mapping functions under this formal generalization, and the wider field is 

typified by the component properties of the human colour sensation. The point is that when 

constrained under the relevant axioms, Grassmann Code mapping may be used to quantify 

any possible set of intrinsically constant, simultaneously acting, and continuous non linear 

functions, and as reported in paper [2] a distinctly different characteristic non linearity may be 

present in each spectral dimension of the human visual response. 

Formally referenced colorimetric modeling techniques are also used above in Section 4.2.2 to 

explain the evident practical success of CIE colorimetry, and the quantifying data sets of CIE 

colorimetry are also shown to have a clear theoretical basis. 

The standardized CMFs of the CIE system are retained unchanged as a key sub-component 

of the new approach to colorimetric modeling. The presented analytical method however 

indicates that the CMFs should be quantified in terms of stimulus power values rather than 

tristimulus values. The reference basis for quantifying the psychophysical response in 

colorimetric modeling is also changed from the standardized data sets themselves to 

axiomatically defined reference spaces with equivalent dimensionality and strictly uniform 

linear scaling. Each such reference space is then considered as an ideal psychophysical 

model in the form of a perceptually uniform colour space or UCS system where Grassmann’s 

laws of additive colour mixture hold true by axiomatic definition. In principle, by then building 

on the key predictive system thus enabled, it becomes possible to extend the CIE Standard 

Model incrementally by designing executing and evaluating additional definitive experiments. 
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The aim is to design distinct experimental measurements that are constrained under the 

adopted formalisms to yield statistically validated definitive results; for example an exhaustive 

investigation of colour difference becomes possible as discussed above on page 29 in 

Section 4.2.5.1. 

It is clear that Grassmann structured reference spaces and Grassmann Code mapping 

functions generated by convex optimization have a fundamental generality and intrinsic 

flexibility as a basis for colorimetric analysis and experimental design. It follows that the 

presented approach is applicable to a broad range of research problems in colorimetric 

modeling, imaging science and colour calibration.  
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Colour simulation on CAD computer screens is a potentially important aid to rapid response in 

product development. Control of screen colour in high-resolution CRT monitors can be achieved 

on the basis of the principles of additive colour-mixing. The use of trichromatic-unit colour 

specifications is extended to include RGB drive values and provide a measured feedback signal 

for correcting colour. Measurement and feedback control are shown to be successful and are 

employed in the Shademaster CAD system for colour-range development. 

  

1. INTRODUCTION 

Reproduction of colour to exact specifications is a major preoccupation of the textile industry. This 

is particularly true of the rapidly growing computer-aided-design (CAD) sector. Here designs are 

simulated on a computer screen in full colour, and a variety of tools is provided for selecting and 

manipulating colour on screen. Unfortunately, screen colour is not stable or reproducible unless 

steps are taken to calibrate and control it. 

Most current CAD systems use uncalibrated colour. In consequence, designers are unable to 

define or communicate accurately any pleasing effect that they produce on the computer screen. 

This limits colour to a simple illustrative role. By contrast, a system with calibrated colour gives 

precise definitions for all colours seen. They can then be reproduced on other screens, as hard-

copy print-outs, and in textile production. 

The numerical specifications for colour used in current CAD systems are expressed in terms of red, 

green, and blue (RGB) or hue, value, and saturation (HVS) combinations. Both refer to gun-drive 

values, and the colour specified varies over time, depending on the current state of the monitor 

screen. It also varies from monitor to monitor, depending on type, age, and adjustment. 

By contrast, the CIE system of colour specification [1] is independent of any specific reproduction 

system and is widely used to specify colour in textile manufacture. Colorimeters and 

spectrophotometers are available for measuring the CIE specification of both screen colours and 

textile materials. CIE specifications were thus chosen as the ideal method of specifying screen 

colour, so that it can be readily communicated to those who need to examine and implement a 

designer's colour ideas. 

The problem addressed is how to calibrate a monitor screen so that its colour is precisely defined 

in terms of CIE co-ordinates. Several different approaches have been tried by other workers in the 

field. In one, quite widely adopted approach, a fixed CIE XYZ-to-RGB conversion and a stabilized 

monitor are used. Another system uses elaborate calibration routines, involving thousands of 

measurements but does not address the day-to-day, hour-to-hour, or long-term changes in 

monitor performance. 
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In this paper, we introduce a feedback-and-control system which maintains a dynamic XYZ-to-RGB 

conversion that takes into account the current state of the monitor. 

The CIE co-ordinates of the screen are measured with a Minolta CA100 colour analyzer, interfaced 

to the computer which is driving the screen. This provides feedback information for use by an 

‘Adaptive Driver' system, which maintains an adaptable mapping for XYZ-to-RGB conversions. 

Additive-mixing theory has been successfully applied to the problem, giving a calibration sequence 

lasting a few minutes, and using a minimum of calibration points. The system can be employed 

with a wide range of standard monitors. 

The work reported here shows that such a feedback-and-control system can maintain screen 

colour to precise specification and compensate for both short- and long-term changes in monitor 

characteristics. 

  

2. PRINCIPLES OF MONITOR CONTROL  

2.1 Colour-reproduction Control 

The papers of Cowan and Rowel [2], Post and Calhoun [3], and Hawkyard and Oulton [4] have 

shown that it is possible to transform CIE colour specifications into RGB gun-drive values for a 

high-resolution colour monitor. The resulting screen colour is a close visual match to a surface 

colour provided that they have the same CIE co-ordinates to within a DE (CMC 2: I) of 1.5–2.0 and 

care is taken to set the screen colour in an appropriate visual context [4]. 

Standard transformations [3] of CIE XYZ specifications to gun-drive RGB values do not take account 

of the fact that monitor colour varies over a substantial range in the first hour from switch-on and 

as the tube ages or goes out of adjustment. 

The principles of additive RGB mixing to produce specified colours are well described by Sproson 

[5]. In order to provide the fine control required, the screen colour needs to be measured 

accurately and the RGB drive characteristics altered until the screen reproduces the desired CIE 

colour specification. 

As a typical high-resolution colour monitor is capable of displaying 256
3
 = 16.77 million RGB 

combinations, it is necessary to use additive-mixing theory to reduce the calibration problem to 

manageable proportions. 

Sproson [5] shows that CIE XYZ colour specifications can be transformed exactly into RGB 

specifications provided that both are expressed in trichromatic units (T-units), i.e. units of colour 

which have the same relative effect in mixtures. Thus, 1 T-unit each of R, G, and B always produces 

a neutral when mixed, and, by additive principles [6], so does a 10:10:10 mixture. 

This both simplifies the calibration problem enormously and provides the necessary feedback 

mechanism to control the gun drives. All that is required is to ensure that at any time the red, 

green, and blue guns will deliver trichromatic-unit quantities of the appropriate phosphor colour 

as indicated by the XYZ-to-RGB T-unit calculations. 

The relationship between T-unit quantities and numerical-drive values is not only non-linear: it 

also varies with the nature of the phosphor being excited by the electron beam. It further appears 

to vary significantly with age, temperature, and other internal monitor variables, and with the 

variables associated with digital-to-analog conversion in the graphics subsystem which drives the 

monitor. 

Control thus depends on balancing three non-linear functions simultaneously: 
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RGun =f(RT)  

GGun =f(G T)  (1) 

BGun =f(B T)  

  

where RT, G T, and B T are T-unit colour specifications produced by the matrix transformation from 

CIE XYZ specifications. 

2.2 The Feedback Signal 

We now need to produce a signal that indicates an RT,G TB T balance on the screen and deviations 

from balance. 

The principle is as follows. 

(i) The CIE colour specification (X YZ), which is in T-units, is calculated for a given illuminant, usually 

artificial daylight, D65. 

(ii) D65 has known co-ordinates (x = 0.313, y = 0.329), and a perfect neutral surface has the same 

co-ordinates. 

Thus perfect RT,G TB T balance is indicated by a screen chromaticity of x=0.313, y = 0.329. 

The required feedback signal is then given by the screen co-ordinates of a set of neutrals from full 

gun drive, 255, 255, 255 down to near black, say, 20, 20, 20. 

2.3 Gun-drive Correction 

Not only must the three functions of Equation (1) be balanced at all levels; they must also have the 

correct over-all curve shape. This is necessary so that 1 T-unit change in say, blue has the same 

effect on mixtures when present at low intensity as when it is present at high intensity. 

The correct over-all curve shape is given by the CIE Y curve, which is itself expressed in T-units. 

Full gun-drive correction can thus be achieved simultaneously at a series of selected calibration 

points by: 

(a) balancing R, G, and B drive values until a neutral balance is achieved; and 

(b) raising or lowering all three until the over-all Y value of the screen is at the correct value for the 

selected calibration point. 

A matrix relationship is used to relate deviations of balance dX, dY, dZ to required changes in gun 

value dR, dG, dB. 

It is necessary to use a repetitive measure/correct (iterative) loop to achieve the desired balance. 

2.4 Calibration and Specification of Screen Colour 

For a full calibration system, it is necessary to turn any decimal CIE X YZ colour specification into its 

equivalent gun-drive values. A set of calibration points is thus required on each of the three curves 

of Equation (1). It has been found in practice [4] that from twelve to twenty points are sufficient to 

provide accurate interpolation of all possible gun values from T-unit specifications. Thus, by 

calibrating at a very few points in colour space, the whole 16.77 million possible combinations can 

be accurately predicted. 
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Theory predicts that, provided that strict T-unit quantities of R, G, and B are mixed, then the 

colour will be reproduced with exactly the correct specification on screen. The second part of this 

paper shows that a very successful CAD system for colour has been developed at UMIST on the 

basis of these principles. 

2.5 Breakdown of Additivity 

The literature on monitor calibration described above and in Rich's paper [7] all consider monitor 

calibration to be a difficult problem, and many potential causes of additivity breakdown are 

identified. Whereas these are undoubtedly important, the correct identification of a suitable 

feedback signal and its application to gun-drive correction are shown below to produce a 

significant improvement in colour control. 

It is clear both from the literature and from work at UMIST that two problems are important in 

maintaining a good level of additivity. These are: 

(i) gun independence, and 

(ii) screen-contents independence. 

In a well-adjusted colour monitor, excitation of one phosphor leaves the others at minimal 

emission. i.e. gun independence operates. Further, a high beam current to one colour must not 

affect the beam current available for either of the other colours. 

Screen-contents dependence occurs where the combined beam current (electron stream density) 

is deliberately limited in the monitor. This is done to prevent distortion of the shadow mask which 

ensures beam registration, i.e., gun independence. 

We have found that very few monitors are satisfactory under these criteria. The best are those 

based on Trinitron technology (Sony, Eizo, etc.). 

  

3. A PRACTICAL COLOUR-REPRODUCTION SYSTEM  

3.1 Control and Feedback in Practice 

The control-and-feedback mechanism described above is implemented in the UMIST `Adaptive 

Driver' system (Fig. 1). This allows screen colours to be specified by their CIE D65 2-deg observer 

XYZ co-ordinates [1]. 

Figure 1 
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The feedback loop covers the whole process of generating the R, G, B T-unit specifications. 

including the digital-to-analog conversion in the computer's graphics subsystem. Some other 

monitor-calibration systems, such as the Barco system, which is an example of the stabilized 

monitors described earlier, limit control to within the monitor and do not control the full 

conversion. 

Calibration by means of the Adaptive Driver takes from about three to five minutes, and, provided 

that the monitor is allowed to `warm up' for about 30 minutes, a calibration is produced which 

holds good for at least half a day. During warm up, an accurate calibration can be produced, but 

recalibration is then necessary within half an hour. 

In order to quantify the accuracy of calibration, a set of 40 test colours is used. They are all 

standard Munsell colours [1] and there are four groups: 

Group 1:  10 neutrals of Munsell values 1-10; 

Group 2:  10 pale shades, value 8, chroma 6, forming a hue circle;  

Group 3:  10 medium shades, value 5, chroma 6, forming a hue circle;   

Group 4:  10 dark shades, value 2, chroma 4, forming a hue circle. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table I summarizes the average and maximum deviations from input CIE specifications of the 

measured screen specifications. 

Table II (next page) shows the detail of the target and measured co-ordinates for the pale hue 

circle. 

Table III shows the detail for the dark hue circle. 
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Although the three hue circles represent radically different mixing proportions from those at the 

neutral calibration points, it is clear that there is no fall-off in accuracy of prediction. This is found 

to be true right out to the gamut limit, where one or more of the gun values drop to zero. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.2 Applications 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

It has been shown in extensive industrial trials that the above system of monitor calibration gives a 

very close visual-appearance match between the screen and textile samples with the same CIE co-

ordinates. 

The feedback-and-control system, known as the UMIST Adaptive Driver, has been built into a 

successful commercial CAD system for colour called Shademaster [9]. This is aimed at designers 

who create colour ideas. It can be regarded as a comprehensive colour atlas, allowing the 

visualization of millions of precisely defined colours. It also allows colours to be grouped, 

manipulated, and judged in combination, making the generation of colourways easier. 

The system also has significant applications as a colour-communication tool. A colour definition 

can be faxed to a distant dyehouse and reproduced on any textile substrate, without the need for 

physical master patterns. The numerical data are fed into a local dye-recipe-formulation system 

instead of measured input from a spectrophotometer. It is also possible to view and judge visually 

how far `off shade' a dye submission is, based on CIE co-ordinates transmitted back from the 

distant dyehouse. 

Shademaster has applications in technical colour management, where colour communication is 

important. Other applications include colour co-ordination across garment components and across 

colour ranges. Another feature is the ability to view and quantifty small colour differences. 

This allows tolerance limits to be set up both visually and numerically. 
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 4. CONCLUSIONS 

We aim to show in this paper that a practical solution is available to the problem of controlling 

colour on a computer screen. 

A measurement-and-feedback system is introduced which is flexible and accurate enough to 

handle both short- and long-term variations in monitor performance. 

In order to reduce the calibration problem to manageable proportions, it is necessary to make 

assumptions of gun independence. It is also necessary to apply additive colour-mixing theory to 

reduce the number of RGB combinations used as calibration points. 

An exhaustive calibration of all possible combinations would require 16.77 million measurements. 

We show that as few as twelve points may be used, without significantly sacrificing calibration 

accuracy. 

Drive characteristics are modified dynamically in the system commercialized as the UMIST 

Adaptive Driver by maintaining three interrelated and balanced transfer functions. These functions 

ensure that T-unit quantities of R, G, and B are mixed on the screen. 

The transformation to gun-drive values from CIE co-ordinates is, in theory, exact. In practice, small 

deviations of screen colour occur owing to: 

(i) variation of phosphor chromaticity with drive intensity; 

(ii)  breakdown of gun and/or screen-content independence; 

(iii)  inaccuracies due to interpolation between calibration points on the curves 

of Equation (1); 

(iv)  the use of finite steps (0–255) on the R, G, B scales. 

In practice, the calibration has been found good enough to order prototype garments direct from 

screen colour, in the confident prediction that they will be a good visual match on delivery. 

The colour-range management team of a major UK retailer have been using the system for over a 

year, and they now rely on screen visualization of colour as a method of shortening range-

development lead times. 
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Abstract: This article concerns William Thornton’s single-
observer colour matching functions (CMFs). Alternative
“prime colour” (or PC), “non-prime” (or NP), and “anti-
prime” (or AP) wavelengths were used, and the measure-
ments appear to challenge the basis on which conventional
colorimetry predicts metameric colour matches. An analysis
of Thornton’s visual match data for alternative-primary
CMFs is presented. Using conventional colorimetric calcu-
lations, Thornton’s articles establish failures of linear
transformability between experimental data sets, failures of
tristimulus sum prediction, and differences in CIE chroma-
ticity for a set of strongly metameric stimuli that all match
the same neutral reference stimulus. Error analysis using an
optimization model is first used to confirm that Thornton’s
data represent a significant challenge to the standard col-
orimetric model. Thornton’s assertion is supported that
spectral power appears to be visually subadditive at NP and
AP wavelengths compared with spectral power at the PC
wavelengths. It is next shown that each of the individual
failures of prediction can be eliminated by relatively minor
adjustments to the relevant CMFs. However, each instance
of failure required a different adjustment. Multiple and
significantly incompatible linear adjustments of the CMFs
are apparently needed to explain Thornton’s results. The
implication is that the visually additive value of the spectral
stimuli used in the matches varies not only with wavelength
but also as a nonlinear function of stimulus power. The
implied variations in visual additivity become significant
only at certain wavelengths. Thus a small and specific
subset of strongly metameric light-source matches, such as
those chosen by Thornton, are required to reveal significant

variations. Such spectrally localized variations have a min-
imal overall effect in the tristimulus sum predictions for
surface-colour matches using broadband stimuli. A detailed
analysis of the central assumptions concerning additive
colour mixing is given. It suggests that any super and
subadditive visual effects revealed by Thornton’s measure-
ments can be accommodated within the standard colorimet-
ric model by extending the model rather than by modifying
the CMFs. An extension is proposed in which any possible
super- or subadditive phenomena are modeled by a redef-
inition of the units of visual additivity, using a spectral-level
precursor transform. Its intent is to equate the additive
properties of all possible incident stimuli numerically, prior
to manipulation using the Standard Model. An appropriate
methodology is also described for confirming measuring
and classifying any spectrally distinct super and subadditive
effects. Under The Heading for Prediction Failures the
methods described are applied to Thornton’s data. They
reveal consistent evidence of additivity differences that are
both wavelength and stimulus power dependent. © 2004 Wiley

Periodicals, Inc. Col Res Appl, 29, 273–284, 2004; Published online in

Wiley InterScience (www.interscience.wiley.com). DOI 10.1002/col.

20022

Key words: colorimetry; additivity failures; alternative pri-
mary sets; colorimetric modeling

INTRODUCTION

William A. Thornton has published a series of six articles
under the heading “Toward a More Accurate and Extensible
Colorimetry.”1 In these articles the human visual response is
investigated using multiple alternative primary sets. The
articles contain new results that appear to challenge the
basis of additivity and data transformation used in conven-
tional colorimetry. The fundamental principles of colori-
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metric additivity in question are represented by the Laws of
Additive Colour Mixing, under the Trichromatic Generali-
zation described by Wyszecki and Stiles.2

Thornton has determined the experimental spectral power
values defining the colour matching functions (CMFs) using
three sets of primary stimuli denoted “prime colour,” “non-
prime,” and “antiprime”(or PC, NP, and AP).1 The prima-
ries used were narrow-band stimuli whose dominant wave-
lengths were PC 607, 533, 452 nm; NP 638, 558, 477 nm;
and AP 653, 579, 497 nm.

The laws of additive colour mixing are based on the
pioneering observations of Isaac Newton3 and Herman
Grassman4 (reprinted in more widely available form by
David MacAdam5). Under these laws, visual stimuli are
assumed to contribute to the overall sensation in a uniform,
linear, and proportional manner. Therefore the PC, NP, and
AP CMFs should contribute to an internally consistent
overall model of the visual response, and data conversion by
linear axis transposition should yield precise transformabil-
ity of experimental results.

It is the central assumption of uniform linear additivity
that appears to be challenged by Thornton’s results. Spectral
power at NP and AP wavelengths apparently “adds together
differently” from power at PC wavelengths. In conse-
quence, data from matches using the NP and AP primaries
cannot be used to predict the matches made using the PC
primaries. Specifically, in models based on linear constructs
Thornton demonstrates the following:

1. Linear transformation of primary definitions appears to
fail. That is to say, measurements using NP and AP
wavelengths to define the PC primaries cannot be accu-
rately predicted from the measurements using the PC
wavelengths to define either the NP or the AP primaries.

2. Predictions of CMF matches by tristimulus sum often
fail. The NP or AP CMF data are first transformed
linearly into PC definitions. When the new PC defini-
tions are then used as equivalent CMF weightings in the
tristimulus sum, they fail to predict any of the nonpri-
mary matches in the measured PC CMFs.

3. CIE tristimulus sum predictions for the coordinates of
neutral metamers fail. Thornton demonstrates that
matches to a constant reference stimulus have continu-
ously varying CIE 1964 standard observer x,y chroma-
ticity, depending on which wavelengths are present in
the monochromatic triplet that matches the neutral ref-
erence stimulus.

The examples of prediction failure chosen by Thornton
are all instances of light source matches. They concern a
small group of strongly metameric stimuli, and in each case
the spectral power present is concentrated at certain critical
wavelengths. The chosen primary wavelengths appear to be
important diagnostic stimuli. By his choice of primary
wavelengths Thornton not only reveals but also potentially
measures and classifies hitherto obscure effects.

The terms superadditive and subadditive are used to
express the possibility that a unit of stimulus power may

produce a larger or smaller visual response than the value
predicted numerically by linear proportion from the CMFs.
The term spectral effect is adopted to denote the visual
response to a unit of spectral power. The CMFs clearly
model a spectral effect under this definition. There may,
however, be additional spectral effects implicit in Thorn-
ton’s data that are either incorrectly modeled or not modeled
at all by the CMFs of conventional colorimetry.

THE EVIDENCE FOR PREDICTION FAILURES

Thornton’s Measured Experimental Data

Thornton has determined the PC, NP, and AP CMFs exper-
imentally and expressed the matches as physical definitions
in milliwatts. The data quoted in Eqs. (1) to (7) are extracted
from his articles.1 They all represent the single-observer
matches of “observer T .”

Three equivalent nonprimary match definitions (to 1000
mW at 490 nm) are extracted from the PC, NP, and AP
CMFs as follows:

The PC match is 1000(490) � 154(607)

� 437(533) � 374(452) (1)

The NP match is 1000(490) � 370(638)

� 288(558) � 604(477) (2)

The AP match is 1000(490) � 662(579)

� 1700(653) � 1424(497) (3)

The definitions of the relevant primary–stimulus matches
that enable data transformation between Eqs. (1) to (3) are
also given in Thornton,1 Tables VI and XIII. They are
expressed in milliwatts of stimulus power as follows:

NP definitions of the PC Primaries

1000(607) � 50(477) � 1517(638) � 325((558)

1000(533) � 815(638) � 1015(558) � 117(477) (4)

1000(452) � 491(558) � 686(638) � 1702(477)

PC definitions of the NP Primaries

1000(638) � 109(533) � 594(607) � 13(452)

1000(558) � 63(452) � 433(607) � 880(533)
(5)

1000(477) � 95(607) � 236(533) � 633(452)

AP Definitions of the PC Primaries

1000�607� � 67�497� � 1822�653� � 459�579�

1000�533� � 3521�653� � 1223�579� � 296�497�

1000�452� � 3382�579� � 12338�653�

� 4143�497� (6)

PC definitions of the AP Primaries

1000�653� � 74�533� � 298�607� � 14�452�
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1000�579� � 38�452� � 802�607� � 455�533�

1000�497� � 165�607� � 529�533� � 245�452�

(7)

Thornton has subsequently provided data for full 10-nm-
interval PC, NP, and AP CMFs.6 These CMFs represent a
smoothed average for six observers, and the definitions
differ slightly from those of the quoted single observer
matches.

Prediction Failures

To relate PC definitions to NP definitions, the data for two
sets of three visual matches [see Eqs. (4) and (5) above] are
combined to form two 3 � 3 axis-transposition matrices.
The matrix representing the NP definition of the PC prima-
ries should then be precisely equal to the inverse of the
matrix representing the PC definition of the NP primaries. It
can be demonstrated that this is not true if the above
stimulus power values are used to define the matrices.
Equations (4) to (7) can thus be used to quantify apparent
failures of transformability between CMF primary defini-
tions.

Equation (1) defines a nonprimary stimulus of 1000 mW
at 490 nm in terms of the PC primaries. Equations (2) and
(3) define the same stimulus by reference to the NP and AP
primaries respectively. The PC definition of the stimulus at
490 nm can be converted into a prediction of the NP or AP
definitions by tristimulus sum axis transposition and vice
versa, using the matrices quantified by Eqs. (4) to (7). In the
tristimulus sum, each component definition is weighted
proportionately by reference to the CMFs and the stimulus
power used to match 1000 mW at 490 nm.

In his worked example of transpositions of this type,
Thornton demonstrates that a weighted tristimulus sum
model calculating in milliwatts of stimulus power does not
correctly predict visual equivalence in the chosen strongly
metameric matches.1

The failures of prediction by tristimulus sum are next
reproduced using the CMF data of Eqs. (4) to (7). The
results are given in Table I. In pursuit of clarity direct
predictions are made of the matches to 1000 mW at 490 nm.

The predictions of Table I are sufficiently in error to
warrant further analysis. One possibility is that the errors are
at least in part due to uneven error propagation. Consider-
ation of the matrices used [see Eqs. (4) to (7)] suggests that
any experimental error present (whether of method or mea-
surement) may be exaggerated or minimized by uneven
propagation.

Failures Concerning Matches between Strongly
Metameric Neutral Stimuli

In a complementary series of single-observer experiments,
Thornton demonstrates apparent failure of prediction for a
set of neutral metamers. The experiment (similar to a Max-
well method CMF determination2) generated a succession
of strongly metameric neutral stimuli that match a constant
reference stimulus. The matching stimuli were found to
have varying CIE 1964 standard observer x,y chromaticity
definitions.1

Each neutral metamer used in the experiment was a triplet
of nominally monochromatic stimuli with power concen-
trated close to the dominant wavelength. The triplets each
consisted of two fixed primary wavelengths and one vari-
able wavelength. Successive RG, BR, or GB primary pairs
are complemented respectively by a short-, medium-, or
long-wavelength variable stimulus. In the relevant section
of the spectrum, the wavelength of the variable stimulus is
changed in steps of approximately 10 nm along a locus that
approaches and passes through the wavelength of the third
primary. Thus, at three points on the locus, the matching
metamer consists of three stimuli at the chosen primary
wavelengths. The locus of metameric chromaticities ap-
proaches and passes through the true neutral point of the
chosen primaries three times in parallel with the way the

TABLE I. The PC, NP and AP matches predicted by weighted tristimulus-sum transpositions are tabulated.

(a) Experimental nonprimary matches to be predicted

NP MATCH PC MATCH AP MATCH PC MATCH

(638) (558) (477) (607) (533) (452) (653) (579) (497) (607) (533) (452)
1000(490) � �370.00 288.00 604.00 1000(490) � �154.00 437.00 374.00 1000(490) � 1700.00 �662.00 1424.00 1000(490)� �154.00 437.00 374.00

(b) Predictions of the experimental matches by transposition

Transposing from PC to
NP using the NP CMFs

Transposing from NP to
PC using the PC CMFs

Transposing from PC to
AP using the AP CMFs

Transposing from AP to
PC using the PC CMFs

(638) (558) (477) (607) (533) (452) (653) (579) (497) (607) (533) (452)
1000(490) � �333.21 209.87 695.38 1000(490) � �152.46 436.31 359.38 1000(490) � 2795.15 �801.10 1689.15 1000(490)� �259.28 326.29 397.84

(c) Percentage error of prediction [(b) versus (a)]

In predicted NP match In predicted PC match In predicted AP match In predicted PC match

(638) (558) (477) (607) (533) (452) (653) (579) (497) (607) (533) (452)
�9.94 �27.13 15.13 �1.00 �0.16 �3.91 64.42 21.01 18.62 68.37 �25.34 6.37

Note. Section (a): the measured experimental matches. Section (b): the four predictions equivalent to the measured matches. Section (c):
the percentage error in each component of the tristimulus predictions.
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variable wavelength approaches and passes through the
primary wavelengths.

The variable stimulus effectively balances out the chro-
matic effect of each successive pair of primaries, thereby
producing a visually constant neutral sensation. However,
the calculated CIE coordinates vary significantly as a func-
tion of the balancing wavelength used. The errors of pre-
diction noted concern wavelengths additional to those of the
PC, NP, and AP primaries and occur in a characteristic but
variable “bow-tie” pattern with wavelength. The CIE coor-
dinates suggest that the matching metamers are significantly
greener or redder than the reference stimulus. This in turn
suggests that the variable wavelength concerned is produc-
ing a super- or subadditive visual effect relative to its
standard observer definition. The origins and significance of
the bow-tie diagrams are further discussed under The Ori-
gins of the Bow-Tie Diagrams.

The Underlying Problem

The CIE Colorimetric Transform assumes that spectral
stimuli produce a cumulative effect that is uniformly sym-
metrical, transitive, proportional, and additive under the
principles of the Trichromatic Generalization.2 Additive
value within the tristimulus sum is therefore modeled by a
uniform wavelength-dependent, linear scaling from spectral
power in watts to spectral effect in each of three dimensions.
The linear scaling in each dimension is established via the
spectral tristimulus values used to define the CMFs.

If significant deviations from linear data transformability
are evident, then two possible underlying causes are iden-
tified: Either the adopted linear scaling of visual effect
defined by the CMFs may be at fault at certain wavelengths
or the additive effects represented by the CMFs do not have
the assumed linear and proportional relationship relative to
spectral power.

The term linear and proportional is used here to invoke
the axiomatic additive properties of the physical units of
stimulus power. The challenge is to the assumption that the
unit definition for the visual additive effect in colour mixing
can be represented by a simple linear weighting function
relative to the measured spectral power values as follows:

● If the prediction failures are caused by faulty linear
scaling, adjustment of the CMFs at certain wavelengths
should simultaneously restore both primary-definition
transformability and accurate tristimulus sum predictions
by the model.

● If the failures represent significant departures from uni-
form linear proportionality, a simple linear rescaling will
not work, and an alternative approach to unit spectral-
effect scaling may be therefore needed.

Both possibilities (and also the validity of a null hypothesis)
are addressed in the following analyses. Attention is focused
on the functional relationships at each wavelength between
Thornton’s spectral power match definitions, and the Stiles–

Burch model of spectral effect2 that is used conventionally
to predict metameric visual equality.

ANALYSIS OF PREDICTION ERRORS

Thornton’s data can be interpreted as hypothetical evidence
of super- and subadditive effects in the human visual re-
sponse. An alternative null hypothesis is, however, also
established.

The null hypothesis (H0) is that “Thornton’s data provide
no significant evidence of visual additivity differences.”
Relatively small experimental errors (of either method or
measurement) may be amplified by error propagation to
generate superficially convincing indications of super- and
subadditive differences in the data. The hypothesis is tested
by modifying Thornton’s data directly until accurate pre-
dictions are demonstrated throughout using standard color-
imetric calculations. The modified spectral power values are
then examined to assess if the original measurements could
be in error by the amount indicated. The null hypothesis can
be rejected if an implausibly high error level in the mea-
sured match definitions is needed to account for the evident
errors in prediction.

Data Modification by Error Minimization

Thornton’s measured spectral power values were modified
by an error minimization method, designed to render all the
primary stimulus definitions linearly transformable and the
tristimulus sum predictions accurate. The adopted method
operates on all the relevant measurement values. In conse-
quence it was inevitably overdetermined in most cases and
therefore potentially generates multiple feasible solutions.

Matrix definitions using Eqs. (4) to (7) were set up on a
spreadsheet for each of four primary-definition transforma-
tions (NP/PC, PC/NP, AP/PC, and PC/AP). From each
matrix, the spreadsheet then generated an inverse matrix,
which is a prediction of the measured matrix that defines the
opposite transformation.

Two distinct error functions were minimized using the
Excel Solver function. Error function 1 quantifies primary
definition transformability, and error function 2 quantifies
the correctness of predictions by tristimulus sum.

Error function 1 represents the overall percentage of error
of primary-definition transformability and is calculated as
the average error over four comparisons. The comparison in
each case is between a measured forward matrix definition,
provided by one set of CMFs, and the inverse-matrix pre-
diction, provided by the alternative CMF set. Each of the
averaged values is calculated as the total of the absolute
matrix element differences as a percentage of the total of the
absolute matrix element values. If true linear transformabil-
ity were present, each of the four comparisons would be
between pairs of matrices that are identical to the limits of
experimental error. Calculations were also set up for the
sum prediction of Eqs. (1) to (3). Conventional weighted
linear proportion from the CMF definitions was used in each
case. A prediction was made of the NP and AP matches
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using the PC CMFs, and the NP and AP CMFs were each
used to make a prediction of the PC match.

Error function 2 is calculated as the average percentage of
error for each spectral power measurement in the four triplet
predictions being made (12 averaged percentage differences
in all).

Each of the error functions concerns a distinct data set,
and the output of the error minimization is two distinct sets
of modified spectral power definitions as follows:

1. A set of modified primary-match definitions equivalent
to those Eqs (4) to (7) was generated that yield precise
forward and inverse linear transformability.

2. A set of modified tristimulus sum elements was gener-
ated that, when added together, yield accurate predic-
tions of Eqs (1) to (3).

The data output from the minimization thus represents a
linearly transformable set of definitions with prediction-
error values averaging less than or equal to 0.1% for pri-
mary definition transformations and also for the tristimulus
sum predictions. Table II tabulates the numeric and percent-
age changes required in the measured data.

Validity of the Null Hypothesis

The null hypothesis is assessed by assuming that the stan-
dard colorimetric model and its numeric representation of
visual additivity are precisely correct. The above procedures
are therefore considered to be correcting errors in the mea-
sured spectral power values. This avoids the need to allow
for the effects of uneven error propagation.

The tabulated minimal-error solutions are not unique
because they were generated by overdetermined error min-

imization. They were, however, constrained to be nontrivial
and found to be stable and reproducible. The overall solu-
tion is regarded as realistic, but it is only indicative of
average experimental error when assessing the validity of
the null hypothesis.

Referring to Table II section (c), where potential errors in
the primary definitions of Eqs. (4) to (7) alone are consid-
ered, the transformability problem could conceivably be a
product of data uncertainty if percentage changes in small
values are given less weight. However, the data changes
needed to correct the tristimulus sum prediction errors are
larger and they are regarded as a significant indication of
differences in additive value. The differences are quantified
in Table II sections (a) and (c) versus sections (b) and (d).
Overall, the null hypothesis that “Thornton’s data provide
no significant evidence of additivity differences” is regarded
as unsustainable.

Evidence for Super- and Subadditive Differences

The spreadsheet model described under “Data Modification
by Error Minimization” allowed error minimization to be
carried out either with or without a functional link by linear
weighting between the CMF definitions and the tristimulus
sum definitions. When linear weighting is used, the error
functions are linked and operate in parallel. There are then
two possible versions of the model. In one version, the
tristimulus sum values were derived using conventional
linear weighting and the minimization modifies only the
primary definitions. In the alternative version, the primary
definitions were derived by linear proportion and the min-
imization modifies only the value of the tristimulus sum
elements.

An important characteristic of the error minimization

TABLE II. Sections (a) and (c) tabulate, respectively, the numeric and percentage data-value changes that are
needed to establish full transformability of primary definitions.

The changes in spectral power values that establish full PC/NP/AP data consistency (minimal error)

(638) (558) (477) (607) (533) (452) (653) (579) (497) (607) (533) (452)
(607) 5.1 �40.7 1.2 (638) �26.0 �38.4 13.1 (607) 22.3 35.2 �28.1 (653) 0.5 �8.9 �1.2
(533) 16.1 �1.8 �6.1 (558) 26.0 �41.0 21.1 (533) 7.8 33.7 2.5 (579) 74.0 �31.6 27.6

(a) (452) �8.1 26.2 �14.1 (477) �6.7 54.2 �62.6 (452) �1.3 4.2 4.2 (497) �9.5 62.5 �50.5

(607) �12.3 26.1 �7.6 (638) �0.6 �1.4 3.0 (607) �365.0 64.5 50.0 (653) 43.8 38.2 �6.0
(533) �12.3 26.0 �41.9 (558) �0.5 0.9 4.8 (533) �365.0 37.8 104.6 (579) 17.1 38.2 �6.5

(b) (452) �12.3 26.0 �41.9 (477) �0.4 1.2 6.8 (452) �365.0 36.8 �419.8 (497) 44.4 34.2 �11.4

Percentage change

(638) (558) (477) (607) (533) (452) (653) (579) (497) (607) (533) (452)
(607) 0.3 �12.5 �2.5 (638) �4.4 35.2 100.8 (607) 1.2 7.7 42.0 (653) 0.2 12.1 �8.5
(533) �2.0 �0.2 �5.2 (558) 6.0 �4.7 �33.5 (533) �0.2 2.8 0.8 (579) 9.2 �6.9 �72.7

(c) (452) �1.2 �5.3 �0.8 (477) 7.1 23.0 �9.9 (452) 0.0 �0.1 0.1 (497) 5.8 11.8 �20.6

(607) 5.3 �52.1 �98.8 (638) 0.3 �3.5 �62.7 (607) 130.1 �91.2 485.0 (653) 8.6 �30.4 �25.3
(533) 3.4 5.9 �81.9 (558) �0.4 0.4 �26.6 (533) 23.7 7.1 80.8 (579) �3.2 �12.7 �25.6

(d) (452) �4.8 �14.2 �6.6 (477) 0.8 0.8 1.8 (452) �7.9 �2.9 �27.1 (497) �18.9 4.5 �3.3

Sections (b) and (d) tabulate the changes needed for full prediction accuracy by tristimulus sum. In each case the data quantify the increase
or decrease in numeric stimulus value required to achieve accurate prediction. The average error for predictions by both primary
transformation and tristimulus-sum was reduced to equal or less than 0.1%.
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results is evident when the primary definitions are linked by
linear weighting to the tristimulus sum predictions. No
nontrivial solution can be found that simultaneously mini-
mizes both error functions. The parallel minimizations re-
quire different linear solutions. One such solution restores
primary definition transformability, and the other restores
accurate tristimulus sum prediction.

If the linear weighting link between the CMF values and
the tristimulus sum values is removed from the calculation,
error functions 1 and 2 can be optimized independently. The
data in Table II are the result of separate and independent
minimizations. It is necessary to remove the linear weight-
ing link and invoke a set of apparently incompatible linear
solutions to test the null hypothesis.

Four forward and four inverse primary definitions are
available for analysis using Eqs. (4) to (7) and four predic-
tions by tristimulus sum of matches to the stimulus at 490
nm are available using Eqs. (1) to (3). These relationships
have each been used either individually or in combination to
generate many alternative linear solutions.

Each such linear solution unifies a single facet of Thorn-
ton’s results. For example, the solution based on correcting
the PC measurements to establish full PC/NP primary-
definition transformability is significantly different from the
solution based on correcting the NP measurements. Further,
two more distinct and mutually exclusive solutions are then
required to make the PC/NP tristimulus sum predictions
correct. These in turn yield different primary definitions and
so on. Implicitly, the assumption that the CMFs provide a
constant linear weighting among the elements of the tris-
timulus sum must be suspended before Thornton’s experi-
mental results can be rendered linearly transformable.

The hypothesis was next made that all the apparently
incompatible results are in fact individual solutions of a
unique overall n-dimensional relationship. A spectral-effect
model with variables dependent on both wavelength and
incident stimulus power might be both necessary and suf-
ficient to explain the observed relationships in Thornton’s
data.

AN ALTERNATIVE MODEL OF UNIFORM AND
PROPORTIONAL ADDITIVITY

The following discourse seeks to clarify the relationship
between the units of the visual response model and their
physical definition. It should not be regarded as an at-
tempted proof of any of the assumptions implied by the use
of vector-algebraic constructs in colorimetry or by its reli-
ance on the Trichromatic Generalization. The relevant as-
sumptions are maintained, and the Trichromatic Generali-
zation is assumed to be correct. Thus, any new relationships
that are found will be modeled by an extension to an
otherwise unaltered standard colorimetric model and refer-
enced to its properties and predictions.

The extended model now sought should in principle
predict Thornton’s results and at the same time be in agree-
ment with the standard colorimetric model when that model
correctly predicts visual matches. It would also be very

useful, if the new model were not just an empirical fit to
Thornton’s data. It should have a notional theoretical basis
and a sufficiently general structure to allow it to be tested
using alternative instances of apparent super- and subaddi-
tive visual phenomena, such as those described by Crawford
and Wyszecki7,8 in connection with violations of constant
proportional value in Maxwell-method matches at different
stimulus power intensities.

Modeling Spectral Additivity

Wyszecki and Stiles summarize the stronger form of the
Trichromatic Generalization2 in the form of four laws. They
require the cumulative effects of coloured stimuli to be
uniformly symmetrical, transitive, additive, and propor-
tional.

The key property described by the Trichromatic Gener-
alization is uniformity. The Generalization predicts that a
common pattern of uniform additive-value characteristics is
shared by all spectrally distinct visual sensations. The sug-
gested term for this shared property is the additively equiv-
alent value of visual sensations, and it equates all such
sensations irrespective of the wavelength or wavelengths
present. When two physically dissimilar radiant stimuli
possess this property in equal measure in three-dimensional
sum they are predicted to match visually to a human ob-
server. The purpose of any colorimetric model is to repre-
sent this property numerically.

This uniformly shared property is conventionally mod-
eled by tristimulus values. The standard colorimetric model
first quantifies the colour matching functions, which are
themselves a set of spectral tristimulus value definitions.
The tristimulus values for each spectral component of a
radiant stimulus are then defined by linear proportion from
the CMFs. Then the overall visual effect is predicted by
scalar addition in three dimensions.

The role of tristimulus values may be obvious but the
definition of the units that give them their numeric addi-
tively equivalent value is less so and bears detailed analysis.
Within the relevant definitions there is a mapping of units
from radiant spectral power in watts into spectrally additive
trichromatic units (T-units) of visual effect. If this mapping
is incorrect at any wavelength or at any level of incident
power, the property of visual additive equivalence will not
be correctly predicted as a numeric equivalence within the
tristimulus sum model.

This mapping is now analyzed for inconsistencies or
ambiguities of definition that might explain failures of pre-
diction.

The Units in Which Visually Additive Value Is
Expressed

One of Newton’s key observations3,5 was that the visual
effects produced by a light stimulus are properties of the
light and only of the light. Light is defined completely in
physical terms by its radiant electromagnetic power, and its
“coloured” effect is differentiated by its spectral location. It
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is therefore entirely logical for the details of the visual
response to be referenced to the axiomatic additive equiv-
alence of units of radiant power (watts) that produce the
effect.

A model is required that maps physically equivalent units
of spectral power onto visually equivalent units of spectral
effect. The relationship between the units of physical cause
and the units of psychophysical effect is regarded as the
critical factor on which to build an explanation of Thorn-
ton’s results.

The intuitive starting point of this whole investigation
was the relationship between Thornton’s bow-tie diagrams
and W. D. Wright’s concept of three-dimensional and visu-
ally equivalent trichromatic units.9 W. N. Sproson gives a
perhaps clearer account of the trichromatic unit concept in
reference.10

The T-unit is the numeric device that implements uniform
additive equivalence in the colorimetric model. The T-unit
value is established in the standard model by reference to
Standard Illuminant SE. When the colour coordinates of
Illuminant SE are calculated, stimulus power values in watts
are mapped conceptually onto T-units that add up to give
numerically equal tristimulus values. The mapping rescales
the unequal primary-stimulus power needed to establish
visual neutrality.

Based on a conventional tristimulus calculation, the
Stiles–Burch observer2 predicts the following visual match,
where Illuminant SE is represented by 100 mW in each
10-nm interval band of spectral power from 400 to 700nm
as follows:

Illuminant SE � 2648 mW at 650 nm

� 962 mW at 530 nm � 573.5 mW at 440 nm (8)

Both the reference Illuminant and the matching metamer are
assigned precisely equal tristimulus values in three dimen-
sions (R � G � B) by the Stiles–Burch observer. That is to
say (by virtue of normalization based on relative power
value), the three primary stimuli are modeled as having
precisely equal T-unit value. The ratio 2.65 : 0.962 : 0.574
among the spectral power values is then defined in the
model as a unique constant property of the defining prima-
ries and, by extension, of all the spectral tristimulus matches
that define the CMFs. The constant power ratio that equates
the T-unit value represents the assumed constancy of visual
effect when primary stimuli are balanced in a match to a
visually neutral stimulus. The bow-tie diagrams suggest that
this assumption may be unsafe.

The ratio of Eq. (8) is a necessary and sufficient T-Unit
definition only for the spectral effects of the three defining
primary wavelengths. The relationship becomes intrinsi-
cally ambiguous if it is assumed by extension to define the
component spectral effects at all the wavelengths present in
Illuminant SE. The equal power distribution of Illuminant
SE over wavelength can map onto many different spectral
effect distributions over wavelength without altering the
tristimulus sum definition of Illuminant SE. That is to say,
many definitions for unit spectral effect satisfy Eq. (8). Each

such definition involves a local reweighting of spectral
power over wavelength between the components of Illumi-
nant SE, and each such reweighting corresponds to a differ-
ent spectral power ratio that equates to visual neutrality.

The Consequences of Using a Single Set of Reference
Primaries

In the standard colorimetric model, T-Unit value is three-
dimensionally defined as above via the spectral tristimulus
values of the reference primaries. This three-dimensional
definition is logical because the model is referenced to
matches using only three defining primaries. However, a
model of this type makes no allowance for the possibility
that an alternative set of primaries may have different ad-
ditive-value properties from those used to define the model.

The ratio of power values defining T-units is a constant of
the model, which represents a property assumed to be com-
mon to all CMF matches and therefore common to all
possible sets of CMF-defining primaries. A direct corollary
of this assumption is that all experimental visual match
definitions must then be transformable by linear axis trans-
position.

A method for quantifying any failure of linear transform-
ability between alternative primary CMFs is described un-
der Confirming the Presence of Intrinsic Nonlinearity in
Thornton’s measurement data. It is then used (in Part II of
this article) to quantify postulated differences in T-unit
value definition. The Stiles–Burch observer CMF defini-
tions of a neutral stimulus are also shown in Part II of this
article to have variable chromaticity when calculated using
Thornton’s PC CMFs. The differences can be interpreted as
direct evidence of apparent spectral variation in the power
ratios defining T-Unit value. Both CMF sets are derived
from maximum saturation matching experiments; it is there-
fore unsafe to assume that bow-tie diagrams are due only to
differences between Maxwell method and maximum satu-
ration method matches (but see also The Origins of the
Bow-Tie Diagrams).

Effect on Transformability of Nonlinear Relationships
between Data Sets

If the failures of prediction observed by Thornton are de-
monstrably significant, unification of the relevant data sets
by linear transformation of spectral power values is proba-
bly impossible. If this is true, either an inconsistent rela-
tionship or a systematic nonlinear relationship may exist
between the data sets.

It is first shown that a uniform nonlinear relationship
between stimulus and response common to both data sets
cannot be a direct cause of linear transformability failure
and is also permissible under the definition of the Propor-
tionality Law.

When referring to additive colour mixing, the Proportion-
ality Law of the Trichromatic Generalization is assumed to
be valid. It is stated by Wyszecki and Stiles as follows:

If stimulus A matches stimulus B then �A matches �B,
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where � is any positive factor by which the radiant power of
the color stimulus is increased or reduced, while its relative
spectral distribution is kept constant.

This law appears to permit an arbitrary assumption of
linear proportionality when predicting metameric visual
equality. That is to say, a linear proportionality constant can
be used to represent a constant nonlinear relationship of
visual effect to spectral power that is common to all stimuli.
During tristimulus equivalence predictions the effects of
any nonlinearity common to all stimuli cancel out across the
two sides of the match equation. Any nonlinearity would,
however, be preserved and represented (in perhaps distorted
form) as a property of incremental effect in tristimulus
colour space.

The Proportionality Law would indeed be violated by
deviations from uniformity, but not by uniform nonlinearity
of effect. Visual effects with either a uniform linear char-
acteristic or a uniform nonlinear characteristic satisfy the
definition of the proportionality law and can be arbitrarily
modeled using the CMFs as a linear proportionality con-
stant.

Existing examples of n-Dimensional Nonlinear
Mapping

The metric of colour difference is established by three-
dimensional nonlinear 1:1 mapping relative to colour iden-
tity in tristimulus space.12 That is to say, the units of
perceptual difference vary systematically in size relative to
the additive units of the tristimulus sum that establish per-
ceptual equivalence. The possibility that the mapping may
vary as a function of both wavelength and spectral power is,
however, foreshadowed in the field of colour difference
ellipsoid modeling.13,14 In such models additional wave-
length and stimulus intensity dependent variables are locally
superimposed on the uniform three-dimensionally nonlinear
mapping into CIE L*a*b* colour space.

THE PROPOSED MODEL FOR UNIT VISUAL EFFECT

A proposed model of super- and subadditive visual effect is
now introduced. It is intended to act as a precursor trans-
form to the standard colorimetric model, which is retained
within the overall model as an independent subcomponent.
The standard model remains unaltered and retains its orig-
inal function as the predictive model for visual equivalence.

The precursor-transform component of the extended
model quantifies any possible deviation from a constant
spectral power ratio definition of T-unit value. The intent is
to equate all possible spectral-triplet power ratios estab-
lished to be visually neutral by Maxwell method matching
experiments. That is to say, applying the transform to such
power values in principle yields a numerically constant
three-dimensional definition of T-unit value that is common
to all of the spectral stimuli used in the matches.

The precursor-transform is a spectral-level mapping be-
tween physically equivalent units of spectral power and
visually equivalent units of spectral effect. To allow for all

conceivable super- and subadditive effects, the relationship
between the unit definitions is allowed to differ ordinally
over wavelength. The model therefore consists of a set of
functions on spectral power (one for each wavelength), and
each function may be either linear or nonlinear. In effect the
proposed precursor transform resolves and quantifies the
ambiguity implied by the relationship of Eq (8).

Unifying Data Sets Expressed in Terms of Spectral-
Power Match Definitions

In general, the alternative primary data sets for which linear
transformability must be established are assumed to repre-
sent accurate physical definitions of visual equivalence
matches. We seek to unify these physically defined data sets
by reference to psychophysically defined visual equiva-
lence. A common comparison basis is therefore established
by using a T-unit definition of visual equivalence common
to both data sets and expressing both data sets in T-units.
The spectral power definitions themselves are not in general
assumed to be linearly transformable.

A T-unit-defining mapping function is proposed that
transforms radiant power definitions by applying a unique
scalar factor to each unit increment of power in each spec-
tral dimension. Its effect is analogous to that of the V�

function in the original CIE 1931 colorimetric observer
definition, but it additionally allows incremental effect to
have a distinct nonlinearity at each wavelength with respect
to stimulus power. The proposed mapping function is in
effect a generic data linearization and normalization, with
full wavelength- and stimulus-power-dependent functional-
ity.

● The overall model defaults to the standard colorimetric
model and the proposed unit-defining function reduces
mathematically to a simple 1:1 numeric ratio at all wave-
lengths and power values if the standard model is both
correct and sufficient. If this is true, all alternative pri-
mary CMFs will be fully interconvertible with those of
the Standard Model by linear axis transposition when
expressed in terms of spectral power values.

● The overall model becomes significant and defaults to
Thornton’s preferred modified CMF model if transform-
ability of power values can be established by linear ad-
justment of the CMFs. The precursor transform then
generates an additional spectral-effect constant that re-
flects the super- or subadditivity at each wavelength rel-
ative to stimulus power. The spectral-effect constant is
common to all three CMFs and all photopic power inten-
sities.

● If required, a distinct nonlinear response function is
generated for each subdivision of wavelength relative to
incident spectral power to establish the spectral-effect
constant. The mapping from physical units onto visually
equivalent units is then potentially a function of both
wavelength and stimulus power.

● The proposed transformation of units seeks to render all
possible visual match definitions fully interconvertible by
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linear matrix transformation before they are used to pre-
dict metameric visual equivalence within in the existing
standard colorimetric model. The only difference from
conventional colorimetry is that the standard model
would take as input predefined spectral effect distribu-
tions (SEDs) rather than spectral power distributions
(SPDs).

ORIGINS OF THE BOW-TIE DIAGRAMS

It has been suggested that the bow-tie diagrams noted by
Thornton are related to the presence of “observer differenc-
es.”15 That is to say, there is a systematic difference in
visual response at the spectral level between the observer
defining the colour space in which the diagrams are plotted
and the observer making the visual neutrality measure-
ments.

If this is true, Thornton’s bow-tie diagrams can be dis-
missed with good reason as an observer difference artifact.
This explanation is, however, provisionally rejected, be-
cause six randomly selected observers are unlikely to share
a common deviant tendency to generate bow-tie diagrams
and also because there is a plausible alternative explanation.

It is now hypothesised that “the bow-tie diagrams are due
to differences in visual neutrality definition.” For example,
Maxwell method neutral stimulus matches may define the
neutral axis differently from the CIE definition. Maxwell
method matches define visual neutrality directly as a set of
measured spectral power triplet ratios dependent on the
wavelengths present. In the CIE coordinate prediction of the
neutral axis, colour-saturated matches provide the measured
power definition ratios. Stimulus equivalence at the neutral
axis is then predicted by tristimulus sum normalization of
the CMFs referenced to the assumed visual neutrality of
Illuminant SE. Visual neutrality definition is thus referenced
to a single spectral power ratio, and the remaining neutral
metamer power ratios are predicted by linear proportion
from the CMFs.

Hypothetically, the difference of neutrality definition is
between the Maxwell method power ratios and the constant
ratio defining T-Unit value that is used when plotting chro-
maticity coordinates in CIE x,y,Y tristimulus space.

A pair of maximum-saturation CMF definitions refer-
enced to different experimental primary sets can also be
used to generate a bow-tie diagram (see Part II of this
article). The hypothesis suggests that this is again an exam-
ple of differences in visual equivalence (i.e., T-unit) defi-
nition, this time between the alternative sets of defining
primaries.

CONFIRMING THE PRESENCE OF INTRINSIC
NONLINEARIY IN THORNTON�S MEASUREMENT

DATA

Thornton has supplied the author in private correspondence6

with the full set of his copyright PC, NP, and AP CMFs.
They are 10-nm interval smoothed six-observer averages
and make available 30 additional diagnostic matches in each

of the PC, NP, and AP CMF data sets. This extended data
set has been used in Part II of this article to confirm the
existence of the predicted nonlinear relationships between
Thornton’s data and the Stiles–Burch observer data.

Data Set Comparison Methodology

The adopted methodology assumes that the Stiles–Burch
observer2 defines an internally consistent reference model
for the three-dimensional additive value of visual effect.
The novel effects that appear to be implicit in Thornton’s
CMFs are therefore quantified as deviations from the pre-
dictions of the Stiles–Burch reference model. The calcula-
tions are carried out in all cases in units of spectral stimulus
power (i.e., watts). In effect the standard colorimetric model
is assumed to be both essentially correct and internally
consistent with the laws of additive colour mixing. All
potentially novel spectral effects that may conceivably be
present should therefore be referenced to, and expressed as
spectral power ratios relative to this three-dimensional
model of uniform additive effect.

One approach is to extract definitions of the PC, NP, and
AP primaries from the Stiles–Burch CMFs and use them to
construct linear tristimulus sum predictions of Thornton’s
measurements. The resulting CMF simulations provide gen-
eral confirmation of the accuracy of Thornton’s measure-
ments, insofar as the smooth curves thus generated look
very similar to Thornton’s published curves.

It is, however, more informative to study the results of the
opposite transformation and convert Thornton’s measure-
ments into CMFs expressed in terms of the Stiles–Burch
primaries. The calculations are by linear axis transposition
using Thornton’s data throughout. Thus “Thornton watts”
can be compared after linear transformation with “Stiles–
Burch observer watts” within a unified data set, referenced
throughout to Stiles–Burch primary wavelength power val-
ues for equivalent matches, and the single power-ratio def-
inition that defines “Stiles–Burch” T-units.

The comparison is between two alternative definitions of
the same spectral stimulus when it is matched using alter-
native primary sets. In all such comparisons, the Thornton
and Stiles–Burch T-unit definitions should stand in a con-
stant 3 � 3 matrix ratio that is characteristic of the defining
primaries (whether they are defined by the Thornton or the
Stiles–Burch CMFs). If this is true the Thornton and Stiles–
Burch CMFs will be accurately interconvertible by linear
axis transposition.

Linear axis transposition is used to test for constant
matrix ratios. The calculation is a straightforward linear
tristimulus sum, weighted by reference to the Thornton
CMFs. A transformed CMF match definition is derived as
the matrix product P� where P� � Mi � I�. The relevant
three-element visual match definitions I� and P� specify a
common reference stimulus at wavelength � and are mem-
bers of two alternative CMF set definitions. Mi is the ap-
propriate unit value transformation matrix formed by refer-
ence to the CMF matches at the six defining primary
wavelengths of the two CMF sets. The calculation (carried
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out in all cases in units of stimulus power in milliwatts) is
illustrated next.

Let the relevant Thornton PC definition I� of a nominally
monochromatic stimulus at 490 nm be as follows:

1000(490) � �133(607) � 381(533) � 413(452) (9)

where the stimulus power values in milliwatts are six-
observer averages rather than the single-observer measure-
ments of observer T in Eq. (1). Let the Thornton PC defi-
nition of the Stiles–Burch primaries be as follows:

1000(645) � 494(607) � 104.5(533) � 22.5(452)

1000�526� � � 115.6�607� � 895.6�533�

� 55.0�452�

1000�444� � 22.1�607� � 32.1�533� � 954�452�

(10)

Then the unit-matrix defining the numeric effect of 1 mW of
the Stiles–Burch primaries in terms of the PC primaries is as
follows:

� 0.4940 � 0.1045 0.0225
� 0.1156 0.8956 0.0550
0.0221 � 0.0321 0.9540

� (11)

A new matrix Mi is now calculated by matrix inversion of
Eq. (11). It expresses the unit values of the PC primaries as
equivalent unit-value stimuli at Stiles–Burch primary wave-
lengths as follows:

Mi � � 2.0835 0.2408 �0.0630
0.2714 1.1456 �0.0724

�0.0392 0.0330 1.0472
� (12)

The new definition of the PC match of Eq. (9) is now given
by P�, calculated from I� as follows:

P� �� �189.9
418.1
413.3

�
�� 2.0835 0.2408 �0.0630

0.2714 1.1456 �0.0724
0.0392 0.0330 1.0472

� � � �133
381
413

� (13)

Equation (13) is in effect a spectral tristimulus sum and
represents the special case of the additive mixture of three
“pure” monochromatic stimuli. The power in milliwatts
used in the Thornton CMF match has now been converted
into a prediction of the power at Stiles–Burch wavelengths
needed to match the same stimulus of 1000 mW at 490 nm.

Analytical Interpretation

The ratio of power values �T : �S is now defined, where �T
is a stimulus power value forming an element of a trans-
formed Thornton match and �T is a prediction of �S, where
�S is the equivalent stimulus power value established ex-
perimentally by Stiles and Burch for the same match. Partial

differential symbols are used, because each spectral triplet
in the Thornton CMF matches yields three simultaneous �T:
�S ratios [one in each dimension (R,G,B) of Stiles–Burch
colour space]. They are, however, simultaneous products
rather than true partial differentials of the overall relation-
ship.

The analysis proceeds by deriving �T : �S ratios for each
spectral power value in the full set of Thornton CMF
matches. The �T:�S ratios are calculated after linear trans-
formation of the Watts used at the Thornton wavelengths
into the “predicted watts” needed at Stiles–Burch wave-
lengths, using the Thornton power-ratio definition of T-Unit
value. The parameter �T:�S quantifies the differences be-
tween the predicted and measured Stiles–Burch watts for a
given match. The derived �T:�S ratios may reveal one of
three possible alternative relationships:

1. At the uncertainty level of experimental noise, all tested
matches could indicate no significant deviations from a
constant ratio of 1:1, supporting the original null hypoth-
esis and also implying full linear transformability.

2. Variation of the �T:�S ratio may be detected that depends
only on the primaries used. The CMFs would then rep-
resent a wavelength-specific difference in the visual neu-
trality constant between the primaries used. A variation
of this type could be resolved using an alternative trans-
formation matrix Mi. That is to say, the alternative
primaries reveal a constant ratio of super- or subadditive
effect between the primaries that is common to all the
CMF matches.

3. Variations in �T : �S due to both the choice of primaries
and the spectral power present in the match may be
present simultaneously. That is to say, the relative size of
the super- or subadditive effect varies as a function of
both parameters. This would produce complex spectral-
power and wavelength-dependent �T : �S relationships
at each of the Stiles–Burch primary wavelengths. A
graph relating “transformed Thornton watts” to “Stiles–
Burch watts” at a given primary wavelength would then
reveal any systematic changes in the visual equivalence
constant that is a functional property of primary stimulus
power.

Using all three of the 10-nm-interval Thornton CMF sets
some 30� determinations are in theory available for each
triplet of �T : �S ratios (over 90 triplets in all). In practice,
many relate to low component power values. However,
between 12 and 27 determinations remain, with sufficient
stimulus power in a given primary to establish the existence
and nature of the predicted nonlinear relationships. Graphs
of transformed Thornton power versus Stiles–Burch power
at given primary wavelengths can then be used to classify
and characterize the relationships present (see Part II of this
article).

The derived �T : �S ratios can be used diagnostically as
follows:
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● To establish if the Thornton measurements map consis-
tently onto the Stiles–Burch definitions. A smoothly
changing and consistent mapping would support the re-
jection of the null hypothesis presented under “The Va-
lidity of the Null Hyphothesis.” It would also imply the
presence of smooth and systematic relationships between
the Thornton and the Stiles–Burch data sets.

● To establish if there is clear evidence supporting the
above predictions that “the super and sub-additive differ-
ences implicit in Thornton’s measurements are the result
of detailed nonlinear relationships between the data sets.”

● To establish if the bow-tie diagrams produced by Thorn-
ton’s Maxwell method matches using neutral stimuli are
also implicit properties of his maximum saturation PC,
NP, and AP CMF determinations.

CONCLUSIONS

The null hypothesis is rejected on the basis of the data in
Table II. They indicate that experimental errors in Thorn-
ton’s data would have to be unexpectedly large if they were
assumed to be the cause of the tristimulus sum prediction
errors. The evidence for super- and subadditive relation-
ships in Thornton’s single-observer data is therefore found
to be significant.

The failures of primary-definition transformability are
regarded as specifically confirming Thornton’s view that
wavelength-dependent (i.e., n-dimensional) differences in
unit additive value are present, which are not reflected in the
CMFs of the standard colorimetric transform.

If the existence of the spectral-level differences identified
under The Evidence for Prediction Failures and The Anal-
ysis of Prediction Errors is confirmed in the future by
additional experiments, they cannot be represented either in
a model based on matches using a single set of reference
primaries or in a model based only on post-tristimulus sum
nonlinearity of visual effect. The model of T-unit additive
value must therefore be extended using additional variables
at the spectral level.

The bow-tie diagrams are probably sensitive to small
variations in the CMFs and could with good reason be
dismissed as an artifact of individual observer differences.
However, an alternative hypothesis is presented that links
them to differences in neutral chromaticity definition. Im-
plicit support for this alternative hypothesis is available. All
six of Thornton’s observers share a similar tendency to
generate bow-tie diagrams relative to the standard observer
definition, and a significant “bow-tie effect” can also be
demonstrated to be present between observer-average max-
imum-saturation CMF sets, (see Part II of this article). The
bow-tie diagrams are therefore expected to have fundamen-
tal diagnostic significance.

The observer-difference explanation of the bow-tie dia-
grams can only be rejected finally by demonstrating that
they are a strict property of measurements defining a single
observer; for example, by comparing the results of a max-
imum saturation method and a Maxwell method CMF de-

termination using a conventional single power-ratio T-unit
definition.

On the basis of the single-observer data analyzed in this
article it is predicted that:

1. The bow-tie diagrams are probably diagnostic for
detailed wavelength-dependent additive-value differences.
They may also accentuate them because of increased sen-
sitivity at or near the neutral balance point of the visual
response as suggested by colour-difference ellipsoid mod-
eling in CIE L*a*b* space.

2. The visual response to spectral power at NP and AP
wavelengths is probably nonlinear relative to the visual
response to power at PC wavelengths, and all three sets
probably have distinct nonlinear characteristics with respect
to the average power values used to define the Stiles–Burch
CMFs.

3. A different nonlinear function on stimulus power for
each of the nine PC, NP, and AP primary responses may be
needed to map them accurately onto the Stiles–Burch CMF
responses.

4. The implicit super- and subadditive phenomena are
probably related to significant spectral-level characteristics
of the visual response, and Thornton is probably correct in
interpreting the data as wavelength-dependent differences
of additive value that are incorrectly represented in the
standard colorimetric model.

5. Thornton is, however, probably incorrect in assuming
that the variations can be modeled by linear adjustment of
the CMFs. This cannot be more than a partial and data-
specific solution if additive value has a different nonlinear
characteristic at each wavelength relative to incident spec-
tral power.

An initial confirmation of these predictions is made
in Part II, using all the remaining matches in the copy-
righted PC, NP, and AP CMF data now made available
by private correspondence to Thornton. The findings of
Part I concerning the PC, NP, and AP diagnostic matches
of observer T at 490 nm are confirmed and cross-checked
in Part II using 90 additional diagnostic match defini-
tions.

I regard the definition of units as a critical and central
prerequisite for clarity in colorimetric modeling. In the
current context, it is particularly important that the units
of additive spectral effect are unambiguously defined and
related to the units of spectral power in which the fun-
damental measurements defining the visual response are
made. The visual response (as a function of stimulus
power) is predicted to differ in its nonlinear character
from wavelength to wavelength. If such a characteristic is
confirmed by further experiment, then the fundamental
T-unit model of additive equivalence must be redefined at
the spectral level to reflect these differences. It is em-
phasized that a three-dimensional T-Unit definition is
retained as a constant of the standard model, but the
mapping of spectral power ratios into that definition is
spectrally defined and therefore n-dimensional.
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Abstract: The spectral power values representing Thorn-
ton’s “alternative primary” PC, NP, and AP colour match-
ing functions (CMF) are compared with the power values
representing the 49-observer Stiles–Burch average defini-
tion. The Thornton measurements are first converted by
matrix transformation into a data set expressed in terms of
spectral power at the Stiles–Burch primary wavelengths.
Graphs and power ratios are used to compare the defini-
tions for two alternative matches to the same visual stimu-
lus. A triplet of n:n spectral-power ratios (one in each
dimension, R, G, and B) is used to quantify the differences
between the alternative matches. The relationship between
the Thornton PC and Stiles–Burch match-definitions is then
found to deviate from the expected power-ratio of 1:1 after
matrix transformation. The revealed relationship is an in-
ternally consistent and smooth function of matched wave-
length, which has a different nonlinear characteristic in
each R, G, and B dimension relative to the Stiles–Burch
reference model. The “Thornton bow-tie” phenomenon is
also demonstrated between a pair of maximum saturation
CMF definitions made with alternative primaries. The im-
plicit differences in neutral axis definition represented by
the bow-tie diagram are linked to differences in trichro-
matic unit (T-unit) definition. In this case, the conventional
CMF normalization process is postulated to be inaccurate
at the wavelengths concerned, resulting in incompatibility
between the T-unit definitions of the two primary sets being
compared. The conventional N33 T-unit definition of vi-
sual neutrality equating Illuminant SE to a single R:G:B
power ratio is extended, by adding an extra N3N mapping
to the definition. The resulting N3N 33 mapping is in

principle a fully determined redefinition of three-dimen-
sional T-unit equivalence, in which many R:G:B ratios for
a comprehensive set of visually neutral metamers can be
mapped by N3N transformation onto the conventional
single ratio. The effect of N3N mapping is to transform
spectral power distributions (SPDs) into spectral effect
distributions (SEDs) expressed in T-units. The SPD/SED
transform, thus defined, is proposed as a method for unify-
ing CMF determinations made with alternative primaries.
The expected outcome is that after transforming SPDs by
N3N mapping into SEDs the definitions for all visually
matching metamers will be demonstrably interconvertible
by matrix product. © 2004 Wiley Periodicals, Inc. Col Res Appl, 29,

438–450, 2004; Published online in Wiley InterScience (www.interscience.

wiley.com). DOI 10.1002/col.20069

Key words: colorimetry; trichromatic units; colour match-
ing functions; data-set unification; colorimetric vectors

INTRODUCTION

Part I of this article, subtitled “Evidence and Modeling,”1

describes a novel data-transformation method using a ge-
neric linearization and normalization construct. The method
allows data sets to be unified that are not linearly transform-
able by matrix multiplication of spectral-power match def-
initions. Part II is intended to demonstrate in detail why the
proposed functionality is necessary to unify the Thornton
and Stiles–Burch data sets. A methodology rather than a
numeric solution to the current Thornton/Stiles–Burch ex-
ample is presented. The construction of a definitive and
testable numeric model using the proposed method is re-
garded as premature, until additional experimental data has
been accumulated, and the apparent inconsistencies be-
tween the Thornton and Stiles–Burch data sets have been
investigated further and confirmed by independent experi-
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ment. The point of creating and presenting the method first
(without experimental proof of correctness) is that it estab-
lishes more clearly the nature and potential meaning of
those inconsistencies and aids the design of new experi-
ments.

A two stage data-unification method is proposed in which
a common three-dimensional definition of T-unit value is
first established between the data sets. The method involves
redefining the three-dimensional T-unit of spectral effect, as
a fully determined N3N33 mapping from spectral power
to spectral effect. The mapping is from many monochro-
matic R:G:B spectral-power ratios established by Maxwell
method matches to a visually neutral stimulus. The product
of the mapping is a single three-dimensional T-unit defini-
tion that is a nominal constant of all members of the com-
pared data-set definitions. Each alternative primary set then
has a unique subdefinition of T-unit balanced equivalence
calculated by matrix transformation from the CMFs of a
master “reference definition” of the visual response. The
reference definition (in the current exercise, that of the
Stiles–Burch average observer) consists of a set of defining
primaries and CMFs together with a T-unit definition in the
form of a single R:G:B power ratio defining a neutral
balance of visual effect for the chosen primaries.

Part I analyzed the theoretical challenges represented by
W. A. Thornton’s new colour matching functions (or
CMFs), and sought to establish Thornton’s results within
the context of conventional colorimetry. Thornton’s mea-
sured single observer definitions used in the analysis were
quoted from his articles2 entitled “Towards a More Accurate
and Extensible Colorimetry” in which important deviations
from uniform additivity under the trichromatic generaliza-
tion and the laws of additive colour mixing3 were demon-
strated.

The hypothesis is maintained in Parts I and II of this
article that “both the trichromatic generalization and the
three-dimensional T-unit definition of the standard colori-
metric model represent the visual response correctly.” In
consequence, Thornton’s results are seen to challenge the
way these fundamental colorimetric systems are imple-
mented rather than their essential validity. The standard
colorimetric model is thus used for comparison and numeric
reference. The chosen reference model is the CIE 1964 100

Standard Observer,3 represented numerically by the Stiles–
Burch 49-observer average RGB CMFs published by
Wyszecki and Stiles.3

Part I predicts that (if variation in unit additive value is
confirmed by further experiment) the standard model can be
extended rather than modified to allow for it. The proposed
extension takes the form of a precursor transform designed
to render all spectral power distributions (SPDs) into uni-
formly additive spectral effect distributions (SEDs). The
effect of the proposed transform would be to redefine W. D.
Wright’s trichromatic (T-units)4,5 such that the Stiles–Burch
reference CMFs become a predictable matrix product of the
Thornton PC, NP, and AP CMFs and vice versa.

Three sets of Thornton CMF definitions (each made using
a different alternative primary set) are first converted by
matrix transformation into predictions of the equivalent
CMF matches using the Stiles–Burch primaries. The Thorn-
ton definitions are then compared with the Stiles–Burch
experimental CMF definitions, working throughout in terms
of stimulus power values. The adopted measure of differ-
ence is an n:n power ratio in each of three dimensions (R, G,
and B).

Based on matches to a single nonprimary wavelength,
Part I predicted that a set of N distinct nonlinear relation-
ships must be used to establish a common unit definition,
before the Thornton spectral-power values can be unified
with the equivalent Stiles–Burch values. Part II seeks to
confirm these predictions using the full set of PC, NP, and
AP CMFs now made available by Thornton (W. A. Thorn-
ton, personal communication, 2002).

THE BASIS FOR DATA-SET COMPARISON

The comparison is between alternative-primary CMF defi-
nitions of visual matches to a common reference stimulus.
The compared match definitions are expressed in units of
stimulus power and nominally equated by matrix transfor-
mation. After transformation, the alternative-primary
Thornton PC, NP, and AP definitions are redefined in terms
of power at the Stiles–Burch primary wavelengths. The data
transformation method is described in Part I and summa-
rized below.

Data Transformation and Spectral Power Value
Analysis

The hypothesis to be tested is as follows: “Each of the nine
additional PC, NP, and AP wavelengths used by Thornton
has an intrinsic and potentially distinct pattern of spectral
power values relative to that used in the Stiles–Burch ex-
periments in matches to the same reference stimulus”.

A transformed CMF match definition P�, expressed in
terms of stimulus power values, is derived as the matrix
product P� � Mi � I�, where I� and P� are three-element
visual-match definitions of a common spectral stimulus at
wavelength � and Mi is the appropriate unit-value transfor-
mation matrix formed by reference to the CMF matches at
the six defining primary wavelengths of the two CMF sets.
The Stiles–Burch reference definition and the transformed
definition P� can then be compared directly, because they
both specify the same spectral stimulus in terms of power at
the Stiles–Burch primary wavelengths.

Three definitions of the matrix Mi are required, expressed
respectively by reference to unit value PC, NP, and AP
stimuli. These source matrices are defined (at 1-nm interval
precision) by linear interpolation between the 10-nm CMFs
values supplied by Thornton.

The PC, NP, and AP unit definitions of the Stiles–Burch
primaries, expressed in watts, are then as follows:
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PC Definition
�607� �533� �452�

�645� 0.494 � 0.105 0.023
�526� � 0.092 0.922 0.041
�444� 0.019 � 0.029 0.961

NP Definition
�638� �558� �477�

�645� 0.820 � 0.037 0.016
�526� � 0.833 0.942 0.164
�444� 0.670 � 0.469 1.646

AP Definition
�653� �579� �497�

�645� 1.330 0.066 � 0.027
�526� � 3.232 1.103 0.426
�444� 10.719 � 3.156 3.778

(1)

The required unit-conversion matrices Mi are then given by the following definitions (they are derived by inverting the above
source matrices):

PC to Std. Model
�645� �526� �444�

�607� 2.070 0.233 � 0.056
�533� 0.208 1.106 � 0.052
�452� � 0.036 0.028 1.040

NP to Std. Model
�645� �526� �444�

�638� 1.276 0.042 � 0.017
�558� 1.161 1.049 � 0.116
�477� � 0.188 0.282 0.581

AP to Std. Model
�645� �526� �444�

�653� 0.650 � 0.019 0.007
�579� 1.978 0.627 � 0.056
�497� � 0.191 0.578 0.198

(2)

The source matrices can be used to convert milliwatts of
power at the Stiles–Burch wavelengths into a prediction of
Thornton’s measurements using primaries at PC, NP, and
AP wavelengths. The inverse transformation predicts the
Stiles–Burch experimental average by expressing the
Thornton average CMF data in terms of milliwatts at the
Stiles–Burch primary wavelengths. The predictions are
made by tristimulus sum, scaled according to the power
present in the Thornton matches at a given wavelength. A
worked example of the relevant calculation is given in
Part I.

Using the full set of CMF definitions, this calculation can
be repeated 31 times for each of the PC, NP, and AP 10-nm
interval CMFs. This yields 93 transformed spectral-triplet
definitions involving 279 spectral power values. All 279
“converted-value” predictions can be plotted against their
measured-value equivalents in the Stiles–Burch data pub-
lished by Wyszecki and Stiles. The resulting T versus S
(i.e., Thornton versus Stiles–Burch) graphs can be used to
reveal the relevant relationships.

The ratio �T:�S is used extensively to analyze the differ-
ences between the predicted and measured values, where �T
is a stimulus power value forming an element of a trans-
formed Thornton match and �T is a prediction of �S, where
�S is the equivalent stimulus power value established ex-
perimentally by Stiles and Burch for the same match. Partial
differential symbols are used, because each spectral triplet
in the Thornton CMF matches, yields three simultaneous
�T:�S ratios [one in each dimension (R, G, and B) of the
Stiles–Burch definition]. They are, however, simultaneous
products rather than true partial differentials of the overall
relationship.

The relationship between the data sets is revealed by
spectral power ratios �T:�S in T versus S graphs. For
example, if systematic nonlinearity is present that differs
characteristically from primary to primary, it will then be-

come apparent as �T:�S variations that are a function of
Stiles–Burch stimulus values in T versus S plots.

● If the spectral-power ratio used to normalize the Stiles–
Burch CMFs is a constant that is common to all four CMF
determinations, all the derived �T:�S ratios will also have
a constant value of 1:1 to the level of accuracy repre-
sented by the measured data. A constant 1:1 �T:�S ratio
indicates that the Thornton and Stiles–Burch data sets
will exhibit both forward and inverse matrix transform-
ability of spectral power values.

● If Thornton’s measurements deviate erratically from the
Stiles–Burch values, an equivalently erratic pattern of
transformability failure will be revealed by the �T:�S
ratios.

● If the spectral power values in the source data sets are
internally consistent and functionally related, then the
�T:�S ratios should mirror any intrinsic relationship be-
tween them as smooth and consistent deviations from a
ratio of 1:1.

Tristimulus Sum and Chromaticity Coordinate
Analysis

The cumulative scalar value of a stimulus is modeled by
tristimulus sum, and the implicit vector direction in colour
space is modeled by chromaticity, calculated as the relative
three-dimensional weighting provided by the normalized
CMFs. An implicit and potentially important distinction is
thus made between vector direction and vector magnitude
when chromaticity coordinates are calculated.

However, Thornton points out that the conventional chro-
maticity calculation produces anomalies.2 The chromaticity
divisor R�G�B tends toward or passes through zero at some
wavelengths in some NP and AP CMF matches when large
negative tristimulus values are present. This causes the chro-
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maticity locus to approach or pass through infinity in such
cases.

Chromaticity definitions are recalculated in the following
analysis using absolute tristimulus values as the divisor
when calculating signed chromaticity definitions. The chro-
maticity definition then becomes a pure R:G:B ratio that is
independent of the sign of the component values, and the
observed distortions in the chromaticity locus are thus re-
moved. There is no effect in all-positive systems such as the
calculation of x,y,Y coordinates in the CIE model.

The alternative chromaticity calculation is used in two
ways as follows:

1. In spectral stimulus matches. In the first analysis the
chromaticity definitions of the CMFs are calculated
using the adopted convention, and the loci of the trans-
formed Thornton PC CMF matches are compared with
the equivalent Stiles–Burch definitions. The intent is to
reveal variations in the R:G:B tristimulus ratios, partic-
ularly at the “crossover” points representing B/G and
G/R numeric equivalence. The variation in R:G:B ratios
at other wavelengths is also regarded as important in
relation to the spectral definition of T-unit value.

2. In neutral stimulus matches. An analysis based on
predicted neutral-stimulus matches is used to establish
if Thornton’s neutral-metamer bow-tie diagrams are
also an implicit property of his PC spectral stimulus
matches. Stiles–Burch spectral-triplet definitions are
first calculated for a set of metameric neutral stimuli
that match Illuminant SE. Each match definition is
derived from the maximum saturation CMF definitions
as a matrix product, using one variable and two primary
wavelength stimulus definitions in each case. The cal-
culation is the inverse of that used to extract the CMFs
from Maxwell method neutral matches.3

The transformed Thornton PC CMFs are next used to re-
calculate the chromaticity of each matching primary triplet. If
Thornton’s bow-tie diagrams are also an implicit property of
his maximum-saturation CMF matches, the recalculated chro-
maticities will yield a systematic bow-tie diagram.

THE EVIDENCE FOR EXPERIMENTAL
CONSISTENCY AND SYSTEMATIC RELATIONSHIPS

Evidence is sought for significant differences between the
data sets after they have been nominally unified by matrix
transformation of power values. After transformation, the
Thornton data set is reweighted by reference to the Stiles–
Burch primary wavelengths of 444, 526, and 645 nm. Any
revealed differences are then relative to the exact 1:1 equal-
ity between the data sets (at those wavelengths) that is
generated by matrix transformation.

Data Consistency

Experimental consistency is examined by comparing the
transformed Thornton CMFs and derivatives of them, with

their Stiles–Burch equivalents. In principle, the PC CMFs
are likely to be the most consistent, because they involve the
minimum of negative tristimulus values and this makes
them intrinsically more robust. The power represented by
the reference stimulus being matched never drops far below
50% of the total power present across all matches. In NP
matches the amount of modifying stimulus power added to
the reference stimulus is greatly increased, and in many AP
matches the amount of modifying stimulus required can
exceed 80% of the reference stimulus.

Figures 1a, 1b, and 1c illustrate Thornton’s PC, NP, and
AP CMFs after matrix transformation. With one exception
they appear to relate consistently at all wavelengths to the
Stiles–Burch measurements. In Fig. 1c inconsistency is
regarded as significant only in the AP relationship below

FIG. 1 (a), (b), and (c) are, respectively, the transformed PC,
NP, and AP CMFs expressed in watts of spectral power
compared with the equivalent RGB Stiles–Burch observer
values. The scaling is relative to 1 watt at the primary wave-
lengths of 444, 526, and 645 nm, due to CMF normalization
in both data sets.
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520 nm. The large differences in peak height evident at 600
nm in all three graphs turn out to represent a significant and
systematic departure from matrix transformability that is
revealed more clearly in Fig. 2.

Confirmation of Systematic Departure from 1:1
Correspondence between the Alternative CMFs

To be useful in a diagnostic sense, the Thornton data must
not only be internally consistent but also deviate systemat-

ically from the Stiles–Burch reference model. The trans-
formed Thornton power values denoted by T were therefore
plotted against the Stiles and Burch values S. Figure 2
reveals systematic trends in the transformed values that are
both wavelength dependent and stimulus power dependent,
as predicted from the single-observer matches analyzed in
Part I of this article.1 The trends are again relative to the
exact 1:1 ratio at the primary wavelengths, produced by the
matrix transformation. The fact is emphasized that the de-
viations are all from the constant T-unit power-ratio that is
equated to Illuminant SE and used for CMF normalization,
in the Stiles–Burch reference model.

The graphs of Fig. 2 are regarded as representing two
distinct instances of unit additive-value difference. A wave-
length-dependent locus of varying spectral effect appears to
be superimposed on distinct nonlinearities whose character-
istics are dependent on the stimulus power of the primaries
used in each match. By virtue of CMF normalization, matrix
transformability can be demonstrated if the transformation
produces a precise 1:1 �T:�S relationship at all wavelengths
and stimulus power levels. The graphs of Fig. 2 each in-
clude a graph of the required 1:1 �T:�S relationships be-
tween the alternative CMF definitions.

Each individual point on the spectral loci of Figs. 2a, 2b,
and 2c represents a solution by matrix transformation. Vir-
tually all of these solutions are incorrectly predicted using a
single matrix. The difference is relative to the established
weighting provided by the Stiles–Burch CMFs and its as-
sociated constant T-unit definition. Clear systematic nonlin-
earity is evident in the graphs for the transformed data at
444 nm. For example, in Fig. 2c the prediction by matrix
transformation at 490 nm differs by a factor in excess of 2
from the linear reference value calculated using a single
matrix. By contrast, the data in the graphs for the 526- and
645-nm dimensions are not as strongly nonlinear relative to
the Stiles–Burch reference data. It is, however, evident from
Figs. 2a and 2b that a constant matrix relationship would
still produce significant transformation errors, mainly be-
cause of the superimposed wavelength-dependent effects. In
Fig. 2b the calculated prediction by a linear 1:1 �T:�S
relationship is incorrect by a factor close to 1.2 at 600 nm
and in Fig. 2a it is incorrect by a factor close to 0.7 at 590
nm. Further, in Fig. 2 and the match at 490 nm, the trans-
formed PC prediction specifies more watts than those used
in the Stiles–Burch 444-nm stimulus and fewer watts are
predicted than those in the Stiles–Burch stimuli at 526 and
645 nm (see also the explanation via chromaticity ratios
under recalculated chromaticity definitions).

Superficially, it seems that the conventional model in
which the tristimulus sum is calculated using a constant
weighting of power values must be abandoned before the
alternative match definitions can be unified by matrix trans-
formation. It is, however, the implementation of CMF con-
stancy that is challenged, not the principle itself. A rela-
tively simple redefinition of the relationship between power
value and T-unit additive value (using the proposed SED
model elaborated under data unification methodology) is

FIG. 2 The spectral power at each PC wavelength is trans-
formed and plotted as Thornton “predicted watts” versus
Stiles–Burch “measured watts” relative to (a) the R, (b) the G,
and (c) the B dimensions of the reference model. The boxed
numbers indicate individual spectral-match wavelengths.
The graphs suggest that the relationship is far from being a
linear constant of the compared data sets. It appears to be
both n-dimensionally wavelength dependent and nonlinearly
stimulus-power dependent.
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sufficient to restore the tristimulus sum weightings to their
correct status as a linear colorimetric constant.

Relationships Common to All Three Primary Sets

The differences in the 444-, 526-, and 645-nm relationships
of Fig. 2 may be essentially a property of the stimulus
wavelength being matched and would then be common to
all three CMF comparisons. Alternatively, they may be a
property of the primary stimuli used in the match that may
vary from one primary set to another. The NP and AP data
would then be expected to produce potentially different
graphs from the PC versions in Fig. 2. Comparisons of the
source matrices of relationship1 indicate that very different
wavelength combinations predominate in the PC as opposed
to the NP and AP CMF matches before transformation into
a 444-nm Stiles–Burch definition. Figure 3 demonstrates
that there is very little difference in graphed effect, whether
it is the PC 452-nm stimulus that predominates in the
transformed match or a combination of all three NP or AP
primaries with opposing positive and negative values.

Figure 3 supports Thornton’s finding that there is a visual
effect (hypothetically unquantified in conventional colori-
metric calculations) that varies as a function of the wave-
length being matched and is common to measurements
using all three primary sets. A simple linear modification of
the CMFs might correct this effect at all wavelengths and
stimulus intensities were it not for the differences of non-
linearity represented in Figs. 2a, 2b, and 2c.

Improved prediction by a plausible spectral level modi-
fication of the CMFs is demonstrated in his more recent
articles by Thornton.2 However, this linear solution can be
only partial and data specific. For example, in Fig. 2(c) no
linear solution is available that simultaneously resolves the
graphed �T:�S ratios at 490 and 444 nm.

Recalculated Chromaticity Definitions

Nominally equivalent chromaticity definitions for maxi-
mum-saturation matches are next compared, using values

derived from the Stiles–Burch CMFs and the transformed
Thornton PC CMFs. Matrix transformation is again respon-
sible for equating the compared definitions at the primary
wavelengths.

Figure 4 indicates that the Thornton definitions of chro-
maticity differ both systematically and smoothly from the
Stiles–Burch definitions. It also demonstrates that (after
matrix transformation) the proportions in which the R, G,
and B stimuli are mixed by the Thornton average observer,
are significantly different from those by the Stiles–Burch
average observer. In particular, the blue–green and red–
green balance points (i.e., points of equivalent T-unit value)
are relocated spectrally by a full 10 nm in the Thornton
definition as opposed to the Stiles–Burch definition. By
implication, the spectral power ratio defining T-units of the
Stiles–Burch primaries is not a matrix function of the T-unit
ratio represented in the CMFs measured by Thornton using
PC-wavelength primaries.

Similar graphs have been generated using the NP and AP
data. The graphs thus derived were generally similar to Fig.
4 with similar blue–green and green–red balance-point dis-
placements. They are, however, significantly less smooth,
and the R:G:B ratios derived from the AP CMFs differ
radically from the Stiles–Burch ratios below 520 nm.

Neutral-Metamer Power Ratios as a Definition of
Spectral T-Unit Value

The T-unit defining R:G:B ratio equated to Illuminant SE is
characteristic of a given set of defining primaries and is also
used to normalize the CMFs. A different T-unit ratio is
characteristic of each alternative primary set. For any given
pair of CMF sets, the relevant R:G:B ratios are then in
principle derivable by matrix product from either set of
CMFs. The appropriate (forward or inverse) matrix for
either CMF set is established by the weightings at the six
primary wavelengths. Thus, in principle, all possible pri-
mary tristimulus ratios are equivalent by matrix product and
derivable from a single master CMF set, which has been

FIG. 4 Recalculated chromaticity definitions for each primary
are plotted as a function of the matched wavelength. The
alternative convention of using the absolute-value sum as the
divisor R�G�B is reflected in the shape of the graphs.

FIG. 3 A comparison of the PC, NP, and AP contributions
to the visual response, converted to Stiles–Burch primary
units at 444 nm. The response appears to vary with the
wavelength of the stimulus matched and is much less de-
pendent on the composition of the matching stimulus triplet.
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normalized using the master R:G:B ratio of a single set of
defining primaries.

The hypothesis is next tested that this relationship is true
for the Thornton PC and the Stiles–Burch data sets. The
primary tristimulus ratio is also characteristic of the spectral
triplet metamers that lie on the neutral axis. Thus the hy-
pothesis is tested by calculating a set of spectral-triplet
metamers that lie on the Stiles–Burch neutral axis and then
plotting their tristimulus ratios relative to the Thornton PC
neutral axis. The hypothesis is untrue in this case, and the
result is a bow-tie diagram of deviant tristimulus ratios.

Power values at 10-nm intervals were generated by iter-
ation to equivalence with Illuminant SE, using the Stiles–
Burch CMFs. The wavelengths and values are tabulated at

alternate 20-nm intervals in Table I, omitting the interven-
ing 10-nm interval steps. The calculated tristimulus ratio
definitions for the Stile–Burch metamers, and their rede-
fined values according to the transformed Thornton CMFs,
are tabulated alongside the power values for comparison.
The implication of Fig. 5 and Table I is that the tristimulus
ratios of the normalized Thornton PC and Stiles–Burch
CMFs are not mutual matrix products of either CMF set.

The discussion in Part I, of reference 1 related the bow-tie
phenomenon to the differences in visual neutrality definition
when comparing Maxwell method and maximum saturation
method CMF determinations. Here the comparison is be-
tween two maximum saturation CMF determinations made
with alternative primary sets, and a clear bow-tie relation-
ship is again evident between the relevant neutral axis
definitions.

DISCUSSION

The Bow-Tie Diagrams

The preferred interpretation of Fig. 5 is that the failure of
matrix transformability is caused by an incorrect unit map-
ping from watts to psychophysical T-units. Any constant
three-dimensional difference in the T-unit normalization
ratio is then revealed as propagated effects modified by
CMF weighting. Thus the multilobe bow-tie effect increases
and decreases and changes direction in the chromaticity
plane over wavelength in parallel with CMF weighting. The
diagrams are therefore a direct product of the conventional
link between watts and T-units, when the relationship is
established by a single R:G:B ratio relative to Illuminant SE.

FIG. 5 The graph shows the bow-tie variation when spec-
trally distinct metamer definitions lying on the Stiles–Burch
neutral axis are transformed by matrix product and plotted
relative to the neutral axis of the Thornton PC CMFs.

TABLE I. The triplet wavelengths, power values, and tristimulus ratios, are extracted and tabulated at 20 nm
intervals from the graphed data of figure 5. any equivalent practical experiments designed to repeat this
numerical exercise would appear to require the use of un-realistically large power values at the 400 and 700 nm
extremes of the visual response.

Spectral Stimulus Triplets Iterated to Predicted Equivalence
Reference Stimulus � Illuminant SE 100 mW at all Wavelengths

Matching triplets

Power value mW
Stiles-Burch tristimulus

ratios Thornton tristimulus ratios

R G B r g b r g b

(645) (526) (400) 2164.62 1117.29 16132.67 0.333 0.333 0.333 0.318 0.243 0.439
” ” (420) 2210.62 1116.82 1381.82 0.333 0.333 0.333 0.320 0.323 0.357

(645) (526) (444) 2306.39 1075.61 654.93 0.333 0.333 0.333 0.333 0.333 0.333
” ” (460) 2428.56 885.29 777.76 0.333 0.333 0.333 0.322 0.308 0.370

(645) ” (480) 2996.98 436.17 1848.39 0.333 0.333 0.333 0.309 0.233 0.459
” (500) ” 3039.34 1701.81 499.26 0.333 0.333 0.333 0.330 0.257 0.413
” (520) ” 2514.62 1124.75 645.46 0.333 0.333 0.333 0.336 0.313 0.352

(645) (526) (444) 2306.39 1075.61 654.93 0.333 0.333 0.333 0.333 0.333 0.333
” (540) ” 1771.19 1014.53 664.85 0.333 0.333 0.333 0.328 0.373 0.298
” (560) ” 514.40 1166.55 667.29 0.333 0.333 0.333 0.288 0.415 0.297

(580) (526) ” 879.31 549.76 661.44 0.333 0.333 0.333 0.249 0.417 0.333
(600) ” ” 737.57 886.19 657.76 0.333 0.333 0.333 0.248 0.403 0.349
(620) ” ” 952.34 1020.28 656.19 0.333 0.333 0.333 0.283 0.371 0.346
(645) (526) (444) 2306.39 1075.61 654.93 0.333 0.333 0.333 0.333 0.333 0.333
(660) ” ” 5258.19 1090.13 654.43 0.333 0.333 0.333 0.379 0.292 0.329
(680) ” ” 19128.62 1096.35 654.96 0.333 0.333 0.333 0.393 0.272 0.335
(700) ” ” 82243.38 1095.58 654.95 0.333 0.333 0.333 0.035 0.493 0.472
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Correlated Explanations

The underlying differences in neutral-metamer R:G:B ratio
between the Thornton and Stiles–Burch data sets are re-
vealed by the bow-tie diagram in Fig. 5. Inspection of Figs.
1 to 4 reveals that the two major lobes of Fig. 5 correlate at
least visually in both size and direction with the graphed
deviations in all four figures. For example, there is a clear
correlation between Figs. 4 and 5. The displacement in
magnitude and direction of the chromaticity loci in Fig. 4,
correlates with the magnitude and direction of neutral tri-
stimulus-ratio lobes in Fig. 5. Further, the different chro-
maticity ratios at 490 nm in Fig. 4 correlate with the
deviations of �T:�S ratio at 490 nm in Fig. 2.

Additionally, the direction and magnitude of nonlinear dif-
ference in Fig. 2 correlate with the lobes of Fig. 5 and may also
represent propagated effects of R:G:B ratio differences dis-
torted by CMF weighting. That is to say, differences in the
T-unit R:G:B ratios may distort otherwise linear relationships.
The distinct nonlinearities of Fig. 2 would only represent a
confirmed visual response characteristic, if the R:G:B ratios as
a function of stimulus power, are significantly different for a
set of neutral metamers with constant spectral composition
when measured over a range of power values.

Finally, an interpretation of the wavelength dependent
effects in Figs. 1 and 3 based on R:G:B normalization ratios,
would explain the insensitivity to the choice of alternative
primaries (but see also Unanswered Questions). The predic-
tions in Part I1 are supported in each of these correlations,
that “a spectrally distinct mapping of watts onto three-
dimensional T-units is both necessary and sufficient to
represent the differences between the Thornton and Stiles–
Burch data sets.”

In general, the bow-tie phenomenon is predicted to arise
in two cases. First, it will occur in a conventional colori-
metric comparison between a Maxwell method and a max-
imum saturation method CMF determination by a single
observer using a single primary set. Second, it is likely to
occur between alternative-primary maximum saturation
CMF definitions made by a single observer. In either com-
parison, the effect is predicted to disappear if the single
R:G:B ratio link between watts and T-units is replaced by
the proposed SPD/SED relationship elaborated later under
The Data Unification Methodology.

Spectral Power Ratios

It is clear from the spectral power ratios �T:�S in the graphs
of Fig. 2 that the transformed Thornton primary-power data
are a smoothly nonlinear function of the Stiles–Burch pri-
mary power used in each CMF match. Critically in the
current context, the nonlinearity has a different characteris-
tic in each 444-, 526-, and 645-nm dimension of the Stiles–
Burch model.

The differences in nonlinear characteristic are sufficient

to violate the requirement for uniform additive properties
under the laws of additive colour mixing. The validity of the
laws is, however, not in question; the laws are assumed to
be correct. The intent of the proposed data unification
method is therefore to render the data into a uniform T-unit
definition of additive properties such that both data sets
relate to those laws in a mutually transformable and there-
fore consistent manner.

The proposed precursor transform seeks to map the dis-
tinct �T:�S ratios of Fig. 2 onto a uniform and constant
three-dimensional definition of T-units to establish trans-
formability. The presence of a wavelength-dependent effect
requires that the transform must be N-dimensional. If, in
addition, the nonlinear characteristic differs from wave-
length to wavelength as in Fig. 2, then the transform must
include an equivalent set of N nonlinear mapping functions
as described later under The Data Unification Methodology.
Figure 2 also clearly demonstrates that the smoothly chang-
ing nonlinearities, proposed as a modeling construct, are
evident in the relationships between Thornton’s measure-
ments and the Stiles–Burch reference data set.

There is insufficient evidence to determine if the wave-
length-dependent loci of �T:�S ratios in Fig. 2 would
change shape as a function of the power value in the
matched reference stimulus (wavelength constant). The pro-
posed precursor transform1 is therefore a generic normal-
ization and linearization, which can model any possible
smooth and continuous relationship in N dimensions re-
vealed by further experiment.

A set of Maxwell method neutral matches at a range of
wavelengths and a range of photopic intensity levels is
needed to establish the true nature of these wavelength-
dependent relationships. Because there are insufficient data,
it is regarded as premature to attempt a definitive numeric
unification of the Thornton and Stiles–Burch data sets.

UNANSWERED QUESTIONS

Several important features of Thornton’s adopted primary
stimuli and the measurements made with them raise ques-
tions that cannot be answered without further experimental
work. The NP and AP CMF determinations require substan-
tial additions of modifying stimuli to the matched reference
stimulus at each CMF wavelength. This is reflected in the
strongly cross-dependent nature of the source matrices in
relationship (1). A significantly different set of matrices is
derived if the Stiles–Burch data rather than the Thornton
data are used to generate these data. The relevant matrices
are derived by matrix inversion of the Stiles–Burch defini-
tion of the Thornton primaries rather than by the alternative
route, where the matrix is compiled directly from the Thorn-
ton definition of the Stiles–Burch primaries. The inverted
matrices are given below in relationship (3) for comparison
with those in relationship (1). Interpolated 1-nm interval
power values were used throughout both derivations.
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PC Definition
�607� �533� �452�

�645� 0.337 � 0.057 0.001
�526� � 0.082 0.985 0.005
�444� 0.028 � 0.049 1.035

NP Definition
�638� �558� �477�

�645� 0.741 � 0.006 0.000
�526� � 1.135 1.073 0.023
�444� 1.415 � 0.771 2.317

AP Definition
�653� �579� �497�

�645� 1.452 0.004 0.000
�526� � 5.790 1.527 0.087
�444� 33.708 � 7.471 8.027

(3)

The differences between relationship (3) and relationship
(1) are highlighted by referring to the AP definition of the
Stiles–Burch 444-nm primary. Anyone seeking to repeat
Thornton’s AP determination is predicted by these matrices
to require nearly 34 watts of monochromatic radiant power
at 653 nm when attempting to match 1 watt at 444 nm. By
contrast, Thornton only used about 11 watts in this match.

The alternative of working throughout using 10-nm in-
terval definitions has also been calculated. This approach
produces yet another set of significantly different matrices
compared with those in relationships (1) and (3). In partic-
ular, the predicted power needed for the AP match at 444
nm rises to 41.8 watts based on 10-nm interval Stiles–Burch
definitions, compared with 33.7 watts using 1-nm interval
interpolated Stiles–Burch definitions and 10.7 watts by in-
terpolation to a 1-nm interval within Thornton’s measured
data. Although the AP definition for a 444-nm stimulus has
been highlighted, the majority of the 27 matrix elements in
relationship (3) are significantly different in percentage
terms from those in relationship (1).

The net effect of such ill-conditioned matrices is to make
error propagation extremely uneven. The matrices also in-
dicate that any differences are typically either exaggerated
or minimized differently in each dimension. This makes the
transformed AP and NP data a potentially unsafe basis for
diagnostic interpretation. It was therefore decided to base
the data unification method, and the conclusions concerning
matrix transformability, mainly on the PC measurement
data.

THE DATA UNIFICATION METHODOLOGY

The Thornton and Stiles–Burch data sets both describe the
same group of visual sensations using stimulus-match def-
initions in watts. In consequence it should be possible to
unify the two alternative data sets by matrix transformation
of stimulus power definitions. However, systematic failures
of matrix transformability between such data sets are evi-
dent in the sections from The Basis for Data-Set Compari-
son to Discussion. The following data unification method
resolves these transformability failures by a redefinition of
the conventional N33 colorimetric mapping of watts onto
T-units.

The proposed solution is to redefine T-units using a
comprehensive set of neutral metamers representing all pos-

sible sets of defining primaries and introduce an additional
N3N stage of mapping to model their R:G:B ratios. The
result is an overall N3N 33 T-unit definition, which is in
principle a general definition of equivalent spectral effect in
three dimensions, common to all the wavelengths present in
the evaluated metamers. The introduced N3N mapping can
therefore be considered to convert the SPD definition of any
given visual stimulus into a spectral effect distribution
(SED). The set of all possible SEDs can now be classified
more accurately into visually equivalent subsets by conven-
tional tristimulus sum, because each spectral dimension of
an SED shares a common unit definition.

In principle, there is no reason to alter either the definition
of visual neutrality that equates Illuminant SE to a single
T-unit R:G:B ratio or the definition of visual equivalence
provided by the standard observer tristimulus sum. How-
ever, by virtue of the proposed N3N mapping, the defini-
tion of visual neutrality becomes more complete. In effect,
the mapping establishes a distinct and unambiguous defini-
tion of the spectral response, for each individual added
milliwatt of stimulus power in each spectral component of
an SED.

The set of N distinct functions equate Illuminant SE with
a matrix of many individual R:G:B ratios ordered by stim-
ulus power and wavelength. Each of the N functions trans-
forms the data for a single spectral component of the input
SPD. The only proposed change in visual equivalence cal-
culations is to use SEDs rather than SPDs as the input
definition of a visual stimulus. Conventional colorimetric
calculations otherwise remain intact and unaltered.

Additive Equivalence Mapping Using Visually Neutral
Metamers

The first step is to establish a definitive N3N mapping
using a comprehensive set of metamers, each consisting of
a triplet of monochromatic primaries. In principle, the data
set used should represent a full range of both defining
stimulus wavelengths and photopic stimulus power values.
Each data-set member then represents a specific combina-
tion of primary wavelengths and supplies an R:G:B power
ratio that is visually neutral at a specific visual intensity
level. In effect, the T-unit defining relationship between
Illuminant SE and a single R:G:B ratio is thus evaluated
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many times using Maxwell method visually neutral
metameric matches.

Each definition in watts is rescaled by the resultant N3N
mapping, which is an n-dimensional function whose prod-
uct (the visually neutral SED definition) is equated by N33
tristimulus sum to a constant R:G:B normalization ratio that
defines T-units. The N3N mapping therefore links the
visual neutrality of a constant reference stimulus to a single
constant (T-unit) definition that is common to all the eval-
uated metameric matches. The proposed N3N rescaling of
watts can be considered as a more completely defined
replacement for the V� function that was used to link stim-
ulus power to visual effect in the original 1931 standard
observer definition.

The Generalization from Neutral to Nonneutral
Metameric Matches

The developed N3N33 transform first establishes and then
maps a fully evaluated set of neutral-metamer SEDs onto a
single T-unit definition. The trichromatic generalization
then validates the mapping for the set of all SEDs that have
the same T-unit definition. The only additional information
required to predict their visual equivalence is provided by
the master CMFs, once they have been normalized using the
master T-unit R:G:B ratio.

After an appropriate SPD3SED transform has been es-
tablished, the next nominal step is to normalize a candidate
master CMF set derived by independent experiment using
the master T-unit definition and test its predictions. Forward
and inverse matrix transformability of data sets can be used
to validate these CMFs (and also their primary definitions)
as the remaining components of an overall master reference
standard. In practical terms it would make more sense to
adopt an existing standard observer as the reference defini-
tion (of both T-units and CMFs) and establish the N3N
mapping relative to that definition.

The proposed data unification method is regarded as analo-
gous to that adopted by W. D. Wright and his colleagues when
they used the spectrally distinct V� definition of visual response
magnitude and T-unit R:G:B normalization of the CMFs for
the 1931 standard observer definition. The only difference is
the prior conversion of SPDs into SEDs. The proposed SPD/
SED mapping is conceived as a generic method for establish-
ing data transformability. As defined, the mapping has suffi-
cient dimensions and functionality to represent any possible
smooth and continuous variation in the matrix relationship
between experimentally established stimulus power and visu-
ally established spectral effect.

FUTURE EXPERIMENTAL WORK

Some preliminary guidelines for a set of appropriate con-
firmatory experiments are now suggested. The key primary
task is to confirm by verified independent experiment, that
the differences between the Thornton and Stiles–Burch data
sets represent significant properties of the visual response to
stimulus power.

In view of the diagnostic inadequacies of NP and AP
maximum saturation matches, they are regarded as unsuit-
able as a basis for fundamental investigation. I agree whole-
heartedly with Thornton, that locating the PC primary
wavelengths at 450, 530, and 610 nm is somewhere near to
the optimal choice. Any experiment should capture the data
using these primary wavelengths, and then establish a con-
sistent T-unit definition of visual neutrality at the spectral
level.

Attention is directed to the discussion by Wyszecki and
Stiles3 of the theoretical differences between maximum
saturation CMF determinations and Maxwell method neu-
tral-axis matches using spectral triplets. Several articles
have been published, notably by Crawford and Wyszecki,6,7

that indicate that stimulus intensity-dependent deviation
(from uniform and proportional relationships) is evident in
Maxwell method measurements. It is plausible to speculate
that the measurements concerned reflect data-set relation-
ships of the type now found to be implicit in Thornton’s
maximum saturation PC measurements. Maxwell method
neutral-stimulus matches are regarded as the correct basis
for the design of the fundamental experiments required to
define a consistent T-unit definition of visual neutrality.
They offer direct measurement of the R:G:B ratios in visu-
ally neutral metamers.

The key experiment is to evaluate the detailed functions
necessary in a correct N3N mapping. The evaluation is by
Maxwell method matches using a comprehensive set of
neutral spectral-triplet stimuli. The revealed N3N relation-
ship could be nonlinear (relative to the Stiles–Burch stim-
ulus power definitions) to a different extent in each of three
or more spectral dimensions. In consequence it is necessary
to repeat the full set of spectral determinations at sufficient
photopic stimulus intensity levels to characterize these non-
linearities. It is not clear, using the available data, whether
the set of R:G:B ratios generated at alternative visual inten-
sity levels will indeed be significantly different. It is there-
fore recommended to proceed in two stages, first to confirm
the origin of the nonlinearities and the effect of visual
intensity and then second (if they originate even partly in
the visual response) to characterize their nonlinear nature.

The proposed data unification method by T-unit redefi-
nition is expected to be applicable to the unification of
CMFs derived by Maxwell method matches with those
derived by maximum saturation matches. However, in the
proposed experimental plan, Maxwell method neutral-axis
matches are given the limited function of trichromatic unit
definition, across the full range of visible wavelengths and
photopic stimulus intensities. CMF quantification should
then be provided by an existing maximum saturation defi-
nition. The de facto reference status of the existing standard
observer definitions established by this method is an impor-
tant consideration.

CONCLUSIONS

The first intent of this article is to demonstrate that Thorn-
ton’s six-observer average colour matching functions ex-
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pressed in watts stand in a detailed nonlinear relationship to
the power values in watts determined by Stiles and Burch
for matches to the same reference stimulus. The second
intent is to establish a hypothetical model of the observed
differences. To achieve these objectives, the Thornton data
set was compared with the Stiles–Burch 49-observer aver-
age R,G,B CMFs. Prior to comparison, the Thornton CMFs
were converted by matrix transformation into a redefined
data set, in which all matches are expressed in terms of
stimulus power at the Stiles–Burch wavelengths of 444,
526, and 645 nm.

After transformation Thornton’s measurement data were
demonstrated in Fig. 1 to be internally consistent across all
three CMF determinations, with the possible exception of
the AP CMFs below 520 nm. As shown in Figs. 2 to 5, they
were also found to deviate in a smooth and consistent
manner from the Stiles–Burch definitions. However, the
matrices necessary to transform the NP and AP measure-
ments into Stiles–Burch equivalent values cause error prop-
agation to be very uneven, and the diagnostic value of NP
and AP primary matches is probably limited. The evidence
from the NP and AP CMFs is therefore given less weight,
and the following conclusions are based mainly on the
evidence from Thornton’s six-observer average PC CMF
determination.

The following overall conclusions are made concerning
Thornton’s measurements:

1. The full PC, NP, and AP CMFs provide clear confir-
matory evidence of the smoothly varying super- and
subadditive differences that are predicted in Part I. The
differences occur within the three Thornton data sets
and also in the comparisons of all three sets with the
Stiles–Burch data set.

2. Differences in the spectral power ratios �T:�S are
clearly evident between the 444-nm relationship and
the 526- and 645-nm relationships of Fig. 2. This is
regarded as the critical cause of systematic matrix trans-
formation failure. Matrix transformation of definitions
in watts would in principle be a successful (but arbi-
trary) method of data unification, if the same nonlinear
characteristics were present in all three dimensions. The
term arbitrary is used here for the reasons given in Part
I, concerning the transformation of data sets that stand
in a uniformly nonlinear relationship.

3. There is significant evidence (in the spectral loci in Fig.
2) that a distinct and perhaps dominant wavelength-
dependent relationship is present. Any proposed data
unification method must therefore be spectrally defined.

4. The bow-tie diagrams demonstrated in neutral-stimulus
matching experiments by Thornton are also found to be
an implicit property of his independent maximum-sat-
uration PC matches. Critically, they reveal a wave-
length-dependent variation in the neutral R:G:B ratio,
which is not predicted by either the PC or the Stiles–
Burch CMFs.

5. The convention is recommended that the divisor
(R�G�B) used to specify chromaticity should be cal-

culated using absolute R,G,B values. The recommenda-
tion has no effect in all-positive coordinate systems
such as CIE [X], [Y], [Z]. However the alternative
convention establishes a pure R:G:B ratio for the total
stimulus power used in the match. It also removes
serious distortions in the R,G,B chromaticity locus for
maximum-saturation match definitions, when the stim-
ulus being matched includes significant additions of
modifying primary stimulus.

6. A numeric unification of the Thornton and Stiles–Burch
data sets using the proposed method has not been at-
tempted in this article, because there is insufficient
fundamental data. The intent is therefore only to estab-
lish a methodology that characterizes the differences
between the data sets. It is recommended that a defin-
itive demonstration of data unification for alternative
primary CMFs should be attempted only once the ob-
served nonlinear relationships have been confirmed and
fully characterized by the proposed independent exper-
iment with neutral metamers.

7. Theoretically, all the differences between the compared
data sets could in principle be the product of systematic
differences in either experimental method or measure-
ment. This is regarded as unlikely, but the presence of
spectrally distinct nonlinear relationships in the human
visual response must be regarded as unproven by
Thornton’s experimental results. This needs to be con-
firmed by independent experiment.

The following conclusions concern the resolution of the
observed failures of data-set transformability:

8. The apparent similarity of nonlinear effects revealed by
the PC, NP, and AP CMF determinations suggests that
they are a function of the matched wavelength rather
than of the primaries used to match it. This is regarded
as the predicable but not necessarily the consequential
result of incorrect T-unit definition. A direct causal link
can only be established by future experiment.

9. A novel transformation method using a generic data
linearization and normalization construct is described
in Part I and elaborated on under The Data Unification
Methodology. It is designed to render data sets onto a
common comparison basis by converting stimulus-
power values into visually equivalent spectral effect
values. The intent is to make any pair of alternative data
sets mutually transformable by the matrix product of
the normalized CMFs. The wider intent is to provide a
data unification method capable of characterising su-
per- and subadditive visual effects in general.

10. The proposed data unification method is by T-unit
redefinition. The intent is to establish a common defi-
nition of unit-additive value for all spectral wave-
lengths and all photopic stimulus intensities at each
wavelength.

11. The appropriate T-unit redefinition is established by
Maxwell method matches and quantified by an N3N
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33 mapping that rescales the spectral power values in
watts onto a single three-dimensional T-unit definition
using many neutral metamer definitions. In effect, the
three-dimensional T-unit concept is maintained, but its
conventional implementation using a single R:G:B ratio
(reflecting the use of a single set of defining primaries)
is replaced by many definitions (reflecting the proper-
ties of many alternative primary combinations).

12. It is strongly recommended that the T-unit redefinition
should in practice be used with, and referenced to, an
existing standard observer definition. It should also be
calculated numerically relative to the conventional def-
inition of visual neutrality provided by Illuminant SE.

13. A necessary corollary of predicting visual equivalence
more accurately by redefining T-units is that all com-
pared SPDs must first be converted into spectral effect
distributions (SEDs) using the new T-unit definition.
This is, however, the only change necessary to other-
wise unaltered standard colorimetric calculations.

14. The expected outcome is that a single T-unit definition
and set of CMFs can be established as a colorimetric
master standard. The reference CMF definition (and
candidate master standard) used in the presented anal-
ysis is the Stiles–Burch 49-observer average R,G,B
definition.

15. A “candidate master CMF-set” can be validated by the
accurate matrix-product prediction of a definitive set of
metameric matches. The test set could, for example, be
sets of alternative–primary CMF definitions, or a sim-
ilar set of related matching metamers, such as the set of
neutral stimuli used by Thornton to generate bow-tie
diagrams. As conventionally defined, the Stiles–Burch
model fails this test on both counts using the Thornton
data sets, according to Figs. 1 to 5.

In principle the Stiles–Burch CMFs would not fail this
test if the data were first redefined using the described
data unification method. However, the proposed N3N
33 unification method only “calibrates” hypothetical
visual-response effects. These supposed effects must
first be demonstrated to exist using independent verified
experimental results before the pass-certificate can be
issued. Until then, the data unification method could be
dismissed as a pure data-fitting exercise for the Thorn-
ton data, without confirmed meaning.

16. A practical confirmation experiment using Maxwell
method neutral-metamer matches is described under
Future Experimental Work. The experiment is designed
to establish that the apparent visual effects represented
by the Thornton data are indeed real visual response
characteristics and the data unification method is both
necessary and sufficient to model them.

17. It is not clear if the R:G:B ratios thus derived will vary
as a function of neutral-stimulus intensity when the
stimulus wavelengths are held constant (i.e., it is not yet
possible to distinguish whether the nonlinearities result
from incorrect CMF normalization or are at least in part
due to a true visual response characteristic). It is im-

portant to establish the origin of these nonlinearities as
a first priority, before further experiment.

18. An informal connection is postulated in the appendix
between the introduced redefinition of T-unit value and
the implicit use of vector-algebraic constructs in the
standard colorimetric transform.

APPENDIX: A VECTOR ALGEBRAIC
INTERPRETATION

An informal vector algebraic interpretation is now presented
for the proposed redefinition of trichromatic units. The
following interpretation concerns fully quantified sets of
perceptual equivalence definitions. They are specified in
terms of additive units, either of (physical) stimulus power
or of (psychophysical) visual response. In the suggested
model an additional N3N stage of spectral power rescaling
is interposed between the conventional SPD definition of a
stimulus and the conventional N33 mapping onto equiva-
lence definitions by tristimulus sum matrix product.

T-unit definitions of visual equality in watts have the
potential status of basis definitions for vector magnitude
when they are referenced to visual neutrality and used for
CMF normalization. The relevant definitions must, how-
ever, be uniformly equivalent by matrix transformation over
the set of all possible triplets of defining primary stimuli that
could be used for visual match definition. The use of an
N3N33 as opposed to the conventional N33 definition of
T-units is important. It removes the intrinsic spectral-defi-
nition ambiguity of an N33 equivalence expressed in watts
and therefore enables the theoretically correct vector-sum
prediction of all possible instances of perceptual equiva-
lence.

In concept, but without rigorous definition, equivalence
of vector magnitude must be established between all the
distinct spectral components of the response to light stimuli.
Conventionally, equivalence of vector magnitude is estab-
lished relative to Illuminant SE by a single R:G:B ratio. This
ratio represents the specific set of defining primaries used to
establish a definitive set of maximum-saturation CMFs and
is used to normalize the CMFs.

In the extended model, a comprehensive set of neutral-
metamer ratios (rather than a single R:G:B ratio) is equated
to Illuminant SE. Conceptually, this set establishes defini-
tions in watts for all spectral components of the visual
response and establishes a spectrally defined unit vector for
the set of all possible stimulus combinations or SPDs. This
unit vector then becomes the origin of the first N3N stage
of perceptual equivalence mapping, whose notional result is
the spectrally defined unit vector (expressed in normalized
and rescaled watts) for the set of all possible spectral effect
combinations or SEDs.

The proposed N3N mapping of vector magnitude be-
tween SPDs and SEDs is regarded as a clearly permissible
mapping of vector definitions, because the redefinition of
vector magnitude is scalar, and it is established by N distinct
single-dimension operations that equate the notional basis
unit of vector magnitude across all SED dimensions.
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The concept of unit-vector mapping can in principle be
validated by the demonstrable matrix transformability of
data sets. The use of vector algebraic manipulation, and the
N33 mapping represented by the conventional and well
established colorimetric transform model then also become
valid vector-algebraic constructs, and by extension, the
CMFs become a demonstrable three-dimensional constant
of the model.

Perceptual equivalence matches only define vectors in
terms of dimensionality and ordinal magnitude. Therefore
the vector sum is only an ordinal classification into equiv-
alence sets. By definition a vector sum of match definitions
establishes only point identity, and it implies no spatial or
scalar-difference relationship between the tristimulus defi-
nitions of colour sensations. It is therefore incorrect to
construct a vector space only using definitions of perceptual
equivalence.

Before a valid vector space can be established, the three-
dimensional vector definitions for the set of all colour
sensations must first be extended to include a valid “D-unit
of perceptual-difference” (perhaps analogous to the three-
dimensional T-unit of perceptual equivalence). Only then
can a valid vector space be constructed representing, for
example, threshold perceptibility or visual match accept-
ability, depending on the data used to define the units of
difference.
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Abstract: The presented notes aim toward improved mod-
els of the scalar visual response to flat-field stimuli, and
are prompted by unease over the complexity of existing
colour difference models. Some of the basic assumptions
of colorimetry are examined in detail, and analytical
methods whereby these assumptions can be investigated
experimentally are presented. A key finding is that the
standard CIE colorimetric model is verifiably correct as a
predictor of point colour identity and metameric visual
equivalence. It is however demonstrated to be a mislead-
ing basis for modeling colour difference, and an alterna-
tive scalar reference basis and experimental analysis
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INTRODUCTION

The motivation for offering these notes is a deep unease

with the complexity of existing flat-field colour difference

models and their reliance on essentially empirical data fit-

ting. I also deplore the reliance of many investigators on

the co-ordinates of CIE XYZ colour space as a scalar ref-

erence basis for analyzing their results and building their

models. I therefore invite readers of the Journal to debate

the need for an alternative basis for colour difference

modeling. The debate I believe will be between two dis-

tinct philosophical positions. On one hand, we have those

who believe that the human visual response has no spe-

cific mechanism that quantifies colour difference, and in

consequence the sensation is the result of trainable guess-

work. The proponents therefore regard any attempt to find

a representative model of this response as either pointless

or doomed to failure. This stance is well documented in

Donald Laming’s book ‘‘Measurement of Sensation.’’1

There are on the other hand those of us who expect that

tangible explanatory benefit or better quantitative descrip-

tion can be delivered by improved colorimetric models.2,3

In presenting these notes I seek firstly to focus this

debate, and secondly to introduce a new approach to experi-

mental design, and to colorimetric analysis that in principle

could resolve the debate authoritatively. The new analysis

is essentially neutral in that it is equally applicable to gen-

erating support for either position, but it will become clear

that intuitively I expect the debate to be resolved in favor

of tangible benefit: I also believe however that a substantial

investment in new experiments will be necessary to demon-

strate that this intuition is sound. In the following discourse

I suggest in outline how the relevant experiments could be

designed and executed, and the hypothesis is that the debate

can be resolved incrementally by building up a set of defin-

itive linearized models for the component visual responses.

COLORIMETRIC ANALYSIS BY UNIT VALUE

REDEFINITION AND PROJECTIVE MAPPING

All possible visual stimuli are characterized by reference

to the radiometric scales of the physical domain. In this

domain the additive value and quantitative equivalence

properties are fundamentally constant, and this is the basis

for the real number scale and the axiomatic definitions of

*Correspondence to: David P. Oulton (e-mail: david.oulton@manchester.

ac.uk).
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vector analysis: It is also the basis for the use of interna-

tionally accepted unit value definitions, and for the

equations and laws of Newtonian physics that quantify

the relationships between physical cause and effect. In

fields such as colorimetry, however, there are many scalar

visual responses including that of colour difference that

are only measurable by inference from their unit cause.

The visual responses to radiant stimuli are therefore con-

ventionally expressed in tristimulus units rather than units

of photopic response such as units of hue or lightness dif-

ference: We then interpret the resulting colour spaces to

indicate the presence of intrinsically complex scales of

visual difference. In these notes I will hypothesize alter-

natively that this apparent complexity actually reflects the

combined effect of three or more essentially simpler com-

ponent relationships, and that these relationships arise

from and indicate differences in unit value in the distinct

sub-component domains of the visual response.

Under this hypothesis I next adopt the concept of

‘‘finding the linear model’’ suggested by Berns4 as a key

analytical method, and within this method the strategy is

to identify and quantify distinct sets of domain specific

constants. Some of these constants must quantify unit sca-

lar value and may have a nonlinear definition relative to

unit cause as in the CIE L*a*b* model, and others must

characterize stimulus ratios and metameric visual equiva-

lence sets as in the CIE XYZ Standard Observer model.

The presented colorimetric hypothesis thus closely paral-

lels the standard approach; however I seek a more

detailed and verifiable model using a notional hierarchy

of domain-specific sub models as illustrated in Figs. 1

and 2. The relevant scalar and proportionate effect rela-

tionships are then evaluated using targeted experimental

data sets, and a nonlinear variant of the ‘‘projection onto

convex sets’’ or POCS analysis method described by

Stark and Yang5 is used, in order to isolate and quantify

the component relationships.

Figures 1 and 2 are intended to highlight potentially im-

portant inter-domain boundaries where innate differences in

unit value may exist and unit value transformation may be

necessary. They should not be interpreted as a model of the

human visual response. In principle such a model may even-

tually emerge, but only if future experiment does indeed val-

idate additional visual response constants and these can also

be related successfully to specific response mechanisms.

Vector Addition and Numeric Scaling

A clear theoretical and experimental distinction is next

established between the processes and axiomatic definitions

of vector addition and those of numeric scaling. The axi-

oms of affine geometry establish two subsets of properties.

The first subset is quantified by the multidimensional con-

stants that characterize order, ratio value, vector direction,

and point-identity equivalence. These are the constants of

spatially oriented proportionate effect and vector addition,

and under the defining axioms they are independently valid,

provided only that they model a domain within which sca-

lar value is strictly constant. The second subset is of scalar

properties, and its members must be quantified either by

declaring or experimentally characterizing unit value

within each dimension of the vector system. The axiomatic

distinction is between the vector system that describes the

multidimensional additive properties of a given domain,

and the definitions of unit value that scale it. It follows that

the unit definition must be a constant of all experiments

that are used to determine vector additive ratio value, and

that the ratios and directional dependencies of vector addi-

tion must be treated as constants in any experiments that

quantify the numeric scaling of the vector system.

FIG. 1. The notional hierarchy of components and relationships of the photopic visual response that is used to illustrate
the analysis. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at www.interscience.wiley.com.]
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Thus far we have obtained two significant analytical

results. First, we have classified and isolated the subset of

multidimensional vector defining properties, and verified

that they are independently quantifiable by constants such

as the Colour Matching Functions or CMFs. We have

thus established a valid theoretical basis for predicting

point colour identity accurately by vector sum as in the

CIE system. Second, we have isolated the scalar response

as a distinct and independently quantifiable property that

must be modeled by a set of one or more single (or intra)

dimension scales. It follows that the CIE Standard Ob-

server model and its defining datasets provide an axio-

matically verifiable characterization for ratios of propor-

tionate effect, instances of visual colour order, and instan-

ces of metameric visual equivalence. It also follows that

the point identities thus defined can be redistributed in

colour space by altering the individual unit value scales.

In effect the CIE L*a*b* model already does this, but an

improved multi-stage solution is sought via the suggested

analytical and experimental method. The intent is to

ensure that the visual scaling in each dimension of the

response is independently quantified by correctly designed

experiments; to increase the dimensionality of unit defini-

tion (as highlighted in Fig. 3); and to use sequential unit

redefinition when it is necessary to distinguish between

the properties of consecutively acting transformations

within the overall response (as suggested in Fig. 2).

Altering the Quantifying Scalar Basis of the

Colorimetric Analysis

The presented method uses nonlinear projection onto

convex sets to extend the vector analysis of additive col-

our mixing published by Krantz.6,7 The axioms of

Krantz’s analysis (see also Appendix) define what are

known as Grassmann structures, and they specify affine

vector systems where Grassmann’s laws of colour mixing

hold true. Apparent failures of Grassmann additivity in

the visual response are however well documented by

Alman, Pridmore, Thornton, Kuehni8–11 and others. The

axioms of affine geometry quoted by Krantz are therefore

used to specify a set of reference Grassmann structures,

and such failures of additivity are then quantified and

calibrated as numeric deviations from Grassmann’s Laws

by projecting the relevant dataset values onto this refer-

ence space definition.

The axiomatically uniform numeric scaling within each

reference dimension is declared to represent uniform

increments of the visual response, and I will therefore

refer to each reference space as a Uniform Colour System

(or UCS structure), in order to emphasize its status as a

definition of both visual and numeric uniformity. The

adopted sequence of initially N-dimensional and later

three-dimensional reference spaces is denoted in Fig. 3,

which also highlights the increased number of scaling

dimensions that is used in the analysis.

I emphasize at this point that the component UCS

structures are used only as reference spaces or templates

for constructing a colour space. They must not be con-

fused with the resulting experimentally quantified colour

space models. These are described later in Section ‘‘Prac-

tical realization of the analytical method’’ when the prac-

tical methods for mapping experimental datasets onto

UCS reference structures are elaborated.

Under the presented analysis, the CIE XYZ co-ordinate

system is validly defined three dimensionally by reference

to a triplet of mono-chromatic primaries, and the

FIG. 2. Some illustrative sub-divisions of the core steady-state perceptual response to a given stimulus power density
and wavelength at constant adaptation and in a constant spatial context. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue,
which is available at www.interscience.wiley.com.]
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constancy of scaling over affine transformation is pro-

vided by the physical stimulus values. Scalar value is then

equated inter-dimensionally by normalization at the neu-

tral balance axis and by reference to the uniform spectral

power distribution (or SPD) of Illuminant SE. The visual

response model is then validly weighted (again three

dimensionally) by the spectrally defined CMF ratios. It

should be noted however that the above definition is

based exclusively on visual matching experiments, and

the visual difference scale is then an undefined constant

that cancels out across of the quantifying visual match

equations. It follows that the defining datasets only quan-

tify the properties of visual equivalence and ratio value,

and quite correctly the scaling continues to be expressed

in terms of physical units that are re-weighted by experi-

mentally observed proportionality ratios.

When the colour difference results from MacAdam’s

colour matching error (or CME) experiment12 are thus

scaled by unit tristimulus value as in the CIE x,y plane, it

is necessary to resort to Riemannian geometry to model

them, or to use locally valid ellipsoid parameters as in

CIE L*a*b* space. I hypothesize however that this is

firstly because the unit value of many visually distinct

dimensions and sequentially acting responses are modeled

by a single undifferentiated co-ordinate system, and sec-

ondly because the co-ordinates are established by serial

transposition of the quantifying unit value axes. However,

under the presented analysis the proportionality ratios of

the Standard Observer CMFs can be regarded as an inde-

pendently valid set of constants, we may therefore choose

an alternative visually more meaningful scalar reference

basis for calibrating the unit visual difference scales.

The chosen alternative is provided by our set of axio-

matically defined reference spaces, and we then effec-

tively invert the conventional procedure for constructing a

colour space. Thus, rather than extrapolating forward from

sets of CIE XYZ co-ordinate tristimulus values, we

hypothesize that the UCS reference space is a true model

of the properties under investigation. Scalar matrix map-

ping onto this space is then used to establish whether or

not the uniform and constant properties thus represented

can also be validated as statistically significant properties

of the relevant data sets.

THE SCALAR VALUE ANALYSIS

Under the theory of projection onto convex sets,5 a nomi-

nally infinite set of projections onto a UCS structure

exists. The theory also indicates that any given projection

can be quantified by iteratively convergent algorithms

such as the numeric mapping-error minimization adopted

in the presented analysis. The UCS reference template for

both visual and numeric uniformity is used firstly as a ba-

sis for data system linearization, and secondly as a basis

for equating unit value over the many distinct dimensions

of visual effect. This second requirement to equate scalar

value across dimensions is already present in the CMF

normalization of the CIE system, and it introduces an im-

portant constraint on the unit value mapping process. This

is because the mapping functions must not only linearize

the model in each dimension of the relationship; they

must also generate an equated numeric product in each

dimension. The equated product is of course the required

unit scalar value constant, and the constraint can be satis-

fied by holding the causal parameters in balanced inter

dimensional equivalence in a process known as neutral

axis or ‘‘grey scale’’ tracking.

We can for example use grey scale tracking to further

isolate and equate the component response scales as

follows: For a given adaptation state, experiments are

possible that quantify all points on the visual neutrality

axis. The CMF defined proportionate responses are

thereby held constant at balanced equivalence, and the

opponency responses are held quiescent at their null

point. The scalar cone-outputs are thus isolated as the

FIG. 3. The establishment of a common reference basis for visual response scaling over all sub-domains is illustrated.
Some of the domain specific members of the set of reference vector spaces are identified, and the required dimensionality
of reference scaling at each level is also indicated. The dimensionality at the post spectral levels is however an indicative
minimum and it may need to be increased to reflect the number of independent parameters that are found experimentally
to alter the observed response significantly.
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exclusively predominant response and they can be quanti-

fied by direct experiment. We might for example quantify

the response of just perceptible achromatic luminosity dif-

ference at increasing levels of stimulus power density. In

principle, the three individual cone-output characteristics

are then determined by projecting the experimental stimu-

lus values that quantify threshold difference onto their lin-

ear and inter dimensionally equivalent UCS definition.

The intent is to follow Kuehni’s suggestion,11 that the

phenomena of just noticeable difference at the neutral

axis, and supra-threshold chromatic difference should be

analyzed as fundamentally distinct phenomena, using

appropriately definitive models and data sets.

FINDING THE LINEAR MODEL BY NONLINEAR

PROJECTION

The grey-scale tracking analysis is a special case of the

vector space projection method known as POCS (see also

Appendix). The additional constraints of neutral axis

tracking enable multi-dimensional nonlinear cross depend-

ency relationships to be resolved, and the resolution is

provided by a projective mapping of scalar cause onto

scalar effect consisting of two distinct components. A set

of potentially nonlinear and simultaneously acting single

dimension functions is used to transform unit scalar value

at the inter-domain boundary that links cause to effect,

and an axiomatically distinct matrix of cross dependency

ratios then quantifies all possible vector sum additive

effects. As illustrated in Fig. 4, the transformation first re-

linearizes and re-equates unit value at the inter-domain

boundary by reference to observed increments in the neu-

tral axis visual responses: Having thus established a veri-

fiable linear model, this in turn enables the cross depend-

ency matrix relationship to be established as an independ-

ent systematic constant. In combination these two

transformations establish a mapping by nonlinear projec-

tion onto the set of hypothetical properties represented by

the axiomatically convex UCS structure.

This decomposition establishes a clear theoretical basis

for calibrating the nonlinear colour reproduction charac-

teristics of computer monitor screens. It also explains the

critical importance of grey scale tracking, the essentially

empirical success of the ICC profiling approach to colour

calibration,13 and the accurate and comprehensively tested

CRT calibration reported in reference.14

PRACTICAL REALIZATION OF THE

ANALYTICAL METHOD

The component visual responses are first classified as ei-

ther multi-dimensionally vector additive or intra-dimen-

sion scalar phenomena, and the specific sets and subsets

of component responses are then identified classified and

isolated for experimental investigation using a notional hi-

erarchy of inter-domain boundaries as in Figs. 1 and 2. A

set of reference UCS structures is then declared, whose

members are templates for constructing specific colori-

metric domain sub-models. The individual component

responses are then calibrated against a specific component

of the UCS reference system, which in principle has a

dimension of descriptive scalar value for each visually

distinct causal dimension. The overall model is initially

unpopulated, and it consists of empty (that is to say

FIG. 4. A matrix mapping system for describing nonlinear cross dependencies. The model first establishes a potentially
nonlinear unit value metric that describes the magnitude of observed incremental effect for each causal parameter. It then
quantifies the apparent cross dependencies under the resulting linearized and equated unit system as a strictly constant
matrix of effects. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at www.interscience.wiley.com.]
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unquantified) proportionate value sub-spaces, and scalar

mapping projections. In principle each such empty compo-

nent can then be populated by mapping experimental data-

set members expressed in terms of unit cause onto the rele-

vant spatial template. The additive responses of visual

equivalence and multi-dimensional proportionate value col-

our mixture are then quantified by datasets derived under a

constant scaling definition from visual matching experi-

ments; and the visual scaling responses are quantified by

visual difference magnitude estimation experiments where

ratio value differences are held constant.

The product of each projective scalar mapping is in

effect a redefinition of unit value and a default 1:1 map-

ping relationship in each dimension is assumed, thereby

implying that unit redefinition is not required at the rele-

vant inter domain boundary. The presented colorimetric

analysis is thus directly equivalent both numerically and

visually to the standard CIE XYZ tristimulus value analy-

sis unless a statistically validated mapping-error minimi-

zation reveals that the relationship under investigation can

be better described by an alternative mapping. The projec-

tions are thus optimized until at some level of statistical

confidence they either demonstrably characterize a con-

stant relationship that is common to all of the observed

instances of cause and effect; or the iteration establishes

that no such constant scalar or proportionate relationship

exists as a property of the experimental data set.

Few members of the set of all possible projections will

actually represent the properties of the relevant experi-

mental data sets. The intent is therefore to design experi-

ments to either confirm or reject the hypothesis on a case

by case basis that under an appropriate projection, all

instances of observed effect represented in a given dataset

can be characterized by a specific set of validated con-

stants. Tangible benefit from this process will then be

demonstrated by accumulating additional statistically veri-

fied constants of the visual response. On the other hand,

the alternative debating stance will steadily gain weight

by eliminating the potentially important and more likely

candidate constants, such as the unit values that may be

characteristic of hue chroma and lightness difference.

SOME CANDIDATE VISUAL RESPONSE CONSTANTS

To investigate the possibility that the CMFs may be mem-

bers of a larger super-set of potentially important visual

response constants, we might perhaps study the visual addi-

tivity constant. In principle, any confirmed pattern of wave-

length or stimulus power dependent super or sub-additive

visual responses establishes a metamerically equivalent and

spectrally distinct definition of the true CMF constant, and

the dataset of primary triplet matches that quantify the CIE

Standard Observer establishes just one of many such ob-

server-metameric alternatives. In addition to studying the

additivity constant, we might also design experiments based

on the Bezold-Brücke (BB) hue shift at constant stimulus

wavelength;9,15 on the Helmholtz-Kohlrausch (HK) bright-

ness effect in hetero chromatic stimulus matching;8 and on

sets of complementary colours, whose ratio-value properties

are described by Pridmore.16

Apparent super- and sub-additive effects and errors in

transformability between alternative primary CMF deter-

minations have been reported by Thornton in part III of

his article series,10 and if such responses are confirmed to

be present, this would undermine the key assumption of

colorimetry that the property of additivity is invariant

over wavelength. Any deviations from constant additivity

can be characterized by a projective mapping that demon-

strably restores transformability. A mapping of this type

that restores transformability between the Thornton PC

CMF dataset and the CIE Standard Observer CMF dataset

is quantified in the two part reference.17,18

In principle, a set of invariant vector directions whose

members represent the responses to constant wavelength

stimuli could also be established as a characteristic visual

response constant by calibrating out the BB hue shift using

a projective mapping. It may also be possible to derive and

validate an appropriate experimental definition of unit

threshold hue difference as a function of wavelength at

constant stimulus power density. The intent is again to

calibrate out the nonuniformity of definition (this time for

difference of spectral vector direction), thereby adding

another quantified unit response mapping onto the visually

uniform master space. It is probably also worth investigat-

ing the phenomena of achromatic luminosity and chromatic

brightness. Under the presented analytical hypothesis, and

following Kuehni’s suggestion,19 the brightness response is

classified as sequentially super dependent on the unit lumi-

nosity response of the sensor system. The suggestion is

therefore that a key inter-domain boundary may exist

between the achromatic luminosity response and the chro-

matic brightness response. The characteristic three dimen-

sional unit value of chromatic brightness difference should

therefore be established by scalar matrix mapping as a

function of the previously quantified unit of achromatic lu-

minosity difference. If experiment then reveals it to be nec-

essary, the unit values for the visual brightness scale and

the associated chromatic difference values can then be

modeled as significantly different from the luminosity scale

and unit difference values along the neutral axis.

AUTHOR’S NOTE

This set of notes represents a personal view, and the pre-

sented ideas have developed gradually over a number of

years. They also in part reflect the views of a group of

colleagues20 with whom I have held an on-going discus-

sion of my ideas. They certainly haven’t always agreed

with me, but the interaction has been stimulating and of-

ten helpful and I acknowledge and welcome their input.

APPENDIX: AXIOMS THEOREMS PROOFS

AND METHODS

The analysis depends on some important axioms theorems

and proofs of affine geometry that are reported in articles
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by Krantz,6,7 which are subtitled respectively ‘Representa-

tion Theorem for Grassmann Structures’, and ‘Opponent

Colors Theory’. These articles equate and axiomatize

Grassmann’s laws of colour mixture with a convex cone

in a true vector space, and they provide worked proofs,

and theorems to support the stated definitions. In the

quoted articles these spaces are referred to as Grassmann

Structures; however in this article I prefer to call them

Uniform Colour Systems or UCS structures.

To quote the second article,

A Grassmann Structure is a quadruple hA,�,*,�i,
such that hA,�,*i is a convex cone (Axioms 1 and

2); � is an equivalence relation (Axiom 3); and

Grassmann’s additivity law holds (Axioms 4 and 5).

The set A is interpreted as the set of all possible col-

oured lights, or spectral radiance distributions; � and

* are interpreted respectively as additive colour mix-

ture, and multiplication by positive scalars; and � is

the binary relationship of metameric matching’.

By both formal declaration and experimental intent the

linear and uniform scaling in the reference UCS structures

is equated with incremental uniformity in all dimensions

of the visual response. The axiomatic convexity of

the reference structures then enables the de-convolution

method known as ‘projection onto convex sets’ or POCS.5

The method of unit value redefinition by nonlinear projec-

tion and neutral axis tracking used in these notes appears

to be a special case of POCS, and the special case is vali-

dated by demonstrating that the product of the simultane-

ously-acting set of unit value defining functions quantifies

a true constant of the data set under analysis. POCS

theory further indicates that the iterative refinement of a

given projection will always converge if smooth functions

are used, and the ‘onto’ vector space is demonstrably con-

vex. The presented iterative error-minimization method

for refining the set of mapping functions will thus only

fail to generate a statistically valid product if the potential

constant under investigation does not exist as a property

of the relevant data set.

Each mapping function from scalar cause onto scalar

effect is validated as a single dimension UCS structure or

UCS Code when its product demonstrably satisfies the

same set of axioms by characterizing a set of strictly uni-

form and constant visual scales. A nominally infinite set

of UCS Code mapping projections onto the reference

space then exists, but only a small subset of these

(thought to be essentially empty by the sceptics) will

quantify a possible constant of the visual response. A pro-

jection only characterizes a true constant when all mem-

bers of a relevant data set are exactly mapped onto the

reference UCS structure by a single definitive set of scalar

mapping functions.

I emphasize here the dual role of UCS structures and

their defining axioms. They exist both as proven context

free mathematical constructs and as applied in the current

context, where I use both the structures and the axioms

indirectly via the UCS declaration and numeric mapping-

error minimization as constraining rules for validating

both linear and nonlinear mapping relationships.
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Building a Precision Colour Imaging System

 

David P. Oulton, Christopher J. Boston and Robin Walsby
UMIST Manchester, United Kingdom 

 

Abstract

 

The construction of a system that uses CIE co-ordinate, and
reflectance curve specified colour imaging as a colour
communication tool is presented. Images are stored and
manipulated as object hierarchies, with both an intrinsic
object colour, and an object colour-set representing surface
detail and texture.

 

Introduction

 

Colour plays a vital part in the development, marketing,
and sales success of a wide range of products. In textile
manufacture, it is accepted practice to work to production
colour tolerances of less than Delta E 2 (CIE L*a*b*) un-
der three different Illuminants, and colour management
systems have been developed in textile manufacture and re-
tailing, which enable both the design and production pro-
cesses to be controlled to this level.
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Colour communication systems developed by UMIST
have found important industrial applications in the rapid
flexible development of new coloured textile products. The
Shademaster System,

 

2,3

 

 developed and licensed in the early
90’s is credited with reducing lead times by up to six
months for the development of new colour ranges for tex-
tile products, and bringing them into mass production.

 

Precise Colour Communication

 

Two key developments enabled the visualisation and com-
munication of a large gamut of precise colour specifica-
tions in the Shademaster System. The first of these is the
calibration of a computer monitor screen, so that it can be
driven by, and will accurately reproduce colours to CIE
specifications. This system has been shown,
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 to give on-
screen colour reproduction of in-gamut CIE specifications
to better than Delta E 1 (mean) CIE L*a*b* D

 

65

 

 10 Deg.
Observer colour difference, across the monitor gamut. Ex-
haustive testing has shown a worst case Delta E of less than
5.
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 The calibration system requires at most 30 calibration
points out of the infinite CIE gamut, and can be run in un-
der five minutes.
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The second major advance in colour communication
was the use of both measured and synthetic reflectance
curves to communicate full colour specifications digitally.
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This method is now regularly used to transmit production
colour specifications to remote production units. At the re-
ceiving site the reflectance curve is used as input to a local
colorant recipe formulation computer system, which repro-
duces the desired colour to Delta E 1 or better under multi-
ple illuminants (i.e. a close reflectance curve match). 

 

Precision Colour Imaging

 

Having put in place the essential elements of colour com-
munication, the UMIST Colour Communication Research
Group has addressed the problem of modelling the com-
plex surface texture of textile materials. This required the
development of computer systems to capture, store, pro-
cess, and analyse CIE specified colour images typically at
3000 

 

×

 

 2000 pixel resolution, often derived from 24 bit
RGB originals.

The objectives are 
1. To enable early prototyping decisions to be based on

photo-realistic and colorimetrically accurate images
of potential products and product colours.

2. To enable ‘CAD conferencing’ in close buyer-supplier
partnerships, and across supplier production sites.

3. To add surface texture simulation to the colour com-
munication process, without sacrificing precision of
colour specification.

 

Building the System

 

The paper describes and illustrates the building, testing,
and verification of the key components of the working pro-
totype Imagemaster demonstrator system.

The essential elements of Imagemaster can be sum-
marised as follows:

1. A calibration system capable of reproducing any
colours that lie within the current gamut of the com-
puter monitor, to within a mean tolerance of 1.0 delta
E (CIE L*a*b*).
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2. Colour communication systems capable specification
and bi-directional translation of colour definitions at
all levels from full spectral reflectance at 1nm inter-
vals or better, through illuminant/observer specific
colour co-ordinates including L*a*b*, XYZ, LCh,
etc. as specified by the CIE
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 and others. The system
also provides dynamic, variable calibrated transfor-
mations to device specific co-ordinates such as RGB,
CMY, etc.

3. An image capture system capable of up to 3000 

 

×

 

2000 pixel resolution in 24 Bit colour, which is used
to image detail of structure down to the 20 Micron
level in close-up, full fabric texture at 1:1 magnifica-
tion, and full garment images on models.

4. A system for converting captured images into CIE
specified colours, storing and analysing them into
hierarchies of logical objects based on colorimetric
and spatial parameters.

5. A system for mapping single spectral curve defined
intrinsic object colour definitions, into colour-sets
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representing the light, shade and textured appearance
of the object (1: Many) mappings.

6. A system for displaying images, as they would appear
under a wide range of illuminants, either of existing
objects in new colours, or of synthesised objects.

7. Colorimetrically faithful hard copy output to illustrate
the CIE specified product colours agreed.

8. Full visualisation of available production colour gam-
ut limitations, and texture effects using spectrally
specified master colour definitions.

 

The System Components

 

The key functions of the system are the visualisation, mod-
ification, communication and management of CIE and re-
flectance curve specified colour images.

The central feature is a data type that can be passed
around the system to support a single instance of a colour.
The elements that comprise this data type are provided to
reduce the time it takes to process information from the
core colour definition, specifically its:

Identifier.

Base colour definition (reflectance curve).

Full CIE co-ordinate data under current operating illumi-
nant and observer.

Backup colour definition (to support single instance undo
function).

Device and normalized RGB under current operating illu-
minant and observer.

Inverse (logically opposite colour) CIE specification, un-
der current operating illuminant and observer.

 

Visualisation

 

A vital element in the correct visualisation of CIE co-ordi-
nate specified colour, is ‘colour in context’. The default dis-
play environment used is a simulation of D
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 illumination in
a standard light matching booth. Alternative environments
can be constructed on-screen, and any alternative illuminant
used which has a known spectral power distribution (SPD).

An important principle is the elimination of window-
ing features from the field of view during colour judge-
ment. Information screens and tools are only displayed and
accessed (from pop-up menus) as and when required. 

The system has been tested both industrially and in the
lab for visual match quality between physical samples in
the matching booth, and the on-screen simulation of the
measured CIE co-ordinates. The quality of visual match is
rated high enough to communicate an accurate visualisa-
tion of a measured CIE colour specification under a range
of alternative illuminants.
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It would be a relatively simple process, to implement
one or more of the new colour appearance formulae such as
RLAB or Hunt’s model to modify the displayed colour.

The authors have decided to implement only CIE L*a*b*,
as a stable widely accepted model, with good performance. 

CIE L*a*b* does not simulate colourfulness effects at-
tributed to light intensity differences, or colour in context
effects. In the Imagemaster system, these are controlled
and minimised by 

1. Controlling the light intensity in the light matching
booth.

2. Presenting colours in a visual context which closely
simulates a ‘virtual illuminant’ of the correct colour.

3. Using visually realistic images of surface texture
4. Setting all colours in the appropriate context spatially.

 

Modification 

 

Single colours, and colour libraries can be built up from di-
rect measured instrumental input, numerical colour data in-
put and manual/visual colour selection. The colour
modification tools pay particular attention to the properties
of colour space, and use intuitive techniques to locate co-
lours in colour space. Internal functions convert 2D mouse
input co-ordinates into colour space data and visa versa.
This provides a seamless method of converting the mouse
press in a colour bar or diagram to a CIE specified colour.

When new colour (CIE) co-ordinates are generated, a
synthetic spectral curve is also generated and used as the
master colour definition. Alternatively a spectrophotome-
ter, interfaced and controlled by the system can be used to
generate the reflectance curve, if a physical sample of the
colour is available.

 

User Interaction with Colour Definitions

 

For all active objects in a screen simulation, a window pro-
viding feedback on the colour data is available, both in CIE
co-ordinate form and as spectral data. This includes graph-
ical data on the selected object(s) spectral curve(s), making
it easy to study the difference between selected objects and
colours. If more than one object in the system is selected
the colour difference between each is displayed (using a
range of difference equations).

 

Colour Management in the System

 

In excess of 1 million colours are frequently used, and log-
ically grouped as an on-screen object simulation. A method
of storing and managing coloured objects, and colour ways
is provided. The system also has a range of display and re-
ordering functions for objects. Flexible modules allow
large numbers of objects to be manipulated simultaneously,
and laid out automatically in the on-screen simulation al-
lowing the build-up of complex colour judgement environ-
ments. This allows the system to be used in colour database
applications (with no limit on the number or type of ob-
jects) as well as in the colour CAD function.

All the general files in the system such as illuminant
data, observer data, and input device configurations can be
loaded into a modular flexible system configuration for-
mat. In future versions the whole system should be able to
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react flexibly, for example, allowing a user to transmit an
illuminant to another system.

 

The Advantages of using 
Calibrated Colour Images

 

There are a number of important consequences following
the adoption of CIE specified colour, for image definition
and processing.

1. It becomes possible (and necessary) to define simu-
lated colour by reference to input measured colour
specifications, and also to compare the on-screen sim-
ulation with the physical samples originally measured.

2. It is possible to visualise remotely generated colour
specifications and texture simulations.

3. Intrinsic colour differences, and internal colour rela-
tionships within images can be captured analysed and
used to simulate and define known textures.

4. It has been shown that internal colour relationships are
preserved to a great extent, when image colour-sets are
moved as a body within CIE L*C*H* or CIE L*a*b*
colour space. It is thus possible to move an entire
image colour-set quite a long way inside 3D colour-
space, thus recolouring the object without losing cor-
rect and reproducible appearance. This is illustrated
with textile, skin tone, plastics and cosmetic examples.

5. CIE based colorimetric analysis is demonstrated as a
very powerful method of abstracting logical object
hierarchies from images, for gamut limit handling,
and also for advanced colour reduction strategies.

On the Debit Side:

Preservation of internal colour-set relationships can easily
cause high chroma set-members to pass outside of the
gamut limit for reproducible on-screen colours. The image
definition remains valid, and no information is lost, but the
on-screen simulation needs careful optimisation to give an
acceptable visualisation. An out-of gamut colour optimi-
sation algorithm has been established for Imagemaster,
which preserves the precise Hue of each out-of-gamut
colour, and maps it onto the nearest available gamut limit
colour.

Exact visual matches between physical samples, and
screen simulations with the same CIE specification are
only possible provided ambient lighting is carefully con-

trolled, and the physical sample is viewed in a lighting
booth which has both correct light intensity to match the
screen, and also the correct colour temperature and spectral
power distribution.

For optimum benefit precision colour imaging is best
used as part of an overall ‘precision colour culture’, in
which all colours are habitually measured and managed by
reference to the CIE system.

 

Calibration

 

Without calibration, the colours displayed by computer
monitors are indeterminate. Typically, the colours seen re-
late approximately to the three CRT RGB values and re-
sulting gun voltage levels. Because of the intrinsic
variation, two monitors, even samples of an identical mod-
el, will rarely have the same visual colour when asked to re-
produce a given set of RGB co-ordinates.

Colour calibration is handled by the UMIST Adaptive
Driver system,

 

5

 

 which maintains a dynamic mapping be-
tween screen RGB drive values and CIE XYZ co-ordi-
nates, based on feed-back measurement of screen colour
using a Minolta CA100 colour analyser under system con-
trol. The CRT analyser is used to feed displayed CIE co-or-
dinates back to the calibration software allowing a unique
mapping to be built between independent CIE co-ordinates
and device RGB co-ordinates. A typical calibration process
takes approximately three minutes and uses eighteen main
calibration points out of the infinite CIE gamut.

Long term exhaustive trials have shown that across the
monitor gamut, the system is capable of reproducing CIE
colour specifications to within an average of 0.5 delta E
(CMC 2:1). The largest errors occurring at the gamut lim-
its, where gun quantisation is at its greatest. Table 1 below
illustrates the mean reproduction errors after sampling at
five degree hue intervals. For each hue interval, all possible
combinations of Chroma and Lightness based on reproduc-
tion of CIE specified colours at five unit intervals of L C
and H

 

o

 

, up to and including the gamut limits.

 

Colour Communication

 

A generic colour specification system has been developed
in software that is capable of defining any colour as its
spectral reflectance data, its CIE colour co-ordinates and its
current device reproduction co-ordinates.

 

Table 1. Monitor Screen Calibration Performance.

 

Co-ordinate Set
Min Error

(DE CMC2:1)
Max Error

(DE CMC 2:1)
Mean Error

(DE CMC 2:1)
Mean differences

h c l
number of

Samples measured 

Example Hue page 
(H = 30º)

0.025 1.348 0.487 0.658 0.794 0.097 1908

Full set of 72 Hue
pages

0.01 1.969 0.484 0.650 0.792 0.148 124,968

 

 Full data for all 72 Hues is available from the authors.
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Reflectance data is supported at any resolution from
one nanometer interval down to 20 nanometer interval da-
ta. Typically, ten nanometer data is used in keeping with
common practice within the Textile industry.

Colour co-ordinates, either defined by the CIE or oth-
ers such as Hunter,

 

8

 

 Luo

 

9

 

 etc. are held as reflectance curve
colour definitions. Device reproduction co-ordinates such
as RGB are maintained on a transient basis, and are neces-
sarily updated whenever a calibration occurs.

A full bi-directional translation system has been devel-
oped, allowing the translation from spectral data to CIE co-
lour co-ordinates under any given or desired illuminant and
observer conditions,

 

7,8,9,10

 

 accurate translation from colour
appearance co-ordinates to device co-ordinates is achieved
using the mapping derived from the current calibration
state. These two translations are relatively simple many-to-
one mappings, whereas the inverse translation is less well
defined.

Translation from a device co-ordinate to CIE co-ordi-
nate is achieved by reversing the mapping derived by cali-
bration. This inverse function maps a single device co-
ordinate onto an infinite number of CIE colour co-ordinates
between close bounds in each dimension, since systems
such as the CIE are inherently analogue. By contrast, the
device co-ordinates change in integer steps. This means
that translations such as CIE L*a*b* to RGB to CIE
L*a*b* are not fully reversible due to the quantisation of
RGB, in practice however, the quantisation steps are small
enough to avoid any visually perceptible errors, particular-
ly as colours tend to lie away from the gamut limits.

Translation from a colour co-ordinate specification, to
spectral data is similarly a one to many mapping, with an
infinite number of spectral curves that will generate the
same CIE colour co-ordinate definition under given light-
ing and observer conditions. Therefore a translation such as
spectral data to CIE XYZ to spectral data will normally gen-
erate a different curve to the original.   The two colours are
a metemeric pair, and have the same apparent colour under
the illuminant and for the Observer used to calculate the
CIE XYZ specification. Several spectral curve synthesis al-
gorithms are employed by the Imagemaster system, gener-
ating colours with slightly differing spectral properties. The
choice of generator depends on the application, with a de-
fault that is aimed towards the textile dying application.

 

Image Capture

 

A wide range of scanners, video, digital, and photo-CD im-
aging methods have been investigated. 

Any useful system must:
1. Not introduce significant colour artefacts into the

image.
2. Have a good dynamic lightness and colour range to

avoid compressing either highlights or shadow detail.
3. Have adequate detail resolution.
4. Be at least colorimetrically stable, (if not colorimetri-

cally accurate), and linear or at least smooth and
locally near linear in response, preserving intrinsic
intra-object colour differences.

This is a tough specification and there is no current
digital camera offering that meets it, no matter what the
price. The chief problems are lack of dynamic range, poor
blue-end spectral response, generation of colour artefacts,
and exposure related colour instability. They can be made
to take pretty pictures, but they are not intended for use as
colorimetric image capture devices.

Flat bed scanners suffer from depth of focus and colour
artifact generation problems (with the possible but untested
exception of one very expensive example). Video camera
technology has been found to be potentially useful, but
careful testing for colour artifact generation is important.

Conventional photographic imaging using profession-
al quality low speed colour slide film, and a conventional
camera with a high quality lens, are currently used. In the
development programme the images have been digitised
using the Kodak photo-CD system, which has been shown
during the development of Imagemaster to be reasonably
free of colour artifact generation. The dynamic range of
correctly exposed professional film stock, and its colori-
metric linearity and stability are encouraging. As a result
good quality images are demonstrated, which have been
captured and processed satisfactorily in Imagemaster.

 

Image Storage

 

Once captured, images are translated into individual image
pixel CIE LCh co-ordinates using the current calibration
state, and are thereafter independent of both device resolu-
tion, and device colour reproduction variables.

Images are stored in such a way as to make non con-
tiguous object components simple to manage and repro-
duce, this is vital in the lace industry where the holes
between the yarns are as important as the yarns themselves.
The Imagemaster storage method allows lace and any other
images to be stored as a logical component hierarchy. Each
component can then be re-coloured or moved independent-
ly, as there are no limits to either spatial or colour co-ordi-
nates imposed on the image format. The only factors
governing visualisation on-screen are the gamut, resolu-
tion, and spatial size of the reproduction system. Images are
not limited by these factors, and may be both larger than the
screen, and/or of higher resolution. The reproduction sys-
tem however typically maps the appropriate part of the im-
age, into the physical (on-screen visual) domain. 

In areas, such as lace and printed fabrics, each of the
individual logical colour groups within an object or envi-
ronment, are stored independently, enabling efficient re-
coloration and simulation. The spatial nature of the image
storage method also allows inherently multi-layered sce-
narios such as translucency to be built up on screen from
the bottom up, with each element overlaying the previous
ones, this also enables several colours to occupy the same
physical location on-screen, with only the topmost colour
visible until they are reordered. The colour and hierarchy
order are easily changeable to offer instant new design con-
cepts, without the need for producing sample products. In
the textile field, such prototyping is both expensive and
time consuming.

Copyright 1996, IS&T
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Image Colour Sets

 

Image-object colour-sets are a vital core concept of the Im-
agemaster system.

The system maintains a simulation, which represents a
complex image containing tens to hundreds of thousands of
colours. These are grouped as a small number of logical ob-
jects, each of which can be re-coloured independently and
efficiently. A mapping algorithm has been developed, be-
tween the intrinsic object colour, and the several thousands
of colours making up a logical object/component of the
simulation. In the textile industry applications, that single
colour should ideally be the exact production colour speci-
fication that is sent to a dye house, printer, chemist etc.

Central to Imagemaster, is the algorithm that relates an
intrinsic object colour to the colour-set representing its sur-
face texture. In practice this intrinsic colour is the colour
measured by a typical large aperture bench spectro-pho-
tometer. Extensive observer trials are under way to verify
the visual match quality of a wide set of texture colour-sets
against equivalent intrinsic   measured colours. Typical ob-
server trials involve asking a set of observers to match a
patch of the plain colour to the complex coloured compo-
nent and indicate the quality of the representation in terms
of standard difference pairs.

 

11

 

 If observers indicate other
than a perfect match, they are asked to correct the plain
patch until it is a close match. This gives a quantitative er-
ror that can be used in optimising the algorithm.

Dying trials are also being undertaken, in which imag-
es of lace are being colorimetrically adjusted to a series of
alternative colours on screen.The reflectance specification
generated is then sent to the dye house for dyeing.   The dy-
ers may have only the numbers to work with, and be un-
aware of the appearance of the colours on the screen. The
results of these dyeings are then compared in observer trials
with the on screen specification and corrections made as
described previously.

All the single intrinsic colours are stored as a full re-
flectance data definition, whether measured or synthesised.
This becomes the specification for the given object compo-
nent, and is unaltered through all subsequent simulation,
until a new colour is required for that component.

 

Multiple Illuminant Simulation

 

Because all colours within an image are either stored as re-
flectance data or can be translated into reflectance data, it
is possible to simulate any colour or image as it would ap-
pear under any illuminant. This is very important in the tex-
tile industry where garments bought under shop lighting
will be worn under either daylight or domestic tungsten fil-
ament light bulbs. The colour appearance must be predict-
able under all such conditions to enable informed design
choices. This is particularly important where garments are
sold that are usually matched to other garments not neces-
sarily bought from the same supplier, garments that match
under one illuminant may look quite dissimilar under an-
other. The simulation of colour appearance during the de-
sign stage, and flexibility of synthetic spectral reflectance
curve generation allow colours to be designed that are sta-

ble across common illumination conditions, thereby reduc-
ing the risk of garment miss-matching.

 

Gamut Limitations

 

The gamut of real colours (the eye’s colour response gam-
ut) is different to that of CRT monitor display gamuts.
Many real colours have CIE specifications that are outside
the gamut of reproducible monitor colours. This is further
complicated by the fact that printers and dyes have differ-
ent overlapping gamuts.

It is therefore necessary to map any colours that are
outside the gamut of the monitor into it so that they can be
simulated. Any such mapped colour will necessarily be dis-
played with an incorrect CIE co-ordinate, however it is of-
ten better to indicate the approximate colour than not to
show the colour at all.

The Imagemaster system currently employs six alter-
native gamut mapping strategies, two of which simply in-
dicate that a colour is out of gamut by showing a false
colour to avoid critical decisions being taken based on in-
correct visual judgements. A third method simply clips the
device co-ordinates at the edge of their gamut. This is use-
ful for rapid prototyping, but displays colours that are often
visually very incorrect.

The three more useful algorithms for indicating the de-
sired colour all maintain the correct hue of that colour. This
is because any shift in hue is immediately detectable by the
human eye. They adjust the lightness and chroma content
of the colours in varying proportions to allow a similar co-
lour of the correct hue to be displayed. The choice of meth-
od is dependent on the application with a default method
that is applicable to most applications.

 

The Imagemaster Demonstration System

 

The slides presented in the lecture represent a wide range
of features of the demonstration system, which runs on a
Silicon Graphics Indy workstation, with 128 Mb of main
memory, MIPS R4000 100 MHz processor and a 9 Gb hard
disk drive   for Image and code storage and retrieval.

All the colour transformations are verified to ASTM
and CIE Publ. 15.2 standard calculation methods 

The whole system is programmed in ANSI standard
C++, using Open GL, and X-Windows libraries.

 

Funding

 

The Imagemaster project is funded by the British Engineer-
ing and Physical Sciences Research Council (EPSRC), and
is supported by an industrial consortium including Marks
and Spencer, Courtaulds, Sherwood Group and Oxley
Threads.
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Testing and optimizing the spectral response of digital
cameras

D P Oulton* and D K C Yu

Department of Textiles, UMIST, Sackville Street, Manchester M60 1QD, UK

Abstract: A colorimetric analysis and design method for cameras is presented which enables a

camera to be used as an imaging colorimeter, capable of capturing an accurate record of the

Commission Internationale de l’Éclairage (CIE) coordinates of the imaged objects. The spectral

response characteristics of some of the component observers in the 1964 CIE Standard Observer

average are first analysed and compared. CIE colour coordinates are calculated using both the

Standard Observer average and individual observer CMFs for each of 32 test colours. The personal

coordinates for each observer are then linked to differences in their visual response CMFs at the

spectral level. A colorimetric testing and optimization method for cameras is then reported, which

allows the colour capture properties of imaging systems to be analysed, controlled and modified.

The method is based on imaging spectrally defined colour charts and is used to demonstrate that

even minor differences in the chosen RGB filter/sensor characteristics substantially affect the

numeric accuracy of the colour-defining information in images. Colour imaging error is quantified

and minimized, first by establishing the camera RGB to CIE XYZ relationship, and then by

adjusting the spectral response of the sensors. Under controlled lighting and exposure conditions,

the design method enables output pixel-colour definitions that are a close analogue of the measured

CIE XYZ tristimulus values for the imaged surface colours.

Keywords: spectral response, digital camera, colorimetric analysis, CIE

1 INTRODUCTION

Digital camera users are usually familiar with image

colour adjustment based on the control of exposure

and lighting, and on device profiling and digital

photoprocessing. Such methods do not, however,

correct the colorimetric detail in the image. As a

result, certain colours are often poorly represented

and appear incorrect in hue or chroma relative to

other colours in the reproduced image.

The reported investigation concerned the design of a

colorimetrically accurate camera for use as an imaging

colorimeter, capable of characterizing colour changes

in food and food products. To achieve this objective, it

was found necessary to re-design the detailed spectral

response characteristics of the camera. The outcome is

a diagnostic test and optimization method, by which

the colorimetric design of imaging systems can be re-

engineered to specific requirements.

The adopted methodology is similar to that pro-

posed by Martinez-Verdu et al.,1 but it uses an

improved ‘grey-scale tracking’ algorithm described by

Oulton and Porat2 to optimize the three-dimensional

colorimetric model. Spectral response optimization is

then based on two alternative approaches both aimed

at creating a camera whose colour matching functions

(CMFs) are a close analogue of the Commission

Internationale de l’Éclairage (CIE) Standard Observer

response.

Spectral response optimization addresses the problem

of metamerism in the camera response. Conditional (or

metameric) visual matches exist between certain pairs

of surface colours with dissimilar spectral reflectance

curves. The existence of such conditional matches is

accurately predicted by spectral summation in the CIE

tristimulus sum model of the human visual response.

The MS was accepted for publication on 17 December 2004.

* Corresponding author: Senior Research Fellow, Department of

Textiles, UMIST, Sackville Street, Manchester UK M60 1QD, UK;

e-mail: david.oulton@textiles.umist.ac.uk
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Illuminant metamerism is evident when a single

observer viewing a matching pair of surface-colour

samples sees a mismatch between the previously

matching sample pair after the illuminant is changed.

The breakdown of a conditional colour match on

change of illuminant is discussed more fully by Luo

et al.3 It is caused by differences in colour constancy

between the members of the sample pair being matched

under change of illuminant. If both members change

colour by the same amount, in the same direction, the

match is maintained under the illuminant change.

Spectral response metamerism causes breakdown of

conditional matches on ‘change of observer’, while

keeping the illuminant constant. Thus, individual

human observers (or indeed a camera with particular

CMFs) may disagree with the CIE Standard Observer

over the existence of a particular metameric match. All

reproduced images are inevitably only a metameric

match to the imaged objects, and it is spectral response

metamerism that is responsible for the anomalous

appearance of certain colours in images.

In the well-known reference work Billmeyer and

Saltzman’s Principles of Color Technology, Roy Berns4

describes the use of a ‘standard deviate observer’ to

characterize this phenomenon. The present paper uses

an alternative method proposed by Oulton and

Taylor,5 based on a representative set of measured

reflectance curves. CIE coordinates of the test samples

are calculated using the Standard Observer CMFs and

a set of camera CMFs, respectively, and the resulting

colour difference definitions can then be analysed

to reveal the spectral-response effects produced by

different sensor characteristics.

In the following sections, the spectral response of

the CIE Standard Observer and that of digital

cameras are compared and analysed, and this leads

to a colorimetric design method that can be used to

minimize spectral response metamerism.

All quoted CIE colour specifications are specified

using the ASTM E 308-95 standard calculation method

for the CIE 1964 10u Supplementary Standard

Observer.6

2 TEST COLOURS USED TO DETECT AND

QUANTIFY SPECTRAL-RESPONSE

METAMERISM

Two sets of test colours were used to quantify the

effects of spectral response differences. One has 32

samples, defined by the measured reflectance curves

of samples from the NCS colour atlas.7 The second

set consists of synthetic reflectance curve definitions

for 20 samples of textile yarn. Four combinations of

high and low lightness with high and low chroma,

respectively, in eight or five hue groups are used.

They are distributed over a large volume of colour

space, giving either 32 or 20 test colours.

The 32-sample set was used to analyse the

differences in human observer CMFs. The synthetic

spectral data of the 20-sample set were used to

analyse the effects of differences in spectral sensitivity

of cameras, because they have better colour con-

stancy on change of illuminant. For practical field use

in camera calibration, the Macbeth Color Checker8

and the Kodak Grey Scale,9 imaged under a

simulated D65 Illuminant, are a useful alternative to

the above research test sets.

The effects of change in spectral response are

quantified using the change in calculated colour

specification for the members of the relevant test

set, expressed as a size and direction of colour

difference delta E. The chosen measure is the

calculated colour difference using the CIE 1964 10u
Observer and CMC (2 : 1) definition given by Berns.10

3 METAMERIC DEVIATIONS IN THE

RESPONSE OF HUMAN OBSERVERS

A change of human observer is shown by Oulton and

Taylor5 to produce significant differences in perceived

colour specification. The size and direction of change

are described by Oulton and Taylor5 and quoted below.

Oulton and Taylor used the CMFs of 20 individual

observers measured by Stiles and Burch.11 The

observers were component members the 1964 CIE

Supplementary Standard Observer average, tabulated

in detail by Wyszecki and Stiles.12

CIE colour coordinates were calculated using the

relevant observer CMFs for each of the 32 measured

reflectance curves in the test set. The CMC (2 : 1)

colour differences under standard illuminant D65

were then calculated relative to the Standard

Observer CMF definitions. A total of 640 calcula-

tions of colour specification alteration on change of

observer were made.

3.1 Human observer results

The altered perception of colour specifications on

change of observer is quantified in Table 1. Virtually

2 D P OULTON AND D K C YU
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all the colours are perceived differently by the

individual observers, but metameric disagreement

only occurs when specific hue groups interact

differently with the changed CMFs. Thus, Table 1

gives the individual hue-group and mean delta E

values obtained for each of the test observers.

The relative colour definition in a given scene

would not be affected if the change in spectral

response produced an identical change in colour

specification for all the imaged objects. In practice,

however, each individual spectral response gives a

distinct set of colour coordinates which distribute the

test colours differently in colour space, according to

their metameric properties.

The size of the quoted delta E values may be

interpreted by reference to the visual matching

experiments of Yu and Oulton,13 where object to

image visual colour differences are quantified in

terms of CMC (2 : 1) delta E. They found that a

measured delta E(1 was typically reported as an

acceptable colour match, and any difference

delta E>3 was regarded as a poor match.

In the current data set, the mean colour specifica-

tion change for all the colours in the test set and all

the observers is delta E50.97 CMC (2 : 1). However,

six observers out of the 20 have a mean delta E.1

across the set of colours, and the individual observer

maximum in Table 1 (delta E58.14) represents a

substantial perceived colour difference. There is thus

significant potential for metameric failure of colour

definition on change of human observer.

The detailed metameric hue, and chroma differ-

ences are best illustrated and related to cameras using

a synthesized camera response rather than observer

CMFs. Figure 1, illustrates the CIE a*b* colour

coordinate differences that relate the Standard

Observer response to the camera response.

In Fig. 1, the metameric difference between the two

spectral responses clearly affects each colour group

differently. For example, the reds and greens move in

opposite directions in colour space, because they both

have enhanced chroma in the camera response

relative to that of the Standard Observer. Also, the

yellows are a little redder and brighter, the magentas

are a little bluer, and the cyans are significantly

greener. It would thus be impossible to correct all the

individual colours by adjusting the individual RGB

channel outputs. The CMC LCH colour differences

for each colour group are given in Table 2.

The above synthesized example of spectral response

metamerism is comparable (in severity and metameric

effects) with that found in some high-quality digital

cameras. There may indeed be good reason to create

such a response, for example to make the resulting

Table 1 Detailed variation in colour-identity specification for 20 individual observers, quantified as CMC delta E values

relative to the calculated colour specification for CIE 1964 10o Supplementary Standard Observer

Colour group Actual Observers (Set 1)

WSS1 JMB2 EMK3 GEVL4 MCB5 DLT6 EML7 MHP8 EA9 RNW10

Blue 0.47 0.75 1.72 2.64 1.03 0.57 0.44 1.09 0.65 1.91
Blue–Red 0.44 0.51 0.43 0.65 0.38 0.25 0.20 0.40 0.48 0.12
Red 0.71 0.63 0.98 0.57 0.33 0.29 0.33 0.21 1.02 1.13
Red–Yellow 0.93 0.63 1.49 1.32 0.44 0.30 0.35 0.51 0.96 2.35
Yellow 0.45 0.80 0.78 1.89 0.79 0.58 0.39 0.98 0.61 1.52
Yellow–Green 0.57 0.76 0.28 1.27 0.57 0.40 0.31 0.74 0.68 0.54
Green 0.33 0.67 0.81 0.40 0.22 0.08 0.09 0.19 0.50 0.63
Green–Blue 0.22 0.68 1.22 1.00 0.42 0.17 0.20 0.32 0.56 1.11
Overall mean 0.52 0.68 0.96 1.22 0.52 0.33 0.29 0.55 0.68 1.16

Colour group Actual Observers (Set 2)

MG11 PSW12 FJC13 JAR14 W15 JSP16 WDW17 JB18 GW19 DBJ20

Blue 1.55 0.99 1.46 3.58 2.95 4.13 0.87 0.80 1.27 4.55
Blue–Red 0.21 0.26 0.43 0.85 0.54 1.29 0.33 0.16 0.13 0.64
Red 0.22 0.40 0.38 0.46 0.88 2.62 0.48 0.64 0.92 0.83
Red–Yellow 0.90 0.21 0.49 2.90 3.15 8.14 0.42 0.88 1.70 3.43
Yellow 1.01 0.46 0.87 3.00 2.86 2.20 0.86 0.57 1.08 3.04
Yellow–Green 0.55 0.35 0.68 1.67 1.52 0.74 0.64 0.26 0.38 1.55
Green 0.46 0.24 0.25 0.50 0.40 2.59 0.19 0.28 0.36 1.14
Green–Blue 0.80 0.45 0.54 1.52 1.27 2.90 0.39 0.51 0.73 2.30
Overall mean 0.71 0.42 0.64 1.81 1.70 3.07 0.52 0.51 0.82 2.19

SPECTRAL RESPONSE OF DIGITAL CAMERAS 3
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pictures visually pleasing. Also, in some digital cameras

the spectral response may be adjusted to improve the

blue channel output, or perhaps to emphasize certain

colours. Whatever the motivation, the result is a very

different spectral response characteristic from that of

the CIE Standard Observer, and some of the commer-

cially available cameras tested in the project were

typically found to generate CMC delta E maxima in

excess of ten colour difference units for the chosen test

set (see Yu and Oulton13).

4 SPECTRAL RESPONSE METAMERISM AND

COLORIMETRIC DESIGN OF CAMERAS

In the following sections, a computer model is

described which allows the colorimetric design of

digital cameras to be analysed and optimized. The

process involves two distinct optimizations, for the

three-channel colorimetric error and the n-channel

spectral-response error, respectively. Once overall

three channel error has been minimized, the residual

delta E colour differences originate mainly at the

spectral level and quantify the effects of spectral-

response metamerism.

4.1 Methodology

All automatic compensation features, such as that for

the incident illuminant, are first turned off and set to

a constant reference value, and all RGB values are

then determined at a reference shutter speed, aperture

and light intensity.

The presented method is known to broadcast

television engineers as ‘grey-scale tracking’, because

it uses an imaged grey scale to calibrate the camera

characteristics. A scalable linear model of the digital

RGB camera output values is required, such that the

camera output values (denoted R9G9B9) are expressed

in the same Trichromatic Units (or T-Units) in which

CIE XYZ Standard Observer tristimulus values are

expressed. If this unit transformation is correctly

determined, the CIE XYZ tristimulus values of an

imaged object are then a strictly constant matrix

Table 2 Camera versus Standard Observer colour coor-

dinate differences (averaged by colour group)

CMC (2 : 1) colour difference units

Red Yellow Green Cyan Magenta

Delta L –0.107 0.002 0.094 0.032 –0.127
Delta C 1.254 0.333 1.134 1.259 –0.033
Delta H 1.371 1.489 0.729 2.559 0.930

1 CIE a*b* (1964 10u Supplementary Standard Observer) coordinates for set of 20 test colours

versus equivalent camera coordinates
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product of the camera R9G9B9 values. Unit definition

by grey-scale tracking has a fundamental basis in

colorimetric theory, because the spectral tristimulus

values that define the CIE Standard Observer CMFs

are normalized such that they have coordinates

X5Y5Z by reference a light source with equal

energy at all wavelengths (Illuminant SE). This

normalization defines the axis of visual neutrality in

the CIE system to which all other X, Y and Z values

are referenced numerically.

In the CIE system, the Y value carries all the visual

intensity information, and Y therefore also specifies

the T-Unit scaling in the X and Z dimensions of the

tristimulus sum. It follows that a correct definition of

camera-specific T-Units can be established by creat-

ing an equivalent neutral reference axis R95G95B9. If

the camera exactly reproduces (or tracks) the grey

scale, its R95G95B9 axis is then offset by a constant

ratio from the CIE visual neutrality axis X5Y5Z.

The relevant R9G9B9 offset is the product of the

measured CIE x,y,z chromaticity of a reference target

white under the chosen illuminant, and its measured

camera R : G : B ratio. The axis offset is dependent on

the chosen illuminant.

In effect, grey-scale tracking creates the linear model

by isolating and quantifying the non-linear T-Unit

characteristic of the camera, such that R95f(R),

G95f(G) and B95f(B), and R95G95B9 at each grey

level. Critically, the three functional products R9G9B9

are thereby exactly balanced and linearized numerically

relative to X, Y and Z at all digital output levels. This is

a refinement of the process described by Berns14 as

‘finding a scalable function’ and ‘finding the linear

model’. The use of the T-Unit concept in the CIE

system is elaborated in more detail by Oulton2,15 and

by Sproson16 in connection with cameras.

4.1.1 Unit definition

An appropriate camera-response white point is first

determined under a standard illuminant using a

good-quality white reference target, such that one

or more of the output R, G or B values is at or near

maximum. The resulting R9G9B9 values are then

scaled relative to imaged object CIE Y50 to 100z

(thus allowing for the specification fluorescent

colours). The dark current (i.e. zero light) RGB

values should be checked, and an offset zero point

on the CIE Y scale should be established if necessary.

At each point on the grey scale, the measured CIE

x,y,Y coordinates of an imaged grey patch are related

to camera RGB values in a six-column lookup table

(LUT) ordered on Y. Typically, the RGB values will

then be smoothly non-linear relative to CIE Y. If the

grey-scale tracking is incorrect, the camera R : G : B

ratios will also deviate from the white point ratio

(after allowing for any variations in the target grey

x,y,z chromaticities). Any such deviations from either

linearity or neutral balance ratio must now be

calibrated in order to create the T-Unit definition of

the camera output.

The required scalable T-Unit basis for the linear

R9G9B9 model is derived from the LUT by non-linear

interpolation, preferably using spline functions.

Three sets of function-defining parameters are

optimized simultaneously by minimizing the total

delta E between the CIE x,y,Y coordinates of the

grey-scale target patches and the equivalent camera

output values. Balancing equates camera channel

output three-dimensionally at all levels, scaling

equates the output Y values, and flexible linearization

replaces the conventional gamma curve approxima-

tion such that the three individual RGB non-

linearities of the camera response are accurately

determined relative to CIE Y.

Scaling, balance and linearity are typically unstable

over time, and differ from camera to camera. They

thus require current-state and device-specific recali-

bration for optimum performance. After each (single

or multiple exposure) grey-scale calibration, the three

functions establish an accurate and strictly uniform

definition of T-Unit camera response common to all

three channels and all output levels. The result is a

comprehensive calibration of the camera that is

significantly more accurate than that provided by

conventional white point and gamma curve device

characterization.

4.1.2 Unique linear cross-dependency

The three spectrally integrated channel responses

generated by grey-scale tracking now allow a

nominally constant 3 : 3 matrix of RGB/XYZ cross-

dependency coefficients to be optimized (The matrix

coefficients are only a strict constant of the camera

characteristic if spectral metamerism is absent.)

The optimization is by reference to the CIE x,y,Y

coordinates of a representative set of coloured target

patches, e.g. those of the Macbeth colour chart.8 An

initial value for the nine coefficients to be optimized

can be calculated directly from the CIE x,y,z chroma-

ticity of the individual RGB spectral responses; this is

SPECTRAL RESPONSE OF DIGITAL CAMERAS 5
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not essential, however. Sproson16 gives further detail of

this derivation. In effect, this matrix optimization

establishes the minimum possible metameric delta E

value for the set of test patches, and the camera then

delivers a (potentially large) residual colour coordinate

error that is mainly the n-dimensional product of the

current metameric spectral response.

4.2 Spectral optimization

The subsequent second-stage optimization concerns

the spectral response, and generates a spectral

characteristic that is the closest available analogue

of CIE 1964 Supplementary Standard Observer.

This second-stage computer model takes as input:

1. the set of 20 surface-colour reflectance-curve

definitions, which represent test colours that vary

in lightness, chroma and hue, and sample the

expected colour reproduction range systematically

2. the CIE Standard Observer XYZ tristimulus

values for each of the measured spectral reflec-

tance curves

3. the spectral camera characteristics under analysis

(either directly measured or modelled).

The outputs of the model include:

1. two sets of CIE L*a*b* coordinates for each

member of the colour set, calculated using the

Standard Observer and the alternative ‘camera

characteristic’ CMF weightings, respectively

2. calculated CMC (2 : 1) colour difference values,

between the CIE L*a*b* definitions calculated

for the Standard Observer and the current camera

response.

Either a measured or a synthetic spectral response can

be analysed. In the proposed design method, a response

characteristic is synthesized by linear combination

of Gaussian distribution functions over wavelength,

where each such combination is in effect an analogue

of spectral response sensitivity. This avoids any

complications that might arise from the detailed light

transmittance characteristics of physical filter media.

Alternative physical RGB filter media are simu-

lated in the computation by adjusting the wavelength

maximum and bandwidth of the Gaussian functions.

The bandwidths quoted in Table 3 are equivalent to

¡1 standard deviation either side of the mean, and

the modelled bandwidth represents just over 68%

of the total response. Physical filter/photoreceptor

response combinations have also been used as input,

to generate similar camera-response characteristics.

The available optimization variables are the nine

matrix coefficients, plus the wavelength maximum and

bandwidth for each of the component Gaussian

functions. Wavelength maximum and bandwidth were,

however, held constant in the following analysis. The

optimization criterion is the overall calculated delta E

for the set of spectrally defined test colours.

5 SPECTRAL RESPONSE ANALYSIS

METHOD

In order to establish the sensitivity of the design

analysis method, two distinct spectral response defini-

tions were next compared. The first ‘best characteristic’

has primaries chosen to have response maxima very

close to those of the CIE x̄,ȳ,z̄ CMFs, and to have a

similar bandwidth. The second slightly modified ‘poor

characteristic’ is altered spectrally as shown in Table 3.

The wavelength and bandwidth details of the poor

characteristic were chosen to reflect the differences in

the human spectral response used to generate Table 1.

The resulting optimized linear matrix coefficients

were as follows

X

Y

Z

2
664

3
775~

1:00 0:09 0:225

0:55 1:0 0:10

0:00 0:001 1:00

2
664

3
775 �

R0

G0

B0

2
664

3
775

Poor characteristic

X

Y

Z

2
664

3
775~

1:00 0:002 0:245

0:43 1:0 0:19

0:00 0:002 1:00

2
664

3
775 �

R0

G0

B0

2
664

3
775

Best characteristic
(1)

Table 3 Overall input channel characteristics of two camera configurations tested

Channel Blue Green Red

Max. at Nm Width Nm Max. at Nm Width Nm Max. at Nm Width Nm

Best characteristic 452 42 543 64 597 64
Poor characteristic 455 40 550 50 610 50

6 D P OULTON AND D K C YU
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The unit value diagonal of each matrix is the result of

CMF normalization, and the matrices are validated

for all RGB by virtue of response linearization and

grey-scale tracking.

Figures 2–4 illustrate and compare the optimized

spectral response of both characteristics with that of

the CIE 1964 Standard Observer after three-channel

balancing, linearization and scaling. All the optimi-

zations were carried out on a spreadsheet using the

Excel Solver function.

6 TESTING THE GENERATED CAMERA

CHARACTERISTICS

A given camera design may be assumed to be a close

analogue of the CIE Standard Observer if there is

minimal calculated CMC (2 : 1) colour difference

across a representative set of test colours after the

three-channel optimization step. The test set should

represent a good range of hues at different chroma

and lightness levels and have typical surface–colour

reflectance curves. The Macbeth ‘Color Checker’

chart8 is a good example, because it includes samples

with appropriate reflectance curves for both skin tone

and foliage colours.

The measured colour-difference values in Fig. 5

represent the difference between the Standard Observer

weighted tristimulus sum and the equivalent tristimulus

sum calculated using the weighting provided by each of

the modelled sensor characteristics.

The delta E deviations in Fig. 5 represent the

irreducible minimum of colour coordinate error

caused by the two tested colorimetric camera designs.

The errors are relatively small in the blue part of the

spectrum for both the tested characteristics. This is

due to the relatively small variation in the synthesized

Z-channel response (see Fig. 4), generated by moving

the response maximum by 3 Nm, and reducing the

bandwidth by 2 Nm. However, the change in

wavelength maximum of the Blue channel by 3 Nm

also affects the X and Y output channels by cross-

dependency (see equation 1). This adds significantly

to the delta E deviations of the remaining members in

the test set.

Somewhat larger deviations were introduced in

response maxima and bandwidth in the R and G

responses (see Table 3) and their effect on the X and

Y channel responses is correspondingly larger (as

shown in Figs 2 and 3). This in turn produces a

greater metameric effect (see Fig. 5) principally

across the four lightness and chroma combinations

2 Spectral variation in synthesized ‘X-Channel’ response with wavelength, balanced to give

equivalent tristimulus sum

SPECTRAL RESPONSE OF DIGITAL CAMERAS 7
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in the red hue group, but also to a smaller extent, in

the yellows, greens and cyans.

Table 4 shows the overall mean and the maximum

residual metameric deviation from the Standard

Observer response for the ‘best spectral characteristic’

model compared with the ‘poor spectral characteristic’

model. The largest hue group average deviation

(delta E (CMC 2 : 1) 4.77), is comparable with that

found in the more deviant of the tabulated human

observers (see Table 1).

3 Spectral variation in synthesized ‘Y-Channel’ response with wavelength balanced to give equiva-

lent tristimulus sum

4 Variations in synthesized ‘Z-Channel’ response with wavelength, balanced to give constant tri-

stimulus sum

8 D P OULTON AND D K C YU
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The matrices quoted in equation (1) represent the

optimized linear cross-dependency before and after

changing the component curves as indicated in

Table 2. The optimized ‘best characteristics’ matrix

was used to generate the graphed spectral responses

in Figs 2–4. The success of the optimization is

confirmed by the low colorimetric errors quoted in

Table 4.

The colorimetric design methodology has also been

applied to real spectral response characteristics using

measured photosensor responses and physical filter

transmittance values. The optimization method

works equally well using these data, but the resulting

optimum configuration was typically a slightly less

accurate analogue of the Standard Observer. Clearly,

however, this is entirely dependent on the detailed

distribution of filter transmittance and the photon

count of the sensor over wavelength: Specific filter/

sensor combinations could, in principle, give a

superior characteristic.

7 DISCUSSION

The optimum matrices for the two analysed camera

characteristics given in equation (1) were both

derived by proportionate linear combination in three

dimensions, using three spectra of fixed bandwidth

and wavelength maximum. It would, of course, also

be possible to include bandwidth and wavelength

maximum in the set of optimization variables,

and the optimization would then be analogous to

the practical selection of filter media and sensor

characteristics.

In the current example, the spectral weighting of

the ‘best characteristic’ is deliberately chosen so that

the optimization result closely follows the weighting

of the CIE Standard Observer. The analysis then

demonstrates that it is only necessary to introduce

relatively small changes in bandwidth and maximum

wavelength in order to create a ‘poor characteristic’

which makes the optimization significantly less

Table 4 Mean and maximum deviation from Standard Observer colour coordinates

Best characteristic Poor characteristic

Mean deviation (CMC 2 : 1) units 0.29 1.96
Maximum deviation (CMC 2 : 1) units 0.87 4.77

5 Detailed variation in camera colour coordinates from equivalent measured Standard Observer

values; combinations of lightness and chroma are ordered left to right in each hue group as

follows: Low L plus Low C, High L plus Low C, Low L plus High C, High L plus High C

SPECTRAL RESPONSE OF DIGITAL CAMERAS 9
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successful. The resulting delta E distribution is

therefore clearly sensitive to the relatively minor

metameric effects thus introduced.

The quoted optimization produces an equivalent

(but rather uneven) spectral response in the case of

the ‘poor’ X and Y responses (Figs 2 and 3). The

optimized response curve is most uneven for the Y

channel, because the linear combination involves

significant quantities of all three component curves.

The result can be seen in Fig. 3. In terms of practical

colour reproduction, the effect of the altered Y

channel response would be a selective over- and

underestimation of the visual brightness of certain

spectral stimuli or of broad band stimuli where these

wavelengths are dominant. Likewise, the narrower

bandwidth and the different peak response at longer

wavelengths in the poor X channel response (see

Fig. 2) causes the selectively enhanced chromaticities

of the red and green samples that are evident in

Fig. 1.

Optimization by three-component spectral

response synthesis involves filter/sensor outputs (or

their Gaussian analogues), where the bandwidth of

the R and G outputs overlap substantially. It is thus

possible to minimize the effects of incorrect band-

width and response maximum in the R and G

channels. It is less easy to compensate (by cross-

dependent linear combination) for the effects of

an incorrect blue-channel response, because of

the difference in wavelength maximum and lack

of overlap with the R and G sensor outputs.

An incorrect response maximum in the blue

channel can, however, be compensated if two

distinct blue channels are used. In such a four-

channel camera design, it was demonstrated that

it is possible to reduce metameric error to very low

levels by appropriate choice of Gaussian compo-

nents. In effect, introducing a fourth channel

gives more degrees of freedom for optimizing the

cross-dependency matrix between the four

channel characteristics, and the synthesized XYZ

output.

The number of sensors is limited to three (or at

most four) in the current analysis, because the

authors wish to establish a colorimetric design

method for cameras and imaging colorimeters, as

opposed to imaging spectrometers. The alternative

imaging spectrometer approach using many narrow

bandwidth filters is described in more detail by

Stokman et al.17

8 CONCLUSIONS

A technique is presented for the colorimetric analysis

and design of image capture systems at both the three

channel integral-response level and the spectral level

in terms of metameric effects. A suitable test method

which quantifies colour recording errors is also

presented. The methodology described provides an

objective basis for assessing the effects of both

theoretical and practical filter/sensor combinations

for use in cameras, and for optimizing their colori-

metric design.

The colorimetric design method seeks, first, to

optimize the three-channel model by grey-scale

tracking and, secondly, to achieve camera spectral-

response CMFs that are close to those of the CIE

Standard Observer, thereby resolving the residual

calibration error at the three-channel level. The intent

is to define an objective colorimeter system which

produces accurate pixel-by-pixel colour measure-

ments. It remains to be demonstrated, however, that

a camera design with a low metameric error

characteristic could be implemented cost effectively

in a real camera. It is also not necessarily true that

such a design would produce an artistically pleasing

visual appearance in terms of reproduced colour.

The intent of the spectral response analysis and

optimization method is to quantify, control and

modify the colorimetric design of a digital camera.

Thus, alternative optimization criteria and test sets

could perhaps be devised and used to engineer

cameras with a wide range of visual performance

characteristics. For example, the process could be

used to engineer specific visually pleasing character-

istics into the colorimetric design of a digital camera.
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Abstract

Recording and understanding the behaviour of customers is paramount and a key factor influencing the success of any retail

business. This paper reports the initial stages of an EPSRC funded research project, which presents a new methodological approach

to analysing in-store customer behaviour with a view to optimising space and store performance. Using existing in-store CCTV

cameras from a major clothing discount retailer, consumers are tracked to detect patterns of behaviour. Analysis of these ‘‘real-

time’’ data exhibited flaws in the arrangement of customer service facilities, and insight into the problems associated with

merchandise return policies. Understanding these customer processes and movement patterns thus helped the retail collaborator

maximise the performance of the store. r 2002 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Retail store settings are interesting places, and among
other things, the varied arrangements of fittings and
general architecture of the layouts, attract or repel
consumers. Retail institutions spend huge sums in the
pursuit of improved multi-dimensional formats and
design solutions, to lure customers into their stores.
Measuring consumer behaviour is one of the best
methods to understand a good deal more about the
specific facets of settings and how customers interface
psychologically with them. Investigating these phenom-
ena is an enticing area of consumer research, and has
been the subject of research studies (Kotler, 1973;
Donovan and Rossiter, 1982; Zimmer and Golden,
1988; Donovan et al., 1994; Baker and Parasuraman,
1994). Effective store characteristics, and their ability to
induce positive consumer behaviour, are however
resistant to measurement. This has promoted many
studies to adopt qualitative approaches in an attempt to
uncover the multiplicity of factors driving consumer
actions.

Prior research into customer behaviour generally
involves intense or prolonged contact with a field
situation, and through a deeper understanding or social
interaction with (actors) consumers. For example,

Barker (1965) and Wells and Lo Scutio (1966) drew on
the observer’s interpretation of actions for the subse-
quent analysis. Similarly, work by Ericsson and Simon
(1984) used protocol analysis to provide insight from
participants’ personal recollections of the process, either
during or immediately following behaviour. Focusing
on merchandise and the appearance of the store,
Hildebrandt (1988) asked customers to recall six image
attributes influencing their actions. Other work using an
ethnographic approach and orientation (McGrath,
1989) has attempted to tap into the complexity of
consumer situations, by uncovering meaning from
interaction with social actors. Although useful at a
conceptual level, approaches such as these have proved
of less practical value for retailers. This is largely
because there are few clear links between consumers’
evaluations of store layouts and shopping behaviour.

When entering the store customers tend not to
(mentally) evaluate the individual aspects of the layouts,
or consciously identify the attributes that engage their
attention. By and large, people are unaware of such
factors, and typically fail to provide researchers with
detailed and exact answers when asked to recall and
evaluate their behaviours. Most studies have utilised
either manual observational techniques, or survey and
interviews that rely on consumers’ retrospective recall.
As previously suggested, this approach can introduce
a high degree of unreliability into the study. Attempts
to engage in deeper analysis and analytical interpreta-
tion of consumer behaviour using phenomenological

*Corresponding author. Tel.: +44-161-200-4150; fax: +44-161-200-

4126.

E-mail address: andrew.newman@umist.ac.uk (A.J. Newman).

0969-6989/02/$ - see front matter r 2002 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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approaches (e.g. Dodd et al., 1998 and Birtwistle et al.,
1998) have provided great insight in particular retail
applications. However, these are by definition inherently
subjective and therefore lack the generalisability neces-
sary to provide widespread solutions for practitioners.

More recent work in the field (Newman et al.,
1995a, b; Newman, 1998) has demonstrated that inter-
viewer bias, the use of manual counting and traditional
methodologies in retailing, fundamentally weakens the
validity of any data. In an attempt to address this
shortfall, this paper proposes that unobtrusive observa-
tion through video collection substantially overcomes
this problem. Recording customer behaviour using
video footage and computer software from within the
retail environment will provide an essential, ‘‘objective’’
record of movement patterns (Newman, 1999 and
Church and Newman, 2000). This technique provides
a reliable ‘‘snapshot’’ of actual behaviour, and is
therefore a basis for establishing useful and commercial
retail strategy.

The capture of customer movement using computer-
based technology (in-store tracking) has been the focus
of limited research (Kirkup, 1998), and lacks a devel-
oped and robust approach. Research reported in this
paper builds on this prior work in an attempt to fully
operationalise video capture of customer movement
from retail store CCTV installations. To this end, the
study advances this new methodological approach as a
means of analysing in-store customer behaviour from
real-time data.

2. Data collection

After successfully obtaining funding from the En-
gineering and Physical Sciences Research Council, the
authors secured the services of a major clothing discount
retailer known for their dynamism and attitude towards
store design and development. This collaboration made
it possible for the project to record and analyse

customer movement patterns in an actual store environ-
ment. However, the commercial collaborators imposed
restrictions on the work stressing that data collection
must not interfere with store business. To simplify the
research design, a new store and recent roll out located
in the North East of England became the subject of
measurement. This was an important consideration as
the location and type of store influenced the provision
and level of equipment specification available on the test
site.

Data collection was automatic using specially (and
newly) installed ceiling mounted CCTV security cameras
connected to time-lapsed video recording equipment. In-
store, the areas chosen for analysis were the entrance,
exit, checkouts and customer service area. All cameras
were fixed with no panning or zooming functions. Only
one of the cameras produced colour images with the
remainder in black and white format. Each was
connected to a multiplex device, which was then linked
to a time-lapse videocassette recorder. A 3-h VHS
videotape was used to record 24-h continuous store
operation. Fig. 1 illustrates the video tracking set-up.

As mentioned, the cameras were of the type normally
used by the retailer for security purposes, and earlier
trials found that the focusing and angle of the in-store
cameras were critical. Independent research Yu and
Oulton (2000) has demonstrated that the quality of the
image generated by the video cameras was vital to
successful analysis. Because of the time-lapse function,
the system only provided image quality with an
approximate sampling rate of 5 frames per second. This
created a problem for the customer-tracking objective,
as the customer movement appeared jerky and was
therefore difficult to analyse.

The raw data was digitised by using a video capture
card, and stored as AVI movie format for later analysis.
Data storage posed a real problem as just three minutes
recording, with resolution 320� 240 pixels in 24 bits
true colour, has a file size of around 400MB. This
presented some problems for data storage, as the size of

Fig. 1. Diagrammatic representation of video tracking set-up.
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the hard disk must be at least 20GB in order to have the
capacity to analyse 1 h of video footage. This study used
a 733MHz Pentium III personal computer with 128MB
RAM, and a portable zip drive for backup data. To save
on hard disk space, the AVI movie formatted files were
compressed into MPEG movie format. However, this
process has the disadvantage of decreasing the quality of
the movie, whilst taking rather long time to compress it.
The authors found that it was better to retain the
footage in AVI format for subsequent analysis.

2.1. Customer counting and motion estimation

Tracking cannot be achieved without performing
motion detection. The presence of a face, or similar
distinctive image element, may be inferred by detecting
differences between the current image and a reference
image, by searching for large skin coloured areas or by
searching for face-shaped regions (Morris, 2000). How-
ever, a hybrid approach, which is based on both skin
colour information and shape of a face, was used in this
project in order to increase the accuracy of counting.
With this hybrid approach, the computer will not
identify other large skin areas such as the arms and legs
of one customer in relation to another. It is also
necessary to take into account the fact that customers
tend not to walk in an upright manner looking
horizontally forward. In reality, the shape of a
customer’s head from the security camera point of view
is always changing.

The traditional method for motion detection is based
on frame difference, which is the subtraction of pixel
values held in two different frames. However, it is only
suitable for detection of continuous object movement in
low speed. In the case of time-lapse video recording,
continuously moving the position of the customer in
each frame is relatively wide apart due to the sampling
rate which is only 5 frames per second. The object (in
this case a customer) moves forward from one frame to
the next creating a small displacement. When pixel
values from frame 1 are subtracted from frame 2, the
(minimal) change is shown on screen. If the object
makes a very small movement, it is possible to subtract
frame 1 from another frame to achieve an acceptable
detection result. When the video footage is based on
time-lapse recording method with several cameras
connected to a multiplex device, the same test object
moves forward with a much larger displacement. The
difference between frames is too far apart, which may
result in detecting two changes rather than the incre-
mental change required.

The time-lapse effect created an inconsistency that
necessitated the development of a new algorithm. This
used the principle of motion estimation. Mattison (1994)
defined motion estimation as a process to determine
which pixel blocks contain information representing

parts of the image that have moved and how far they
have moved. Thus by taking a pair of images from our
video sequence and dividing each into a series of sub-
images (e.g. 10� 10 blocks of pixels), it was possible to
determine which blocks represent parts of the picture
that have moved and which have remained static. This
block matching process is conceptually quite simple
although it may be fairly expensive in terms of
computation time. By mapping the block from the
previous image to various positions on the new image,
and calculating the mathematical difference at each
position, it is possible to determine mathematically
whether the difference at a given location is low enough
to constitute a match. It is very time consuming to
search a large area of the image for each motion vector
calculated. A digital mask filter was therefore developed
to control the search area. The radius of the digital mask
filter is a key factor in the matching process.

2.2. Multi-customer tracking

The above algorithm can be used to track several
customers inside the store at the same time. Two
examples are provided in Figs. 2 and 3 below for
illustrative purposes. Fig. 2 is based on time-lapse video
footage and Fig. 3 on continuous video footage. For
identification purposes, each entity in the video footage
is given a numerical value to represent the point from
which they were first tracked. Fig. 3 (below) illustrates a
second example, which is based on continuous high-
quality video footage. This provides a more complete
picture of customer behaviour than Fig. 2.

In Fig. 2, staff ‘‘0’’ and staff ‘‘1’’ are seen walking in
front of the customer service counter. Customer ‘‘2’’
walks from the entrance area into the store. Fig. 3 shows
eight customers being tracked at the same time using a
high-quality camera. Track ‘‘0’’ depicts a male subject
walking in a relatively straight line and subsequently
turning to observe something of interest on the super-
market shelving. At this point the subject stopped to
browse; a factor that is represented by a dwell period.
Entities ‘‘1’’ and ‘‘2’’, are two young children which
explains the wavy patterns of movement, as children
usually display excitement and erratic behaviour during
the shopping experience.

3. Results and analysis

3.1. Key variables

A number of important variables emerged from the
initial stages of the investigation that informed the
design of the data collection process. Factors such as the
quality of the image generated by the video cameras was
vital to the analysis. For example, the focusing and
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angle of the in-store cameras was critical. Equally
important was the recording length of videotapes
provided as these had to sufficiently cover store opening
times. Other issues such as the lighting emitted from
outside entrances, varied the degree to which images
could be clearly segmented using the motion estimation
software.

Data from 7 days operation were subsequently
analysed that necessitated different algorithms for
image segmentation and threshold selection. This
reflected the changing environment of the store during
the period of data collection. The data in Table 1 below
illustrates that customer arrival patterns tend to vary
with the time of day, and day of week. A ‘‘manual
counting’’ verification (see Table 1 below), which
involved observing video footage and systematically
counting customers as they cross the field of view,
helped to evaluate the integrity of the data. The

‘‘program counting’’ figures represent the automatic
count calculated by the software developed for this
research project.

Column one (Table 1) contains the number of
customers that arrived during the first day of the sales
(26th April 2001). This shows not surprisingly an
increase of 63% in footfall when compared with the
number of customers arriving on a normal day’s
operation (e.g. 25th April 2001). Following the sale
period, marked by increased merchandise sales, the
volume of returns rose by more than 300% by the
second day of the sales. This fact is borne out by the
large number of customers arriving at the customer
service desk, on the day subsequent to the sale period
(see Fig. 2 above for an illustration of the customer
service desk and store entrance). This phenomenon may
suggest a number of factors. For example, customers
could have purchased merchandise they did not really

Fig. 3. Multi-customer tracking based on continuous video footage.

Fig. 2. Multi-customer tracking based on time-lapse video footage.
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need, or did not have time or the space to examine
before purchase. Other possibilities include faulty
goods, poor designs, wrong fittings, etc.

Analysis of the arrival and departure data appeared to
show a conflict between the number of customers
arriving at the store entrance, and the number of
customer leaving via the exit. The latter appears to
consistently greater and, as such, suggests that sub-
stantial numbers of customers entered the store and
simply left by the same means. This more than likely
reflects the customers that entered the store to visit the
customer service desk (located at store entrance) and left
immediately after refund or a related service.

4. Conclusion and implications

This paper has described the data collection mechan-
ism and ways in which the data may be processed to
measure in-store customer behaviour. With suitable
camera positions, the motion estimation algorithm
could track customers from the moment of their arrival
at the entrance to the minute they leave the store. This
represents a major breakthrough in academic and retail
research as it provides a new methodological approach
to retail store designs and formats.

It is highly important to understand customer traffic
flows inside retail stores, as these patterns can help to
analyse how the layout and general format can influence
the shopping experience. From research in retailing,
marketing and environmental psychology we know that

a store’s atmosphere is likely to positively or negatively
influence a shopper’s emotional state. This in turn can
lead to increased or decreased shopping activity. For
example, consumers’ moods which are made up of the
three emotional states: pleasure, arousal and domi-
nance, have been shown to be influential on the way in
which consumer spends time in the store (Donovan and
Rossiter, 1982).

In general, retailing research provides retailers with
few practical solutions that are likely to enhance the
shopping experience. Practitioners seek out reasons to
explain issues such as hot and cold spots, and require
new knowledge to support the creation of store
interiors. In general, there is a ‘‘relative paucity (italics
added) of information’’ for retailers to draw on (Israel,
1994). Of course there is an abundance of anecdotal
evidence (cases and success stories) to suggest that
certain design solutions do work, but few studies
demonstrate why or how they work. With an accurate
knowledge of layouts and fixtures, and a theoretical
understanding of the impact of such factors, it will be
possible to record and predict the influence of design
features like fixtures, entrances and walkways on
customer behaviour.

For example, this study demonstrated and explained
why subjects tend to dwell or cluster round a key
location. Parallels may be drawn with work in the
biological sciences (see Wratten, 1994), and this presents
an opportunity to take a more developed approach to
problems of retail crowding. Small and calculated

changes to layouts can help to alleviate shopping stress

Table 1

Results from manual and automatic counting

(a) Customer count at store entrance

Date 30/04/01 1/5/01 25/04/01 26/04/01 27/04/01 28/04/01 29/04/01

Day Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday

Manual count 1422 1232 1295 2047 1732 2398 2022

Program counting 1295 1187 1177 1937 1604 2246 1950

(b) Customer count at service desk

Date 30/04/01 1/5/01 25/04/01 26/04/01 27/04/01 28/04/01 29/04/01

Day Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday

Manual count 103 71 45 74 149 82 90

Program counting 93 65 50 71 129 75 83

(c) Customer count at cash desk

Date 30/04/01 1/5/01 25/04/01 26/04/01 27/04/01 28/04/01 29/04/01

Day Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday

Manual count 861 772 650 1096 935 1613 1401

Program counting 796 704 509 1021 814 1489 1264

(d) Customer count at exit

Date 30/04/01 1/5/01 25/04/01 26/04/01 27/04/01 28/04/01 29/04/01

Day Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday

Manual count 1221 950 1121 1822 1603 2164 1770

Program counting 1173 911 1079 1728 1569 2072 1721
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(Aylott and Mitchell, 1998), and enhance the shopping
experience for the customer. This demonstrates the
importance of collecting data and tracking customers
around retail stores.

Using CCTV footage, the customer counting algo-
rithm developed for this study can detect number of
customers anywhere in the store, and at any period of
time. This can achieve 94.5% accuracy when counting
customers in-store. Future work will collect these
categorical data routinely during store opening hours.
Probability calculations of these ‘‘real-time’’ data will
identify a very accurate picture of store activity. This
may, for example, demonstrate why customer traffic
clusters round the middle of the store, with low footfall
numbers in other areas. Using this categorical customer
movement data, and as suggested by Newman (1999)
and Church and Newman (2000), it is possible to map
out and visualise customer activity in sample stores.
Retail partners can then strategically arrange store
architecture according to the behaviour their manage-
ment wishes to evoke (e.g. circulation, left or right
movement, accessibility). Ultimately, this will lead to
greater access to merchandise and increased conversion
(sales).

The new methodological approach reported in this
paper uses real-time data and computerised movement
tracking to experiment with and re-engineer store
layouts. Statistical data thus provides the basis for
planning the design of merchandise placement and in-
store, and the arrangement of fixed and movable fittings.
Trends and patterns of movement will help with staff
planning and the merchandise replenishment processes.
For the customer, the intention is to lessen shopping
stress induced by ambiguous settings. An example of
this is when a consumer is faced with frequent or
unexplained (in terms of signage) layout changes, and/or
changes in merchandise position so creating major
disincentives to shop. Clear and legible store designs,
incorporating aisle design fixtures and merchandise, will
reduce the uncertainty that consumers associate with
shopping in large floor spaces. Customers can focus on
the purchase rather than developing their navigation
skills. A retailer can thus maximise sales volume by
arranging, manipulating and customising the store
format. This is, after all, the retailer’s overall goal.
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Optimising product colour 

Margaret Bruce, Louise Benson, David Oulton, Margaret Hogg 
and Jacquie Wilson 

Introduction 
The final colour of a product on sale to the consumer 
is the end result of a complex interaction of 
knowledge, guesswork, practical constraint, and 
marketing skill [l]. Once the final colour is chosen, 
most of the problems associated with delivering the 
colour selected, under precise colour definition and 
control, at a reasonable cost, have been solved. 
Technical colour management is well served by 
accurate measurement and colour manipulation tools, 
and is founded on tried and tested science. By 
contrast, those managers whose responsibility i t  is to 
deliver successful colour selection, cannot appeal to 
much more than general principles, the dictates of 
fashion and intuition: they have very few tools and 
measurement techniques to assist them. Colour 
influences all aspects of our lives, from the clothes 
we wear and the food we eat to the environment in 
which we work [2]. The colour of an item of apparel 
worn by someone has an impact on how they are 
perceived by others and how they perceive 
themselves. This means that consumers are extremely 
sensitive to colour when choosing apparel goods. 

The rapid development of computers and 
information processing technology offers the prospect 
of bringing together hitherto fragmentary knowledge 
and precision colour technology in a concerted effort 
to improve the process of optimising product colour. 
The following sections represent an overview of the 
research effort in this field, highlighting advances in 
consumer research, colour definition and 
communication. 

Colour and consumer behaviour 

the psychological state of the individual have been 
explored within the field of consumer behaviour [5- 
71. This article draws upon recent research to uncover 
the way in which colour affects consumer perceptions 
and its propensity to enhance products. 

For clothing and textile manufacturers, achieving 
the right colour for the product and the retail 
environment is critical. I f  this is not done 
successfully, a company can lose market share and 
profit. Current research is examining consumer colour 
preferences, including personality characteristics, age 
and gender. The aim of this research is to produce a 
strategic framework for colour decision making for 
specific market segments. 

Common perceptions 
The effects of various colours on consumer 
perceptions have been widely studied [8-101. Table 
1 lists a number of colours and the way in which they 
are commonly perceived, as well as examples of 
marketing stimuli that have utilised these colours. At 
one end of the light spectrum, colours with long 
wavelengths (reds, oranges and yellows) tend to elicit 
warm feelings in consumers. An example of a 
marketing application is the bright red seats that are 
found in many fast-food restaurants. These 
establishments want to move customers quickly 
through the eating process. The bright colours 

Table 1 Common perceptions of colours 1111 

Colour Perceptions Marketing examples 

Ked Powerful First Alert Fire Extinguisher 
Colour has an important effect on consumer Dangerous Coca-Cola 
behaviour. It  is well known that certain colours elicit Exciting 
feelings of excitement while other colours are 
considered restful and can make people feel tired. In 
fact, there is some evidence that colours actually 
cause physiological reactions [3]. These effects can be 
used to companies' benefit in displays, advertising, 
signage and even decor. Psychologists have Respectful 
discovered that merely by looking at different colours, 

Prestigious 
blood pressure can be altered along with heart rate Sophisticated 
and rate of remiration 141. Clear Clean Palmolive Sensitive Skin 

Passionate 

Calm Healthy Choice food products 
Natural Nytol Herbal 
Cool/cold 

Sad Brut Aqua Tonic aftershave 

Green Cool Gillette 'sensitive skin' shaving gel 

Phillips' Milk of Magnesia laxative 
and antacid 

Mont Blanc pen 
Johnnie Walker Black Label whisky 

dishwashing liquid 
Pure Seltzers beverages Marketers can use colours in many different ways 

to influence the consumer. The effects of colours on 
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encourage fast movements; consumers perceive the 
seats to be warm and tend not to linger. At the other 
end of the light spectrum, short wavelength colours 
(blues and greens) are associated with coolness and 
encourage slower movements [5].  The seats in an 
expensive restaurant are more likely to be blue or 
green to promote a more leisurely dining experience. 

Cultural differences 
Colours have different connotations and traditional 
uses across cultures. Table 2 shows the connotations 
of certain colours in different cultures. 

In south-east Asia, light blue symbolises death and 
mourning and Pepsi-Cola lost its dominant market 
share there to Coca-Cola when the manufacturer 
changed the colour of its coolers and vending 
equipment from deep ‘regal’ blue to light ‘ice’ blue (71. 
In China white is associated with death. Most 
business travellers were shocked during the 
inauguration of United’s concierge services for first- 
class passengers on its Pacific Rim routes when, to 
mark the occasion, each concierge was proudly 
wearing a white carnation [ 131. When designing 
advertisements and packages, marketers must be 
careful to avoid using colours that will send the 
wrong messages to the consumers of another culture. 

Table 2 Colour connotations (121 

Colour Connotation 

White Symbol for mourning or death in the Far East 
Associated with happiness and purity in the 
United States 
Associated with death in many Latin American 
countries 
Connotations of femininity in Holland 
Associated with masculinity in Sweden and the 
United States 
Used to designate jungle areas where there is 
danger and disease in Malaysia 
Unlucky or negative in Chad, Nigeria and 
Germany 
Positive in Denmark, Romania and Argentina. 
Brides wear red in China, but i t  is a masculine 
colour in the United Kingdom and France 
Yellow flowers are a sign of death in Mexico and 
are associated with infidelity in France 
White lilies are linked to death in the UK 

Purple 

Blue 

Green 

Ked 

Yellow 

White 

Colour trends 
The importance of colour has given rise to what is in 
effect a specialised colour consultancy industry. In a 
given year, certain colours appear to be fashionable 
and to show up again and again in clothing, home 
furnishings, cars and many other items. These 
favoured colours tend to disappear as fast as they 

appeared as they are replaced by another set of 
fashionable colours for the next year or season [8]. 

The colour choices of consumers are affected by 
these trends. One simple reason is that the colours 
available in the stores that consumers patronise will 
largely limit their choices. Few people, however, 
realise the extent to which these fashionable colours 
result from deliberate choices made by industry 
experts, in a process known as colour forecasting. 
Colour experts in groups meet periodically to predict 
which colours will best reflect a particular season, a 
year, five years and sometimes even ten years in 
advance [8]. Members make colour predictions based 
on cultural and social trends, and these 
recommendations are then used by manufacturers to 
plan production. 

Marketers need to be aware of the influence that 
colour has on the consumer in order to deliver 
suitably coloured products to their customers. Even 
a slight difference of shade from the requirements of 
the consumer can be catastrophic to the 
manufacturer. Is there a range of colours on a colour 
palette that a clothing company can use each season, 
by simply adjusting the shades? This has worked for 
designers such as Armani, who uses a palette of basic 
colour such as grey, blue, black, beige and white. 
Could this simplistic range of colours ever work for 
high street retailers? 

Colour psychology 
Psychologists have done a great deal of research into 
the power of colour. It is accepted that colour is a 
powerful tool [5];  it can generate good feelings, 
positive emotions and a favourable disposition 
towards a brand [6 ,14] .  However, the body of 
empirical research reported is fairly small. I t  has been 
observed that consumers make great use of colour as 
a cue to identify brands, infer weight, indicate 
temperature and even associate gender with a product 

The use of colour to describe our emotions gives 
an idea of colour’s abstract force. Reactions to colour 
are described as aesthetic, emotional and symbolic, 
and can sometimes attract, whilst on other occasions 
they repel [ l 6 ] .  Studies have suggested that 
environmental colour schemes have wide-ranging 
effects [5,9,17]; in a workplace i t  can affect morale 
and productivity, in a prison it can pacify inmates and 
in a healthcare facility it can influence patients’ 
recovery rates. 

Most research on consumer colour preferences 
relies largely on historical sales trends [18]. Individual 
differences in colour preference have received little 
research. For example, personality differences in 
buyer behaviour have not been analysed in detail. 
Consumers have become more sophisticated about the 
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use of colour and have higher expectations than in 
the past 12). Therefore i t  would be expected that 
companies would be carrying out extensive research 
into individual differences in colour preferences. 

Consumer personality was one of the first topics 
to receive attention in the quantitative era of 
marketing research [ 191. However, the uncertain or 
ambiguous pattern of the results obtained has left 
marketers in a somewhat indeterminate position. 
Recent work on personality and consumer behaviour 
reveals four distinct trends, each stemming from the 
lessons learned in the past [20]: 
(a) Studying patterns of behaviour rather than single 

(b) Focusing on consumption rather than general 

(c) Shifting attention to develop related areas 
(d) Studying how personality affects responses to 

decisions 

needs 

advertising. 

Consumer behaviourists believe that studying 
preferences for colour in relation to personality traits 
might uncover systematic relationships that will aid 
marketers to understand their customers [ Z l ] .  

The effects of colours on the psychological state of 
the individual should also be considered, because 
some colours act as a stimulant while others act as a 
depressant. A dark blue ceiling may appear to be 
refreshing to begin with, but in time the perceived 
coldness may become an irritant (221. Many 
psychological effects of different colours on the 
individual are presented in Table 3.  

Table 3 Psychological effects of different colours 1231 

Colour 

Violet 
Blue 
Brown 
Green 
Yellow 
Orange 
Red 

Psychological effect 

Aggressionit iredness 
Restfulness 
Excitement 
Very restful 
Excitement 
Excitement 
Very stimulating 

Temperature 
effect 

Cold 
Cold 
Neutral 
Coldineutral 
Very warm 
Very warm 
Warm 

11 is t aiice 
effect 

Very close 
Further away 
Claustrophobic 
Further away 
Close 
Very close 
Close 

In the history of psychology, colour preferences 
were among the earliest laboratory phenomena 
examined for individual and group differences 
124,251. However, this initial interest in colour 
preferences has diminished in recent times, largely 
due to the amount of confusion arising from 
contradictory results. This inconsistency seems 
mainly due to the failure in earlier studies to control 
the three dimensions of hue, brightness and 
saturation, and the lack of statistical analysis in order 

to determine the significance of observed differences 
in colour perception. 

Some workers have been interested in whether or 
not there is a system of colour preference. 
Experimental studies have explored areas such as 
mood associations with coloured lights and designs 
(26-283, mood associations of colour and music 
129,303, relationships between personality traits and 
colour preference 131-331 and the relationship 
between mental/emotional disorders and colour 
preference [ 34-36]. There have been many associated 
clinical studies, including the Rorschach Test [37] ,  the 
Liischer Colour Test [38] and the Color Pyramid Test 
[39]. Other aspects examined have included the way 
colour affects physiology [40,41], mental and motor 
skills [42,43], and psychotherapy [44]. 

In order to measure the effect of colour on the 
human organism, colour needs to be associated with 
the external world as well as a psychological 
experience (451, Similarly, the response of the human 
organism needs to be defined in terms of behaviour, 
rather than by inference to assumed psychological 
experience [46]. ‘Psychological experience’ may be 
successfully measured only when terms are 
operationally defined. If we can define a phenomenon 
in measurable terms, i t  will then become objective 
reality. 

Much of the research on the psychological meaning 
of colour can be criticised on several grounds: 

The stimulus colours have not always been clearly 
specified, making i t  difficult to compare results 
across studies 
Since hue has often been the only variable of 
interest, controls for saturation and lightness have 
usually been absent 
Tests for colour preference have often been 
constructed to address ‘attention to colour’ as 
opposed to ‘selectivity for specific colours’ 
A standard light source has not always been used 
Few studies have incorporated a screening 
procedure for possible colour blindness 
Age and gender differences have not been incor- 
porated in all studies. 

It is small wonder then that after more than 100 years 
of pursuit, the relationship between colour and 
personality has remained elusive. While several 
studies have indicated an association of personality 
with colour preference, no study incorporates all of 
the above mentioned factors. I t  should be possible 
therefore to demonstrate the extent of any possible 
relationship between personality characteristics and 
colour preference by incorporating all these factors. 

An experiment undertaken at the Department of 
Textiles, UMIST, examined the relationship between 
individual differences in colour perception and 
preference for 300 male and 340 female subjects, 
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using the Quintax Personality Questionnaire [47] .  
Respondents expressed their preferences for eight 
hues (yellow, orange, red, purple, blue, blue-green, 
green and green-yellow). Early results indicate that 
there is significant variation in colour preferences 
amongst subjects with different personality traits, 
across age and gender. The implications for marketing 
management are immense (e.g. segmentation, stock 
control, sales forecasting, new product development). 

Industrial applications 
There are many areas of industry where colour can 
be used to affect consumer behaviour, including 
advertising, product design, merchandising and 
interior design. Colours in advertisements can be used 
to capture attention, portray realism and arouse 
feelings about an object [48]. A study on the impact 
of colour in newspaper advertising concluded that a 
‘median sales gain (on reduced-price items) of 
approximately 41% may be generated by the addition 
of one colour to black-and-white in retail newspaper 
advertisements’ [ 5,121. 

Colour can be used to emphasise the attractive 
features of a product or used to create a suitable 
atmosphere. A classic marketing example, where 
colour has been used to enhance product features, is 
Terry’s All Gold chocolate selection. The colour of the 
product or its packaging often leads to immediate 
recognition from consumers, even without seeing the 
name. Cadburys have achieved a similar subliminal 
effect by using the colour purple. It is, however, easy 
also for other companies to imitate this recognition 
with a colour. For example, Coca-Cola’s red can was 
instantly recognisable on a supermarket shelf until 
many supermarkets adopted the same colour scheme 
for their own-label cola. This copying resulted in 
recognition detracting from Coca-Cola 1491. 

The latest trend to hit the skincare and bodycare 
market is a concentration on colour. Colour therapy 
is a branch of alternative healing, with its therapists 
believing that it can have a marked effect on people. 
Top cosmetics companies are now harnessing the 

positive effects of colour for new lines, the idea being 
that if the colour of a product can improve moods, 
the physical benefits of its formulation may also be 
enhanced. So-called mood-mapping techniques are 
being used to monitor sensory and emotional 
reactions to the colour of products. Companies such 
as LancBme and Boots have already adopted this 
approach with products such as blue cleansers and 
bath oils, green toning lotion and yellow shower gel. 

Colour can be used in the workplace to create 
pleasant surroundings and to put across and reinforce 
safety messages. When planning the colour scheme 
or decor for a room it is important to consider the use 
to which the room will be put. The colours within a 
store are also sources of potential influence on both 
consumers’ perceptions and behaviour. Warm colours, 
such as red and yellow, appear more effective in 
attracting a positive response from people, compared 
with cooler colours such as green and blue [50].  

The preceding sections have highlighted research 
in the area of colour and consumer behaviour. 
Research indicates that achieving the correct colour 
can be critical for a company’s success. The following 
sections will highlight developments in technical 
colour management. 

Colour definition 
Colour can be described and defined with a wide 
range of precision levels. Kelly defines six levels of 
precision in his Universal Color Language (Table 4) 
1511. At each level of increasing precision, more 
colours can be identified unambiguously. Colour 
naming, with or without physical samples to illustrate 
the colour concerned, is widely adopted in the fields 
of colour forecasting, design, printing and the graphic 
arts as a method of colour definition and 
communication. 

A few thousand unambiguous colour definitions 
are possible using naming systems and colour atlases 
(Kelly’s levels 1 to 4). By contrast, technical colour 
management and production control in the textile, 
plastics, paint, and vehicle construction industries, for 

Table 4 Six levels of precision in the Universal Color Language 1511 

Divisions of 
Level” colour solid S p e  of designation 

1 1 3  
2 29 
3 267 

4 7056 
5 100 000 
6 5 000 000 

~~ 

Generic hue names and neutrals 
All hue names and neutrals 
ISCC-NBS/ all hue names and 

Colour order systems 
Visually interpolated Munsell notation 
CIE x,y,Y or instrumentally interpolated 

neutrals with modifiers 

Munsell notation 

Example of designation 

Brown 
Yellowish-brown 

Light yellowish-brown (centroid #76) 
Munsell l O Y R  6/4 
9.5 YR 6.4/4.5 

x = 0 . 3 9 5 , ~  = 0.382.  Y = 35.6 or 9.6  YR 6.4514.3 

o Level 1 least precise. level 6 most precise 
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example, use colour definitions based on spectro- 
photometry and the CIE system (52). This gives colour 
definitions that are an order of magnitude more 
precise than those provided by colour atlases and 
colour naming. 

The necessity for very precise colour definition 
arises from the need to match customer requirements 
for colour to within a just-visible difference. In terms 
of marketing, all components of a product, coordin- 
ated products and batches of products must be 
perceived by the end user to have uniform colour or 
controlled colour variation. 

Uses of precise colour definition 
Traditionally, the use of precise colour definition has 
been limited to those areas of technical colour 
management outlined above. Recent research at 
UMIST has been aimed at extending the use of 
precise colour definition into the fields of design, 
colour communication, colour range development, 
and also calibrated colour imaging to define and 
specify the effects of texture on colour appearance 

I t  has been noted during this research that 
consumer choice of colour may have features that can 
only be revealed by detailed analysis using precision 
colour measurement. An example is the ‘classic’ 
colour navy blue. Two companies participating in the 
research found that, with thirty plus distinct 
variations of navy blue, one or two outsell all the 
others by a significant margin. It was also found that 
very minor changes in a stock-range powder blue are 
sufficient to distinguish one year’s new palette from 
the previous year’s range, making the old product 
look dated and in need of replacement. 

Calibrated colour imaging has opened up a wide 
range of applications for precision colour definition 
[56,57]. The starting point is the ability to reproduce 
at will on a computer screen, a very wide range of CIE 
colour definitions with an accuracy approaching that 
required to give a perfect visual screen-to-sample 
match, for any of 16.7 million colour definitions. The 
screen image is a visual colour match to a physical 
sample that has the same CIE colour definition. Using 
calibrated screens, the visual effect of very small 
changes in colour specification can be simulated and 
used in colour coordination and colour range develop- 
ment, without having to do the many costly and time- 
consuming dyeings needed, if physical comparisons 
are used. This has enabled substantial reductions in 
lead-time in developing new shade ranges [58]. 

A coloured image of a textile product, with texture, 
highlight and shadow effects, can be reproduced on 
a colour-calibrated computer screen. This allows the 
point-by-point analysis of colour as it varies across the 
surface texture. Individual point-colour variation 

[ 53-55]. 

down to the 100 pm level (100 points per square nim) 
has been analysed (531. An image of a typical colour- 
woven textile fabric, with strong surface texture, was 
found to contain in excess of 100 000 distinct colours. 
Even a nominally single shade solid-dyed texture 
gives several thousand point-colour definitions. 

Using CIE colour definition of image content, i t  has 
been found that individual textures have character- 
istics that are independent of their measured or 
intrinsic colour. A given texture simulation on the 
computer screen can thus be altered substantially in 
colour while maintaining an effective simulation of 
the texture, and its contribution to appearance. 

Image analysis allows the intrinsic colour under- 
lying the visual appearance of a textured material to 
be deduced. The output from the computer is a 
synthetic spectral reflectance curve, which can be 
used to generate an appropriate matching colorant 
formulation. It is thus possible to communicate a 
precise colour specification electronically to any 
dyehouse with a colorant formulation computer. At 
the local dyehouse a dyeing can then be reproduced 
that is a close visual match to the original screen 
image. In an exercise involving seven dyehouses on 
four continents, and four different materials, precisely 
coordinated colour was reproduced that was a good 
match to the colour chosen on screen at the beginning 
of the trial. 

Colour communication and 
collaborative design networking 
In addition to reproducing the colour appearance of 
the texture or product, the image can be encoded, 
transmitted and reproduced visually on a remote 
computer screen anywhere in the world. The remote 
computer will give visually correct colour 
reproduction of the image seen on the transmitting 
computer due to identical calibration of the two 
screens and common use of CIE colour definition. 
This principle is the basis of the Imagemaster system, 
developed at UMIST during the project [53 ,56 ] .  
Imagemaster can store, retrieve and manipulate items 
from libraries of colours, garments, textures and 
products of all types. New product development can 
then include a wide range of colour/texture 
combination evaluations, by manipulating images of 
texture with alternative colours. 

The networking of computers has now reached a 
level of maturity, which enables all those concerned 
with colour to collaborate by communication of 
designs, colour ideas, specifications, and product 
colour definitions (spectral reflectance curves). 
Laboriously produced swatches and sampling can be 
reduced to the minimum. There is unfortunately no 
substitute for a real product, when assessing handle, 
drape and final three-dimensional appearance. 
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As colour communication is speeded up and made 
more precise, fashion prediction, marketing, range 
development and consumer choice analysis can all be 
brought together into a single product optimisation 
process. The technical aspects of colour, cost and 
performance can be optimised in parallel, and 
associated colour problems such as coordinating the 
packaging and display environment design can in 
principle also be integrated into the collaborative 
process. 

A future is envisaged in which the designer can, if 
required, interact and optimise colour choice in 
collaboration with the dyer and buyer over the colour 
communication network. The marketers will have in- 
depth intelligence of those colours that sell and those 
colours that do not. Presentation of photo-realistic 
images of products yet to be made is now possible, 
with the knowledge that they can be made if they 
produce a good consumer reaction. Test marketing 
may in future be done in many instances by 
measuring consumer reaction to such colour- 
calibrated images. 

Subtle adjustments to existing colours, as well as 
new colours, can be selected and discussed for 
feasibility with production units prior to committing 
fabric (establishing optimum cost, performance and 
metameric properties, for example). The many 
coloured components present in, say, a motor car 
interior and exterior design can be fully coordinated 
in specification, in many colourways if necessary. 

The two- and three-dimensional aspects of design, 
currently the province of specialist technical 
designers, and design software, are predicted to 
become integrated into a comprehensive collaborative 
design network, with free image interchange in 
standard digital formats and CIE coordinate-specified 
colour. 

The dominance of classic colours 
A fitting subject for research is the relationship 
between fashion colour and reasons that ‘classic’ 
colours persist in popularity. Is it possible to discover 
new classics? Can extrapolation be made to find 
them? Are there ‘durable’ colours, which given an 
occasional rest will come back into fashion again and 
again? Can consumer ‘colour fatigue’ be related to 
hue, chroma or lightness? How can the contribution 
of colour psychology, economic conditions and 
national mood be assessed? How do the many sources 
of fashion colour prediction compare, for uniformity 
of prediction and accuracy? Is fashion prediction a 
self-fulfilling prophecy? Is there a predictable or at 
least definable basis for quantifying such terms as 
colour harmony, contrast, tonality and the like? 

Answers to some of these questions are beginning 
to emerge using the new computer-based colour 

definition and visualisation tools now available, and 
by means of interaction between designers, colour 
scientists and experts in management and marketing. 

Research at UMIST department of 
textiles 
The penalties for getting a colour range out of balance, 
or plain wrong, for a given product are severe. It  is 
not our intention to teach range managers their job, 
rather we seek to give them new tools and knowledge 
to make that job easier. 

At UMIST the complementary disciplines of 
design, marketing, colour science and computing are 
being combined in a multidisciplinary attempt to 
solve at least some of the questions posed. So far we 
have put in place new colour visualisation and 
communication tools, and made a start on analysing 
fashion colour predictions. Current research is 
addressing the underlying influences of consumer 
choice on the one hand and precision colour imaging 
on the other. 

Research usually makes progress either by 
developing and applying new tools to old problems, 
or by crossing interdisciplinary boundaries to find 
new problems that can be solved with existing tools. 
Any researcher looking for interesting topics in the 
field of colour will not be short of challenges if they 
address some of the above questions. 
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